
STATE OF FLORIDA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

EXECUTIVE ORDER NUMBER 22-202

WHEREAS, article TV of the Florida Constitution vests the State's "supreme executive

power" in the Governor and requires the Governor to "take care" that the laws of Florida are

faithfully executed. Art. IV, § l(a), Fla. Const. ; and

WHEREAS, in furtherance of the Governor's executive responsibility, the Governor "may

suspend from office . . . any county officer . . . for malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty,

drunkenness, incompetence, permanent mability to perform official duties, or commission of a

felony. " Art. IV, § 7(a), Fla. Const. ; and

WHEREAS, a district school board member is a "county officer" subject to the Governor's

suspension power. In re Advisory Opinion to Governor-Sch. Bd. Member-Suspension Auth, 626

So. 2d 684, 690 (Fla. 1993) (finding that "a district school board member is a 'county' officer"

subject to gubernatorial suspension); and

WHEREAS, "malfeasance" refers to "evil conduct or an illegal deed, the doing of that

which one ought not to do, the performance of an act by an officer in his official capacity that is

wholly illegal and wrongful, which he has no right to perform or which he has contracted not to

do. " State ex rel. Hardie v. Coleman, 155 So. 129, 132 (Fla. 1934); and

WHEREAS, "misfeasance" refers to "the performance by an officer in his official capacity

of a legal act in an improper or illegal manner." Id.; and

WHEREAS, "neglect of duty" refers to "the neglect or failure on the part of a public

officer to do and perfonn some duty or duties laid on him as such by virtue of his office or which
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is required of him by law. " Israel v. DeSantis, 269 So. 3d 491, 496 (Fla. 2019) (quoting Coleman,

155 So. at 132). "It is not material whether the neglect be willful, through malice, ignorance, or

oversight." Id. (quoting Coleman, 155 So. at 132); and

WHEREAS, "incompetence" may arise from "gross ignorance of official duties or gross

carelessness in the discharge of them" or from "lack of judgment and discretion. " Id. (quoting

Coleman, 155 So. at 133); and

WHEREAS, district school board members are constitutionally elected as provided by law

to "operate, control and supervise all free public schools within the school district." Art. IX, § 4(b),

Fla. Const. ; see § 1001.32(2), Fla. Stat. (same); and

WHEREAS, a district school superintendent not subject to election is "employed by the

district school board" as provided by law. Art. IX, § 5, Fla. Const. ; and

WHEREAS, all public schools within a school district are under the direction and control

of the district school board, with the district school superintendent serving as the executive officer.

See § 1001.33, Fla. Stat; and

WHEREAS, district school boards are "responsib[le] for the actual operation and

administration of all schools needed within the districts in confonnity with rules and mmimum

standards prescribed by the state. " § 1001. 30, Fla. Stat; and

WHEREAS, the State of Florida requires district school boards to pay "proper attention

to health, safety, and other matters relating to the welfare of students." § 1001.42(8)(a), Fla. Stat.;

and

WHEREAS, to that end, state law places various duties on district school boards to

promote the health, safety, and welfare of students-including duties related to the supervision of

district school superintendents and the planning, maintenance, protection, and constmction of



school property. See, e. g., § 1001. 41(5), Fla. Stat. ("The district school board, after considering

recommendations submitted by the district school superintendent, shall. . . [pjerform duties and

exercise those responsibilities that are assigned to it by law or by rules .. . and, m addition thereto,

those that it may find to be necessary for the improvement of the district school system in carrying

out the purposes and objectives of the education code. "); § 1001. 42(4)(c), Fla, Stat. (district school

board is responsible for "[a]dopt[ing] and provid[ing] for the execution of plans for the

establishment, organization, and operation of the schools of the district, including, but not limited

to,.. . [p]rovid[ing] adequate educational facilities for all children"); § 1001.42(1 l)(b)6. -8., Fla.

Stat. (distnct school board is responsible for "[a]pprov[ing] plans for locating, planning,

constructing, sanitating, insuring, mamtaining, protecting, and condemning school property,"

including "[p]rovid[ing] for the proper supervision of constmction, " "[m]ak[ing] or contract[ing]

for additions, alterations, and repairs on buildings and other school properties, " and "[e]nsur[ing]

that all plans and specifications for buildings provide adequately for the safety and well-being of

students, as well as for economy of construction"), § 1001.42( ll)(c), Fla. Stat. (district school

board is responsible for "[p]rovid[ing] adequately for the proper maintenance and upkeep of school

plants, so that students may attend school without sanitary or physical hazards, and provide for the

necessary heat, lights, water, power, and other supplies and utilities necessary for the operation of

the schools"); and

WHEREAS, state law similarly places various duties on the district school superintendent.

See, e. g., § 1001. 51(6), (10)-(11), Fla. Stat. (disti-ict school superintendent is responsible for

"[r]ecommend[ing] the establishment, organization, and operation of such schools, classes, and

services as are needed to provide adequate educational opportunities for all children in the district,"

"[r]ecommend[ing] plans, and execut[ing] such plans as are approved, regarding all phases of the



school plant program," and "[r]ecommend[ing] measures to the district school board to assure

adequate educational facilities throughout the district"); and

WHEREAS, the district school superintendent is "[r]esponsib[le] for the administration

and management of the schools and for the supervision ofinstmction in the district. " § 1001.32(3),

Fla. Stat. ; and

WHEREAS, Patricia Good ("Good"), Donna Kom ("Kom"), Ann Murray ("Murray"),

and Laurie Rich Levinson ("Levinson") are all members of the School Board ofBroward County

("the Board"); and

WHEREAS, Murray has served on the Board since 2008, and her current term expires this

year; Good and Levinson have served since 2010, but Good's current tenn expires in 2024 and

Levinson's expires this year; and Kom has served since 2012, and her current tenn expires this

year; and

WHEREAS, Robert Runcie ("Runcie") was employed by and is the former Superintendent

of the Broward County Public Schools; and

WHEREAS, Barbara Myrick ("Myrick") was employed by and is the former General

Counsel of the Broward County Public Schools; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury was convened in the aftermath of the

tragic Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting; and

WHEREAS, the Order Directing Impanelment of the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury,

issued by the Florida Supreme Court on February 25, 2019, asked the Grand Jury to examine foiir

issues: (a) whether refusal or failure to follow the mandates of school-related safety laws, such as

the Marjory Stoneman Douglas Public Safety Act, results in unnecessary and avoidable risk to

students across the state; (b) whether public entities conamitted-and continue to commit-fraud



and deceit by accepting state funds conditioned on implementation of certain safety measures

while knowingly failing to act; (c) whether school officials committed-and continue to commit-

fraud and deceit by mismanaging, failing to use, and diverting funds from multimillion-dollar

bonds specifically solicited for school safety initiatives; and (d) whether school officials violated-

and continue to violate-state law by systemically underreporting incidents of criminal activity to

the Department ofEducadon; and

WHEREAS, on April 16, 2021, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury issued its Final

Report (attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Exhibit "A"), but the Report was sealed

and thus unavailable to the public; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury's Final Report was unsealed and

released to the public on August 19, 2022; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury, afiter conducting an in-depth

investigation, examining records obtained from numerous sources, and questioning numerous

witnesses, found in its Fmal Report that School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and

Levinson each committed malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty, and incompetence in

mismanaging the SMART Program, a multimillion-dollar bond specifically solicited for school

safety and renovation initiatives, among other things; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury found in its Final Report that the Board

was aware of serious problems with the SMART Program, including Runcie's inability or

unwillingness to manage those problems, and that it fell to tfae Board to exercise its powers to

resolve the problems, namely: (1) the power to hire, fire, evaluate, and contract with subordinate

leaders and managers, including Runcie and Myrick; (2) the power to approve and ratify the yearly

budget; and (3) the power to write policy; and



WHEREAS, Runcie and Myrick were both indicted for felonies related to their

appearances before the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury found in its Final Report that although

the criminal transgressions of Runcie and Myrick are not the fault of the Board, the permissive

atmosphere that the Board created for its former employees, coupled with the Board's

unwillingness to hold Runcie, Myrick, and other employees accountable, emboldened their

unacceptable behavior as detailed in the Final Report; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury found in its Final Report numerous

failures of the Board related to their oversight of school board personnel, including Runcie, and

the SMART Program; and

WHEREAS, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury found in its Final Report that the Board,

through fraud and deceit, has mismanaged the SMART Program and will continue to mismanage

that program if nothing changes; and

WHEREAS, for example, the Final Report found that the SMART projects "which were

clearly and specifically promised in 2014 by [Disb-ict] officials to be completed by the end of 2021

at a cost of $987 million are now estimated to be completed m 2025 at a cost of approximately

$1.462 billion"; and

WHEREAS, the Final Report further fouud that "the overall pattern of the last seven years

is clear: District leadership-guided by a woefully inaccurate scope of work from 2014-

continues year after year to sail SMART Program projects into stonn after storm"; and

WHEREAS, the Final Report observed that school district personnel had been aware "that

the roofing prices [for SMART Program projects] were fatally flawed since 2016," but "[wjhat is



unclear to [the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury] is how Superintendent Runcie and the Board can

claim they are not aware of this fact in 2021"; and

WHEREAS, the Final Report noted that, as late as September 2020, "the Board ha[d] not

taken any substantive action, or directed Superintendent Runcie to take substantive action to

address the problems in the Building Department"; and

WHEREAS, the Final Report found that a safety-related fire alami that could have

possibly saved lives at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School "was and is such a low priority

that it remains uninstalled at multiple schools" in Broward County; and

WHEREAS, the Final Report concluded that "students continue to be educated in unsafe.

aging, decrepit, moldy buildings that were supposed to have been renovated years ago" and that

the "Board cannot continue to give the District a blank check to incompetently manage these

SMART Program projects"; and

WHEREAS, based on its findings, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury has recommended

that the Governor immediately suspend School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and

Levinson from public office; and

WHEREAS, based on its findings, the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury does not

recommend that the Governor suspend any other current Board Members; and

WHEREAS, School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and Levinson were on the

Board from the beguming of the SMART Program and were responsible for the management of

the Program, the conduct of school board personnel, and the safety and well-being of the students

of the Broward County Public Schools; and

WHEREAS, School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and Levinson have failed their

responsibilities and duties to the parents and students of the Broward County Public Schools due



to their failiire, as described in the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury's Final Report, to adequately

oversee the management of the SMART Program, to supervise school board personnel, and to

protect the students of the Broward County Public Schools; and

WHEREAS, as found in the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury's Final Report, the gross

mismanagement of the SMART Program by School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and

Levinson occurred in part during theu' current terms in office and constitutes malfeasance,

misfeasance, neglect of duty, and incompetence in violation of their oath of office to "faithfully

perform the[ir] duties" as School Board Members. See art. II, § 5(b), Fla. Const. ; and

WHEREAS, due to their malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty, and incompetence,

School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and Levinson can no longer demonstrate the

qualifications necessary to meet their duties in office; and

WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the residents and students ofBroward County, and

the citizens of the State of Florida, that School Board Members Good, Kom, Murray, and Levinson

be immediately suspended from public office.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, RON DESANTIS, Governor of Florida, pursuant to the

Constitution and the laws of the State of Florida, do hereby fmd, and for the purposes of article

IV, section 7 of the Florida Constitution, determine as follows:

A. Pataicia Good, Donna Kom, Ann Murray, and Laurie Rich Levinson are, and at all

material times were, members of the School Board ofBroward County.

B. The office of district school board member is within the purview of the suspension

powers of the Governor, pursuant to article IV, section 7 of the Florida Constitution.

C. The actions and omissions of School Board Members Patricia Good, Donna Kom,

Ann Murray, and Laurie Rich Levinson, as referenced above and as detailed in the Twentieth
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Statewide Grand Jury's Final Report, which has been attached hereto and incorporated by

reference, occurred in part during their current terms in office and constitute "malfeasance,"

"misfeasance, " "neglect of duty, " and "incompetence" for the purposes of article IV, section 7 of

the Florida Constitution.

D. If, after execution of this suspension, additional facts are discovered that illustrate

further malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty, incompetence, or other constihitional grounds

for suspension of School Board Members Patricia Good, Donna Kom, Ann Murray, and Laurie

Rich Levinson, this Executive Order may be amended to allege those additional facts.

BEING FULLY ADVISED in the premises, and in accordance with the Constitution and

the laws of the State of Florida, this Executive Order is issued, effective immediately:

Section 1. Patricia Good, Donna Kom, Ann Murray, and Laurie Rich Levinson are each

hereby suspended from the public office that they now hold, to wit: Member of the School Board

ofBroward County.

Section 2. Patricia Good, Donna Kom, Ann Murray, and Laurie Rich Levinson are each

hereby prohibited from perfonnmg any official act, duty, or function of public office; &om

receiving any pay or allowance; from being entitled to any of the emoluments or privileges of

public office during the period of this suspension, which period shall be from the effective date

hereof, until a further executive order is issued, or as otherwise provided by law.

Section 3. As of the signing of this Executive Order, the Broward County Sheriffs Office,

assisted by other law enforcement agencies as necessary, is requested to: (i) assist m the immediate

transition of Patricia Good, Donna Kom, Ann Murray, and Laurie Rich Levinson from the School

Board ofBroward County, with access only to retrieve their personal belongings; and (ii) ensure

that no files, papers, documents, notes, records, computers, or removable storage media are



removed from the School Board ofBroward County or the Broward County Public Schools by the

suspended individuals or any of their staff.
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand and have caused the Great Seal of the State of
Florida to be affixed at Tallahassee, this 26th day of
August, 2022.

ON DESANTIS, GOVERNOR
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IN TEOE SUPREME COURT OF FLOMDA

CaseNo. SCl9-240

FINAL REPORT OF THE TWENTIETH STATEWIDE GRAND JURY

On Febmary 14, 2018, fourteen children and three educators were murdered at Marjory

Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. The aftermath of this tragedy geaerated

numerous civil and criminal investigations involving the shooter, law eiiforcement officere and

school officials. Notably, the Marjory Stoaanian Douglas I»ublic Safety Commission (MSDPSC)

was commissioned to closely analyze the tragedy itself-including the actions of various law

enforcement orgaoizations and school o£6cials-in an effort to develop recommaidations to

curtail future tragedies. We, the membas of the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury, have not been

asked to duplicate the efiEbrts of these other mvesdgadons, but it is clear to us that this body was

impaneled because of the tragedy. Therefore, with the memory of diose lost at Marjory Stoneman

Douglas High School on that day as our North Star, we have dutifully and diUgeady investigated

sdxool safety issues in the State of Florida for as long as the law would allow us.

In June of 2019, when we arrived for jury duty at the Broward County Courthouse, none

of us had any idea what would be asked of us. We are residents ofMiami-Dade, Broward and Palm

Beach Counties. AU volunteers, we arc life-long FIoridians and transplants; men and women;

Asian, Black, Hispanic and Anglo-Americans; educators, first responders, and professionals from

an array of industry and commerce. Most importantly, we are Floridians whose lives have been

forever Aanged by what we have seen and learned in the last two years. We have pushed, and

continue to push, for legislative change. We seek accouatability from those who are given the

opportunity to care for our childr&cL It is our SUICCTC hope m writing this Final Report, as it has
Received. Ctey.]Supreme Court
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been our hope with our prior Interim Rqrorts and Indictments, that we will change the lives of our

fellow Roridians for the better by making Florida's schools safer places to send our children.

OUT investigadon has beea directed by a inandate fi-om the Rorida Supreme Court. The

Order Directing laapanekaent of the Statewide Grand Jury, issued by the Horida Supreme Court

on February 25, 2019 asked us to examine four issues:

(a) wheAer refusal or failure to follow the mandates of school-related safety laws,
such as the Marjory Stoneman Douglas Public Safety Act, results in
umecessary and avoidable risk to students across tfae state;

(b) whether public entities committed-and continue to coinmit-fraud and deceit
by acceptmg state funds conditioned on implementadon of certain safety
measures while taiowingly failing to act;

(c) whether school officials committed-and continue to commit-&aud and
deceit by mismanaging^ failing to use, and diverting funds from multumllion-
dollar bonds spectfically solicited for school safety mitiatives; and

(d) whether school officials violated-and continue to violate-state law by
systenaically imderreportmg incidents of criminal activity to the Departmeut of
Education-

Since the beguming of our tenn, our investigation has beai facilitated by special agents and

analysts fi-om the Flonda Dq)artment of Law Enforcement (FDLE) and attorneys and other

employees fiiom the Office of Statewide ProsecutioiL We arc sincerely appreciative of these

individuals' dUigeat and tireless efforts to investigate these complex issues on our behalf. In the

course of this Grand Jury, FDLE has served hundreds of subpoenas for records, reviewed and

analyzed tens of thousands of pages of documents and parsed terabytes of data. This Grand Jury

has itself examined over 150 witnesses and reviewed over 150 exhibits.

Our term has so far resulted in an indictment against a fonner en^>loyee of Broward County

Public Schools, and a presentment regarding criminal conduct by an employee of Duval Coimty

Public Schools who has since resigned. We have also issued a number of Interim Reports which
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have focused primarily on the first and fourth issues in our mandate. We issued OUT First Interim

Report to address the alamung fact tihat some local scfaool districts had not taken the steps

necessary to bring their schools into compliance with the requirements of tlie Marjory Stoneman

Douglas Public Safety Act CMSDPSA) ahead of the first day of the 2019-20 school year.

We issued our Second Intemn Report in December of 2019, and it contained a number of

specific recommendations to the 2020 Florida Legislature involving school safety issues. We were

dismayed to later learn that Senate BU17040, the 2020 legislative session's attempt to update the

MSDPSA, was not ultimately passed into law. Nevertheless, we issued our Third Literim Report

in Deceinber of 2020. This Report reiterated and underscored many of our prior legislative

recommeadadons ahead of tfae 2021 legislative session and provided additional specific guidance

aimed at addressing serious deficiencies in the patchworic of different agencies comprising

Florida's mental health care "system".

Both of these latter Reports contained specific recommeDdations to the Florida Legislature

involving significant areas of cwicem regarding school safety, and this Grand Jury urges anyone

mterested in school safety to review all of our Interim Reports for additional mformation. We

understand legislating is a process and hope tfaat these Interim Reports will provide useful guidance

well beyond the 2021 legislative session.

Many of this Grand Jury's recommendations in this Fmal Rqiort, however, are of an

entirely different tenor. We continue to recommend that fhe 2021 Florida Legislature pass this

year's update of the MSDPSA, aow-titled as House Bill 7035; just as we continue to stand by all

our prior recommendations; but the primary focus of this Report is to enact change in the

maiiagement of certain school districts. With that goal in mind, our discussions around the topics

in this Rqrort are going to get very specific. We arc going to name names, we are going to point
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to specific acts on specific dates, and we are going to quote testimony where appropriate. We do

all of tins in an dEfort to provide the taxpayers in these school districts with a clear picture of what

is happening in their schools, who is causii^ it, and why, m the hopes that public scrutiny atteadmg

this Final Report will make some or all of the activities we report on impossible for these

individuals-or anyone else, for that matter-to carry out with impunity in the future.

The FMnainder of this Final Report is principally divided into sections that match the four

categories of our oiandate. The first two sections-whidi deal with MSDPSA compliance and

fraud in accepting state funds for safety-are relatively short, but the latter two-ndiich deal with

fraud in the mismaDagement of multimillion-dollar bonds and tfae systematic underreportug of

cdminal incidents to state agencies-are inuch longer. Each of these sections contams its own

recommendations, which include policy and legislative recommendations as well as specific

recommendations for the suspension of certain school district officials where appropriate.

THER RE3FUSAL OR FAILURE TO FOLLOW THE MANDATES OF
SCHOOL.RELATED SAFETY LAWS SUCH AS THE ORY STONEMAN
DOUGLAS PUBUC SAFETY ACT RESULT IN UNNECESSARY AND
AVOID LE RISK TO STUDENTS ACROSS THE TATE

The Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury's First Literim Report, dated July 19, 2019 stated that

'Sve have seen and heard troubling evidence of conflicts between school district officials and law

enforcement agencies regarding who is ultimately responsible for executing and enforcing" the

Aaron Feis Guardian Program, which was passed into law in two separate BUls, Horida Senate

Bills 7026 and 7030, and is now enshrined in Section 1006.12, Florida Statutes (2020). We noted

that executing these laws would "require cooperation between law enforcement and school district

officials", but we did not name any specific local school districts, hi our Second Interim Report,

this Grand Juiy once again took to task "a number of Florida school districts" for failing to comply

with die mandates of the Guardian Program as it related to charter schools. The Report dted a
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specific example involving the Broward County Sdiool District to illustrate a larger trend of local

districts failing to timely ensure that at least one Safe Schools Officer (SSO) would be present on

every charta- school campus for the tfiea-upcomiag 2019-20 sAool year, but beyond that example,

we did not specifically identify any other local school districts.

All of this prologue brings us to the Sdiool District of Palm Beach County (hereinafter

"the District" or "SDPBC"). Although we did not directly address SDPBC's compliance issues in

those first two reports, nor did we discuss any local school district compliance issues specifically

in our TUrd Interim Report, underlying issues merit exploration so they are not rqieated in the

future. In a nutshell, SDPBC wound up spending a significant amoimt of taxpayer money hiring a

private security firm to train prospective SSOs instead of cooperating with the Palm Beach County

SherifPs Office ("PBSO"), which had both legal autborizadon and available funding firom the

State of Florida to administer this training at no extra cost to the District SDPBC's decision to

briag on a private vendor and the subsequent fallout resulted in a great deal of confusion,

unnecessary expexise and, eventually, litigation.

By way of background. Senate Bill 7030 was signed into law on May 9, 2019, and

according to witness testimony, SDPBC officials were actively tracking the progress of the Bill

well before that date and fully expected it to become law. On May 31, 2019, the FDOE issued a

memormdum to all Florida school districts titled "SB 7030 tmplementation of Legislative

Recommendations of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Commission"

suinmarizing the proposed changes to the school safety laws and explainmg how they would affect

local school districts. On June 5, 2019, SDPBC issued a letter to all Palm Beach County Charter

schools which provided aU four SSO options eDumerated in SB 7030. ' Shortly, thereafter, SDPBC

' Schools could cooperate with local law enforcement to bring on: (1) "School Resource Officers", sworo law
enforcement personnel employed by local rounicipaliries w sheriffa who would be attached to a given school for a
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issued a letter to PBSO explaining fhat it planned to offer charter schools a choice betweaa all four

statutory options pursuant to Secdon 1006.12, followed by anoAer communique to charter schools

mstmcting them to contact PBSO regarding Ae establishmait of an SSO program. On Tuesday,

July 23, 2019 (four days after this Grand Jury released its First Interim Rqrnrt) SDPBC organized

a meeting to discuss safety on charter school campuses and facUitate charter school access to SSO

training. Personnel from tfae Pahn Beach County Schools Police Departonent, PBSO, sevai other

law enforcement ageades, forty-two Palm Beadi County diarter school representadves aud twelve

security ageodes were all present at this meeting, where PBSO indicated that it would provide an

SSO training if the School Board of Palm BeaA County (the Board) voted in favor of it. After this

meeting, SDPBC sent a letter to <fae charter school Governing Board that gave the charte- schools

until July 30, 2019 to select tfaeir desired SSO option and provide their preferciice in writing to the

Director of Charter Sdiools.

Uobeknownst to both PBSO and Ae charter schools, SDPBC's Executive Cabinet had

already chosen to provide "School Security Guards" as the charter school SSO option on July 8,

2019. To facUitate this decisioii, <fae Board approved the purchase of charter school safety services

through vanous vendors on July 24, 2019-one day cfter fhe charter school security meting.

descnbed above and six days prior to the deadline SDPBC had given charter schools to select their

SSO option. la fact, as early as July 2, 2019, SDPBC ofiBcials had already contacted a private

security guard training firm, lavictus, to develop an SSO traming program and provide candidates,

based on the District's own deteimiiiation that "School Security Guards" were not required to be

period of time; (2) "School Safety OfBcers", sworn law enforcement personnel employed by tfae local school districts
themselves; (3) "School Guardians", school officials or District employees who had been authorized to cany firearms
on school campuses after having undagone specific training programs offered through local sherifiPs offices; and/or
(4) "School Security Guards", who had traming similar to School Guardians but were employed by third parties and
detached to specific schools as needed.
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trained by a SherifiPs OfBce like PBSO. NODC of the other 66 sdiool districts in tfae State of Florida

have interpreted the statute to allow this kind of traimng.

Nevertheless, on July 30, 2019, just diirteen days before the start of the 2019-20 school

year, SDPBC signed a $250,000.00 contract wifh Invictus. Due to the limited window of time after

tfae contract was ratified, Invictus was unable to tram enough "School Security Guards" for the

beginning of the school year, whid meant that SDPBC then had to enter into an additional skty-

day contract with PBSO in order to have sufficient SSOs available to cover its diarter schools until

hivictus had successfully trained its first group of "School Security Guards".

Unfortunately, the problems did not end there. On August 8, 2019, die Florida Department

of Education sent a letter to PESO and SDPBC advismg that Invictus's "School Security Guard"

braining did not meet the statutory guidelines and the lecently-trained "School Security Guards"

would wt be pemutted to serve as SSOs without further training by PBSO or through another

local sheriff's o£5ce that offered the statutorily defined Guardian traiiung program. PESO also

conducted its own review oflnvictus's program and found numerous compliance issues, including

the fsvct that:

. Portions of the course were not taught or overseen by instructors certified by the

Horida Criminal Justice Standards and Training Commission;

* Some students were passed with an 80% score in firearms trainiog, although the

statute reqiures an 85% score;

. There was no breakdown of tune spent on specific curricula as required by statute;

and

. Students who apparently failed psychological exams were allowed to participate

in the trauung program.
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la addition to tiie trainmg deficiaicies identified by PBSO, this Grand Jiuy also uncovered a

contract for "Spere, Inc"-a coiporation controlled by the principals of Invictus-to provide

"Security Guards" to SDPBC charter schools. This contract, of course, had the potential to bring

these principals even more revalue from SDPBC than the lavictus trainmg program would have

done on its own. By controlling the access to its training program, Invictus put itself in a position

to ensure that Spere employees would receive training first and potendally be deployed into charter

schools ahead of other potaitial candidates.

None of this actually happened, however, because on August 20, 2019, a PBSO panel

released its findings and recommended that Invictus's traming program be discontinued. Sue days

later, PESO finally began its own training program in order to support the charter schools' need

for School Security Guards. Two days after that, the Board voted to tenninate Invictus's contract,

but by that pomt, SDPBC had spent over $77,000 of taxpayer funds on these trainings. Invictus

sued fhe Board for Breach of Coatract, and the School Board countersued Invictus for Breach of

Contract, Negligent Misrqpreseatatioa, Fraudulent Inducement, Fraudulent Perfonnance and

violating the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act. Now this drama will play itself

out in die courts-once agam at taxpayer expmse.

It is clear to this Grand Jury that there was a critical lack ofcommumcation and cooperadon

between SDPBC and PESO regarding (fae implementation of SSOs on charter school campuses.

Instead of seeking the assistance of PBSO, SDPBC relied on its own statutory mterprctation

without sufficient input from other stakeholders such as PBSO, FDOE, or the MSDPSC, leaving

the taxpayers of Palm Beach County with a bill for a failed program that did not produce any

qualified SSOs. Moreover, this Grand Jury received evidence and testimony Aat Invictus was

actually pre-selected by high level officials withm the Palm Beach County Schools Police
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Departinent and subsequently recommended to SDPBC's Board. There appears to have beeu no

competitive process in tavictus's procurement because the Board classified the hiring of Invictus

as an "emergency expenditure" due to time constraints. This analysis, of course, completely fails

to admowledge the fact that SDPBC actually caused the emergency by not timely planning for SB

7030's passage and securing PBSO's assistance in setting up a. legally sufficient training program.

Tliis entire matter is deeply unfortunate, and it was exacdy the sort of foolishness we were

concaned about in our Fust and Second bterim Reports. One would think that important events

like the Marjory Stoaeman Douglas shootings and their attendant loss of life would have made the

stakes of failure clear and drove the various entities responsible for our children's educadon and

security to find cooperative solutions, but it appears that at least some officials within SDPBC and

PBSO would rather engage in turf wars that will produce no winners.

WHETHER PUBUC ENTTTIES COMMTTTED^-AND CONTINUE TO
COMMTT-FRAUD AND DECEFT BY ACCEPTING STATE S
CONDH10NED ON EMPLEMENTATION OF CERTAm SAFETT MEAS
WHILEKN WD? LYFAIUNGTOACT

To satisfy the second part of the Florida Supreme Court's mandate, this Grand Jury closely

examined two public funding mechanisms administered through HX)E: The Educational Facilities

Security Grant (EFSG) and the Safe Schools Allocation (SSA). We are pleased to report that we

have found no evidence of fi-aud and deceit by public entities in their acceptance and use of these

state safety funds.

The EFSG was codified m Secdoa 44 of Senate Bill 7026. The bill appropriated

$98,962,286 to FDOE to admmister a grant program providing capital outlay funds that were

specifically earmarked to improve the physical security of school buildings. EFSG-eligible

applicants included all Florida scfaool districts, charter schools, and developmental research

schools. Applicants were not required to provide matching funds to receive a grant award, but local
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school districts were required to provide charter schools iu their jurisdictions with proportionate

shares of grant funds, so long as the charter schools provided fhe local districts with security risk

assessments. Successful applicants received EFSG funds in monthly allotments.

EFSG funds could be used to improve any physical safety aud security features of school

buildings fhat had been identified in secudty risk assessments conq)leted by each school district.

Only fixed capital ouday expenditures were pemiitted, meaning that these funds could not be used

to pay for mamtenaace of existing features, aclnunistr^aon of schools, or as compensation for

school district employees. The program*s ftmding period began on July 1, 2018, and aU EFSG

awarded funds were required to be exhausted by January 31, 2021. After that date, any remaining

monies were required to be r^umed to FDOE.

This Grand Jury heard testimony that FDLE Special Agents served Subpoenas Duces

Tecum to EFSG Awardees in the State of Florida for records and documentation pertaining to their

receipt and use of EFSG fimds. FDLE conducted a comprehensive review of fhis documentatiou

to detemiine the amounts awarded, how they WCTC utUized, and wheAer these amounts were spent

on allowable projects as set forth by the guidelines provided by FDOE. FDLE also conducted a

general review of the businesses utili2ed to perfonn EFSG-funded projects, and gathered proof

that the projects EFSG Awardees conti-acted for had actually been itE^ilemented.

In the wake of this comprehensive analysis, this Grand Jury finds no improper expenditures

of EFSG-awarded funds by any public entity. Rmds appear to have generally been spmt on site

hardaiing projects includmg perimeter fencing to create smgle points of entry, constcuction to

enhance secure entry mto school buildmgs, mass DotificadoD systems, identification badging

systems for sdiool visitors and staff, video camera security systems, metal detectors, and ballisdc

safety reinforcement film for school windows. All of these are appropriate uses of EFSG funds.
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This Grand Jury also heard testimoDy about the Safe Schools Allocation (SSA), which was

passed into law as Section 42 of Senate Bill 7026 (Chapter 2018-3, Laws of Florida). The SSA

established a total sum of $161, 956, 019 in funds to be utilized by public entities for school safety

expenses for the 2018-2019 fiscal year. These public ftmds were appropriated fi-om the State of

Florida's General Revenue Fund and were also admiiiistercd by FDOE. Unlike the EFSG, SSA

funds were eannarked to be used by local school districts in their compliance with the MSDPSC,

widi priority given to the fundrng of SSOs pursuant to Florida Statute secriou 1006. 12.

Once again, FDLE Special Agents served Subpoenas Duces Tecum to all sdiool districts

and devdopm^ital schools in tfae State ofRorida. for records and documentation pertaining to their

receipt and use of SSA funds, this time for the fiscal year dated July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019.

Once again, FDLE analysts conqirehensively reviewed the documentation provided to detennine

amounts awarded, how these amounts were utilized, and whether these amounts were spent on

allowable expenses as set fortfa by the guidelines provided by FDOE.

Just as above, this comprehaisive analysis has revealed no uuproper expenditures of SSA

funds by any public entity. SSA funds were all appropriately spent on the funding of safe-school

officers pursuant to Secdon 1006. 12, Florida Statutes (2018). A majority of the public entities

utilized these funds to contract with law enforcement agencies for the provision of Sdtool

Resource Officers (SROs) to be at every school within their jurisdicdon, mcluding charter schools.

A minority utiUzed the SSA funds OD "School Safety Officers", "School Guardians" and/or

"School Security Guards", aU of which are permissible categories pursuant to Section 1006. 12.

Some entities were left with excess SSA funds after dqploying the statutorily required number of

SROs, and on those occasions, these public endties utUized SSA funds for additional school

security expenses, site hardening inyrovemeats or simply rolled excess SSA funds over for use
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during the next fiscal year. These, too, are all pennined pracdces under the FDOE's SSA fund

distribution guidelines.

WHETHER S OOL 0 C COMMUTED-AND CONHNUE T
CO -FRAUD AND DECEFT BY MISMANAG G FAILING TO US AND
DIVERTGMG FUNDS FRO MULTBVHLUON-DOLLAR B NDS
SPE ALLY QUOTED FOR SCHOOL SAFETY INTHATIVES

This Grand Jury has received testimony finom scores of witoesses and scmtmized detailed

records from miildple jurisdictions regarding multimillion-dollar bonds and the construcdon

projects undertaken with funds derived from those bonds. 2 AH of these projects arc still in progress,

and Aerc are eannariced sums of money around the State of Rorida that have not yet been spent.

While none of the projects we examined were entirely problem-free, we are pleased to report that

for (fae most part, they do appear to be reladvely timely, on-budget and in-lme wifh the covenants

made by these school districts to the voters who approved them. But there is one notable exception

to this tread: The SMART Program, currently being admiaistered by Broward County Public

Schools (hereinafter "BCPS" or "the District").

In our quest to understand why the SMART Program is the debacle that it is, we have

reviewed recordings of meetings and workshops of the School Board ofBrowaid County ("the

Board"), examined records obtained from numerous sources and questioned numerous witnesses.

We have attempted to be as complete m our examination of the SMART Program as possible. To

that end, we have heard testimony from numerous <x»iitractors and subcontractors involved with

BCPS projects and contracted representatives of the District who specialize in these areas. Our

investigation has also led us to review general operations, hiring practices and procedures m a

2 The Twentieth Grand Juiy specifically examined the following projects: The District's SMART Program, the "2Ist
Century Schools Bond" administered by Miaui-Dade County School Public Schools and the "Your Penny at Work"
Faculties Coiistruction Program admiiiistered by Palm Beach County School Dismct WUle we do not believe it is
necessary to devote sections of tfais Report to those projects, we will make reference to them where comparisons to
the District's SMART Program are aappmpriats.
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number of BCPS Departments, including Facilides, Finance, Building, Human Resources, and

Physical Plant Operations (PPO). Most importantly, we have closely exaoiined the activities of

District leaders, including, but not limited to Superintendent Robert Runcie and every member of

the Board that has materially participated ia oversight of the SMART Program. OUT scmtiny of

the District's leadership and these Board members has been pointed, but we have provided each

of them every opportimity to explain their decisioiis regarding the SMART Program. As we wiU

discuss m detail below, we find many of these leaders' explaiiatioas iuq>ersuasive. Having

considered all of the above items of testimony and evidence, this Grand Jury finds that die School

Board of Broward County has-tiurough deceit, malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty and

iDcoiiq)etence-^Dismanaged the SMART Program, a multimillion-dollar bond specifically

solicited for school safety initiadves. We believe that the only appropriate remedy is for the

Governor of the State of Florida to remove these members of the SAooI Board of Broward

County.3

To support our finding and our recomiiiendadon, this Report wUl examine the litany of

uninfonned or even misinfonned decisions, mcompetent management and lack of meaningful

oversight that have all contributed to au unprecedented degree of delay aiui extra expaise that will

ultimately be borne by the taxpayers of Broward County. As it stands today, a group of projects

which were clearly and specifically promised in 2014 by BCPS officials to be completed by the

end of 2021 at a cost of $987 million are now estimated to be completed in 2025 at a cost of

approximately $1.462 billion. Frankly, we believe that completion in 2025 is wishcasting, and the

3 See Ha. Const., Art. TV, S. 7 ("By executive order stating the grounds and fUed with the custodian of state records,
the governor may suspend ftom office any stale officer not subject to iiqpeachment, any officer of the imlitia not in
the active service of the United States, or any county officer, for malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty,
drunkenness, incompetence, pamanent iaability to petform official dudes, or commission of a felony, and may fill
the office by appointment for the period of suspension.").
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soaring cost estimates will continue to rise in the coming years. Our concern is reflected in the

most recent Quarterly Report by third-party watchdog Florida TaxWatch. What follows here is our

effort to explore some of the more troubling aspects of the District's management of the SMART

Program, explain some of the underlying mechanisms behind tfae dramatic rise in the Bond's cost,

and whess appropriate-assign blame.

This doubling of time and almost 50 percent increase in cost did not happen overnight It

was a slow-boiling frog that resulted fipom years of mismanagement from multiple BCPS Officials,

whose mistakes were compounded by the Board, which has-as a body corporate-refused to hold

BCPS leadership to account, even when the District's failures were apparent. Oiir report exammes

these failures along four primary axes:

1. Failure to Plan: BCPS failed to adequately plan and prepare for the $800 million

SMART Program referendum. Through its own haste and negligence (or perhaps

even with some degree of mtent on the part of some actors), the District did not

present the taxpayas with an accurate picture of the true scope and cost of the many

construction projects it claimed to be able to accomplish. The District also failed

to plan m the sense that it put a great deal of effort into public messaging and

campaigring to pass the SMART Program, but behind the sceoes, it did not hire

adequate staff or timely seek the services of private partners to manage this

eaonnous pool of promised construction projects.

2. Failuure to Lead: BCPS compounded its mitial faUure to plan by failiog to put in

place staff who had the ability and desire to adequately inform and guide the many

project maiiagers, architects, engineers, contractors and subcontractors the District

needed to complete this massive slate of consfiruction projects. When conflicts
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inevitably arose-either between different departments within BCPS's enormous

bureaucracy or between industry professionals on the private side and District

officials on the public side-middle- and upper-inanagement at the District were

utterly unable to incoiporate tfae advice of iudustry professioDals-even advice the

District itself sought and paid for-to address these probleins in a productive and

effective manaer. Pmally, at least some District-level managers appear to be more

than willing to countenance outrageous behavior OD the part of their supervisees.

3. FaUure to Infonn: Distnct officials have taken steps to obstmct both the public

and the Board firem receiving potentially damaging information about exactly what

is going on m SMART Program projects. These steps are varied, and can range

firom obfuscation, to the use of tedmical jargOD, to outnght lying by senior district

leadership. District officials have also fomented mfighting anmngst Board

members, which has led to an overall paralysis of the Board corporate as a

mechaaism for holding BCPS leaderdup accountable.

4. Failure to Account: Regardless of the steps taken by the Distdct to mismfomi it,

the SBBC has had enough reliable information at its disposal to understand the

major issues involving the SMART Program projects for years. Nonetheless, the

Board corporate has failed to exercise its authority and hold semor management at

the District accountable for these failures. Instead, the Board has-by carelessness

or by design-sancdoned and supported the Oistdct's failures.

Each of these categories have contributed their own discrete cost increases and delays to SMART

Program projects. But importandy, they have eadh exacerbated and magnified the impact of the

others. The District's failure to adequately plan in 2014 greatly contributed to conflicts among
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staff and with the private sector later on; these conflicts put BCPS ofiBcials in a posidon to "manage

the message" in an attempt to obfuscate and minimize the program's failures; and die Board's

unwillingness exercise its authority to hold BCPS leadership accountable has allowed these

conflicts to fester and failures to multiply. Altogether, the unpact of this inepdtude on tfae SMART

Program projects has been devastating.

From the outset, we want to be dear about one thing: This is not normal. BCPS is not the

first local school district to undertake a construcdon project of ttus scale. In fact, all three scfaool

distdcts in South Florida are currently involved in similar projects. The District is not seeking to

renovate these buildings to comply with complex design standards sudi as DEED, BREEAM or

Energy Star. Despite tfae protestations of the District and Board, there is nothmg umquely

challenging about the SMART Program safety and renovation projects. In fact, there is nothing

about the SMART Program renovations that set them apart from literally hundreds of other

buildings renovated by other school districts iu nearby Miami-Dade and Pahn Beach Counties.

This Grand Jury believes die vast majority of problems and delays the District is encountering in

the construction process were entirely foreseeable had District officials taken adequate steps to

properly examine their own facilities and prepare for what they found in advance. Nevertheless,

we have heard BCPS officials and Board Members testify again and again that the issues we will

examine in detail below were aitirely unexpected and could not have possibly been discovered

and planned for m 2014. We do not believe them.

To us, the overall pattern of the last seven years is clear: District leadership-guided by a

woefully inaccurate scope of woik from 2014-continues year after year to sail SMART Program

projects into storm after storm. Every time a project encounters a new problem or one of the many

layers of oversight employed by the District sounds the alann about fast-ballooning costs, time or
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any number of other issues, the District publicly autopsies itself with the same tired set of "who

could have knowcus" and "we wUl do betters". K" the problem is bad enough, public enough and/or

expensive enough, the District may even respond by transitioning a few of its managers from one

department to another, rearcaaging a few deck chairs in its organizational hierarchy, or institutmg

yet another layer ofbureaucradc "process" to paper over its failure. The Board corporate readily

accepts ndiatever paltry remedial measures the District suggests, and while individual Board

membas may grouse in public meetings about the District's latest series of failures and delays, or

even write some vague jargon in the Superintendent's latest yearly evaluation about "hold[ingj

staff accountable and ensur[ing] Board policies as well as District procedures are consistendy

followed... ", it is clear to us that public perception and polidcal survival are far more important

and salient goals for Board members than taking the hard steps necessary to honor their covenants

with the taxpayers of Broward County. As one witness asked, "how [did] we get to the point where

it became about the people in the K.C. Wright building and not the kids in the classroom and

teachers in the ckissroom?"

About the School Board of Broward Count

Tlie SBBC consists of mne members, each of whom is elected to serve four-year terms.

Seven of these members are elected to represent q)ecific "Districts" or subdivisions within the

larger Broward School District, and two of them are "Countywide At-Large" members who are

elected by voters firom the entire District. Its members are not term-limited. Other than the

requirement that they domicile in their given geographic "Districts", there are no specific

prerequisites for candidates to run for the Broward School Board. Once elected, there is no formal

"onboarding" or formal training process. New Board members are often given the opportunity to

attend "trainugs" offered by nonprofit orgamzations like the Council of Great City Schools and
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are provided materials explaining the powers and limitations of their office by the Board's legal

advisor. Some Board members, like Nora Rupert, have sought additional training and certificatiou

with state-specific aatitfes like the Florida School Board Association.

Article K, Section 4(b) of Flonda's Constitution empowers local school boards to

"operate, control and siqiervise aU j&ee public schools within the school district and determine the

rate of school district taxes within the limits prescribed herein. "4 Consistent with its mandate to

"operate, control and supervise", the SBBC ratifies the District's annual budget, and frequently

produces detailed policies on a diverse range of subjects rangmg from Secondary School Parkmg,

to Paid Sick Leave, to Anti-Bullying.

The Board also supervises a grand total of two einployees: BCPS's Superintendent of

Schools, Robert Runcie, aad its legal advisor, Barbara Myrick. Both of these employees arc subject

to annual written performance reviews by each Board Member, and a majority of the Board must

approve renewals or modifications of their einployment contracts.

About Brow Count blicSdiook

BCPS is the sixth largest school district in the United States, just behind Miami-Dade

County (Fourth) and ahead of Palm Beach County fTenth). As of 2021, the Disfrict enq»loys

rougfaly 33,000 teachers, admmistrators and staff to instmct and support a student population of

approximately 261,000 across over 333 campuses all over Broward County. Each of these

campuses contains multiple buildings of varying age and condition, all of which are supervised,

renovated and maintained by the District's Facilities Department.

4 As of 2020-21, tfae yearly tax "Millage" collected by SBBC from Broward County homeowners is a total of 6.5052
Mills (or S6J1 per year for eveiy thoiisand dollais of a given home's assessed property value). State law has limited
the ainourt of taxes local school districts can collect fw "Capital MUlage", a category that includes school
construction, remodeling, site improvements, expfflasions, renovations & repairs, niauitenaDce, purchases of new and
replacement equipment, school bus purchases, enterprise resource software applications, and driver education vehicles
purchases to IS Mills (or $1^0 per year for every thousand dollars of a given home's assessed property value).
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The District's annual budget as of 2021 is over $4 billion, which is primarily collected

through local propaly taxes and admmistered by the District with the annual approval of the

SBBC. The Chief Executive Officer of this enormous bureaucracy is Superintaident Robert

Runcie, who has occupied this position since the prior superintendent, James F. Notter, resigned

in the wake of a report authored by the Nineteenth Statewide Grand Jury. Superinteiideut Ruacie

is served by a cabinet consistmg of ̂>proxmiately twelve chiefs, the size and composition of which

changes fairly often. As noted above, Supeimtendeat Runcie is himself an employee of the Board,

subject to retention, removal, and pCTfonnance review by that body.

Akn. i+ 1-hd C^4APT n

The SMART Program is a "General Obligation Bond", essentially a low-risk, low-mterest

loan. It enables the District to sell bonds over a series oftianches" that enable it to gather up to

$800 million in funds. Each new '^tranche" is sold after the District certifies it has met a specific

set of condidons and requests the next round of money. To date, three tranches have been

released-$155, 055,000 in 2015, $175,750,000 in 2019, and $207,465,000 in 2021-leaving a

total of $262,730,000 of the origiaal $800 million remaining to be collected. The SMART

Program is financed by the voters of Broward County, who have agreed to pay extra yearly taxes

to service die bond's debt for iq> to die next thirty years. After that, the SMART Program

obligadons wiU have been satisfied and that tax increase attendant to that debt service will sunset.

The SMART Bond was developed in 2014 to address outstanding deficiencies faced by the

District in several areas that roughly matched the letters in the SMART acronym:

S = Safety

M = Music & Arts

A = Athletics
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R = Renovations

T=Tedinology

This report wiU focus primarily in the "S", "Safety", and "R", "Renovations" portion of the

SMART Program. That is not to say that these other areas of the Bond are problem-fi?ee-they are

not-but many of these other problems have already been resolved and were not of nearly the

same magnitude as those we found in "Safety" and "Renovations".

District leadCTS and Board members campaigned vociferously for the bond during the lead-

up to the 2014 electioo, making numerous public qipearances to discuss the District's need of

funds and what could be accomplished once those ftmds were available. In an effort to sway voters,

titxe District also produced an advertising and public reladons campaign which included highly

detailed, sdiool-by-school lists of ̂ ojects (known as a "scope of woric") that it intended to

accomplish with SMART Program revmue.

Each project comprising the "scope of work" was placed on a specific timeline containing

a brief description, an estimated cost, a prospective start date and a prospective end date.

Importantly, District officials pledged to begin all projects within five years and complete them

off within seven years. The projects themselves were supposed to have been prioritized based on

the seriousness of each school's deficiencies and identified as "Year One Projects" through "Year

Five Projects" with the highest priority given to "Year One Projects". There was also a separate

list of "Critical Priority One Projects" whose circumstances were determmed by the District to be

so dire that even if the bond did not pass, the projects at these schools had to move forward in short

order. The District also promised to utilize a total of $ 187 million from its Capital MiUage Reserves

to bring the total money available for Bond-related projects to $987 million.
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The SMART Bond was put before the voters of Broward County via Resolution 14-88,

Broward County Public School Board, on November 4, 2014, with the following language:

Funding Improvements to and Replacement of Public
School Facilities Throu^i Issuance of General Obligation Bonds

Shall the School District of Broward County fund improvements to and
replacement of public sdiool facilities throughout fhe District, mcluding safety
enhancements and instructional technology upgrades, by issuing genKaI obligadon
bonds m a total principal amount not exceeding $800,000,000, to be issued in
multiple series, bearing interest at not exceeding mmcimiini legal rates, maturing
within thirty years, and secured by the full failfa and credit and ad-valorem taxing
power of fhe District?

This language was approved by 68% of the voters. After seairing a positive majority vote on the

referendum, Ae District was legally obligated to produce a sheaf of legal documents which

together comprised the "Bond Resolution" before it could offer investors the opportumty to buy

the first traodie of bonds, receive the funds for that trandie and begin woA. Uke the referendum

language, these documents did not reflect the great level of detaU provided to the voters in the

media blitz preceding the rcfeii dum. fastead, the Referendum itself contained language

authorizing SMART Bond funds to be used:

for the purpose of modernizing, constructmg, acquiring, building, onlargmg,
finishing or otherwise improving school buildings, including safety enhancements
aad instrucdonal technology upgrades or for any O&CT exclusive use of the public
schools within the District, including therein, fhe projects set forth on Exhibit A
attached hereto, as such projects may be modified from time to time.

"Exhibit A" contained three long lists ofBCPS scfaools, separated into the followmg categories:

"RemodeImg/Renovation and Safety Project Candidates", "Replacement (Full or Pardal)/New

Consb-uction Project Candidates", and "Technology Upgrade Candidates".

Although a great deal of specific information regarding scope, cost and schedule was

provided by the District in the run-up to tfae 2014 referendum, to hear them tell it today, those very

specific costs and times were only "estunates" that should not be given any kind of weight in
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evaluating the District's performance. We disagree. It is clear to us from every resource avaUable

that the District's "pitch" in 2014 was straightforward: If voters approved the SMART Program

referendum, the Broward Sdiool District repT esented that it could (1) accomplish the complete

"Scope of Work" (2) for a total of $937 mUUon (3) in seven years. Because neither the ballot itself

nor the Bond Resolution reflects these specific promises, the District is not legaUy obligated to

accomplish any of them. Nevertheless, explicit claims regarding scope, time and cost were

repeatedly made to voters in the District's communication leading iq> to the 2014 election, and it

would have been perfecdy reasonable for voters to base their decision on vAether to vote "yes" or

"no" on the District's representation that it could and would accomplish these three covenants. It

is entirely appropriate to evaluate the Broward Sdiool District and the Broward School Board

based cm the standard wUch they readily offered to the public in 2014. In his own testimony in

2021, SuperintcDdent Runcie testified as follows:

Q. We wanted to do X projects for X dollars in X amount of time, right?

A. Yes.

Through tfaat lens, the oudook is not good: The District's latest projections have the total

cost offhe SMART Program "scope of work" at roughly $1.462 biUioo-almost 50% more than

what was covenanted to the voters-and the seventh anniversary of fhe SMART Program

refereDdum will pass in November while a number of projects-including all-important "Critical

Prionty One Projects"5-are still mired witfa delays. Broadview Elementary Sdiool, for example,

is currently scheduled to go into the final stage, "Closeout", on July 31, 2023. This school spent

246 days in the "Design Procuremeut" phase, 1224 days in the "Design" Phase and 806 days in

5 "Critical Priority One Projects" were schools that the District identified as being in such disrepair that it asked the
Board to fimd renovations regardless of whether the SMART Program referendum was successful. The Board
approved the District's request m September 2014.
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die "Construction Procurement" phase. In fact, constmctioa at Broadview did not start until

October 21, 2020. Pasadena Lakes Elementary School, another "Critical Priority One" project that

was started on February 1, 2015, has been plagued with even more delays and cost increases.

Today, over six years after that start date, actual constiuction has yet to begin, and the school now

has a targ^ completion date of September 19, 2023. Should Pasadena Lakes remain on its current

schedule, it will have taken over 9 years to complete. Simply put, on this trajectory, a third gmder

at Pasadena Lakes at &e time tfais project was funded will be in college by the time it is convicted.

The cuircnt budget is over $2 miUion above the original estimate.

OthCT "Critical Priority One Projects" fared slightly better than Broadview and Pasadena

Lakes. For example:

. SMART program renovadons at Lauderdale Manors Elementary began on April

22, 2016 and the project is in the "bid and award" phase. The current projected

schedule has this project being completed in just over 102 months, or 8.5 years.

The current project budget is $4 million over the original estimate.

SMART program renovations at Maplewood Elementary began on December 8,

2015 and the project is currently in the "construction" phase. The current projected

sdiedule has it being convicted m just over 91 months, or 7.5 years. The cunent

project budget is $1.7 miUion over the original estimate.

. SMART program renovations at Margate Elementary School began September 28,

2015 and the project is currendy in the "constiuction" phase. The current projected

schedule has it being completed in just over 84 months, or 7 years. The current

budget is $351,247.00 under the original estimate.
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* The SMART program renovations at Pompano Beach Middle began March 16,

2016 and Ac project is ciurcndy in the "coiistruction" phase. The current projected

schedule has it being cocapleted in just over 81 caonths, or 6.75 years. The cuireQt

budget is $7 million over the original estimate.

Finally, the "star" of the "Critical Priority One Projects" is Cypress Elementary

School. SMART program rcnovadojos at began October 19, 2015 and the projea;

is curready in the "doseout" phase. The current projected schedule has it being

completed m just over 65 months, or nearly 5.5 years. The current budget is $1.4

million over the origmal estimate.

As we examined fhis very small representative sample of<tCriticaI Priority One'" needs, it

became clear that they were a microcosm of both the delays and cost ovemms plaguing the entire

program, but to hear District Officials and Board Manbers teU it, these increases and delays were

entirely unforeseeable and unavoidable-just a byproduct of doing any construcdon project of this

magnitude, or the results of the actions of a few unfortunate hires who have since moved on afta-

being seat out as sacrifices to the ever-r^acious deity of "accountability". Again, we disagree.

While we readUy actaiowledge that it would be umeasonable to expect any large-scale construction

project to be completed without additional cost or delay, we believe a great many of the District's

"unknowable" costs were entirely kaowable, and many of the District's "imavoidable" delays were

entirely avoidable.

Furthermore, it is clear to us that at least a few of these officials knew in 2014 that there

would be-at the very least-significant cost ovemms from what had been projected. To the extent

District Officials knew their projections were deflated and represented them as accurate, their

statements consdtute nrisrepreseatations of material facts (the cost of the bond projects) in order
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to secure a benefit (a positive vote), or as it is better known: Fraud. As we w31 explain below, a

mysterious case of selective amnesia has set in among many BCPS officials as to exactly how the

numbers that the District repeated to voters over and over in 2014 were actually derived.

Nevertheless, whether BCPS officials knew back m 2014 that their numbers were

inaccurate, the result today is the same: The Board and the District have mismanaged the SMART

Program. These problems go well-beyond "politics as usual", and we do not believe any of the

palliative steps takes, or even contemplated by the District in the last few years will abate them.

This rcpOTt will focus in on a few of what we believe to be tfae most sigmficant and/or most

illustrative examples m terms of understanding tfaese problems and accurately assessing blame,

but we do not believe there is a systemic solution or a process that will resolve Aem. BCPS and

the Board have been investigated by three prior Grand Juries, all of whom wrote scathing reports,

and all of whom recommended modifications to this mle or that rule and the institution of this

process or that process.

Conversely, this Grand Jury has reached the conclusion that while it certainly could

recommeud some additional processes, checks & balances or reguladons, it would likely be fudle.

This is because the fault ultmiately lies with tfae people cfaarged with leadmg this enonnous

bureaucracy and the people elected to hold tfaose bureaucrats to account. The District has

accumulated process on top of process over the years, to the point where almost every

adiniaistrative action is positively leaded with red tape, reporting requirements and other

adiainistrative epliemera, but those processes have not changed the fundamental dynamic, which

is this: The District's leadership has failed on multiple levels involving the SMART Program. They

failed to properly plan for it in 2014. They have failed in the years since to provide the level of

leadership necessary to deal with the problems and conflicts that have arisen. District officials have
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rq)eatedly niisinfonned both the Board and the public on issues related to tfae administration of

the SMART Program, but the Board corporate has chosen to minimize or ignore these failures,

thereby neglecting their duty as elected officials to hold their employees to account

The resultant paralysis has created a knock-on effect, costing the taxpayers of Broward

County millions of extra dollars as projects fall literal years behind schedule and students continue

to be educated in decrepit, moldy, unsafe buildings; all while Board members heckle the

Siq)erinteiKieDt in his yeariy evaJuatioos with vague jargon about how "[t]he external

communication on the SMART Program does not adequately tell the story of the progress that has

been made and is being made, in a balanced way[,]" but continue to rate him as "Effective" or

"Hi^ily Efifective" year after year.

Frankly, enough is enough.

FAILURE TO PLAN

To understand die roots of the deficiencies v/bicb led to the District's decision to seek what

would ultimately become tfae SMART Program, we have to begin in late-2007, when the entire

world was plunged into an unprecedented financial crisis known colloquially as the "Great

Recession". This crisis affected state-level budgets around die nation, aud Florida-a state with

no income tax that relies priinarily on property taxes to fill its yearly coffers-was peculiarly

susceptible to the budgetary impact of property devaluations brought upon by the crisis's attendant

rash of foreclosures. School Districts around the state were doubly impacted because their local

taxes were also tied to property values, and because the State of Rorida passed additional laws

reducing its own local contribution and linuting the local millage school distdcts could tax on a

yearly basis. All of this resulted in serious financial shortfalls for local school districts. Around the
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state, capital budgets had to be reduced, employees had to be let go and maintenance plans had to

be readjusted to accommodate the reduced yearly revenue available for schools.

Local school districts sou^it to address this budgetary shortfall in differait ways. Miami-

Dade County School District asked its voters in 2012 to pass the 21st Century SAools Bond, a

$1.2 billion general obligation bond that was eannarked to renovate facilities, update technology,

expand student capacity and upgrade school safety. After struggling to meet its existing

maintenance deficiencies for years after tfae Great Recession ended. Palm Beach County School

District asked voters in 2016 for a ten-yeai increase in its local sales tax in order to fund much-

needed remodelmg projects, vehicle purchases and technology ̂ grades.

For a significant portion of the Great Recession, BCPS was under investigadon by our

predecessor, tfae Nineteenth Statewide Grand Jury, which issued its Final Report in Februaiy of

2011. That report excoriated both the District and the Board for "malfeasance, misfeasance and

noDfeasance" after examimng, inter cdia, evidence of cormpt relationships between public officials

and contractors and chicanery iavolving the issuance of Temporary Certificates of Occupancy by

the District's Building Department Allfaough the Nineteenth Grand Jury's Final Report was not

accompanied by mdictments, its release caused an intense wave of scrutiny that ultimately saw the

retiremeat of then-Superintendent Jim Notter. The Board installed Robert Runcie as the new

Superintendent of BCPS and he has been the Chief Executive Officer at the District ever since.

The financial strain associated with tfae recession would eventuaUy ease, but Broward, like

its sister districts in Palm Beach and Miami-Dade Counties, had by 2013 accumulated a years-Iong

backlog of maintenance deficiencies it could not afford to undertake with existing revenue. To

address these deficiencies, Broward diose the same route Miami-Dade chose in 2012: It would
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ask the voters of Broward County to pass a general obligation bond that would provide the district

with cash to fund much-needed rcaovadons, technology upgrades and a host of other projects.

In order to adequately plan for Ais bond, the District would have to conduct a "Needs

Assessment", which is inade up of two major components: FacUities Condition Assessments

(FCAs), wbich are designed to assess the type of renovadon work required; and Educational

Adequacy Assessments (EAAs), whidi arc based on the educational needs of individual schools.

FCAs consist primarily of individual reviews of various facility components, such as roofs and

mechamcal systems, and they require reviewers to complete fonns that assess the severity of found

deficiaicies. EAAs, on the other hand, are completed by interviewing school-side personnel, such

as principals, who would be in a position to Imow the educational needs of their individual schools.

EAAs may encompass renovations if the described need is for something like a larger cafeteria,

but they may also encompass other needs, like new miisical instnuneats or athletic eqiupment The

FCA and EAA information is then enxered into proprietary software that utilizes industry standards

and client input for costs, and these figures are combined into a total cost for the identified needs.

As many construction industry professionals pointed out in theu: testimony, it is hard to

overstate Ae significance of having an accurate and thorough Needs Assessment because it

becomes tfie basis for the entire project's budget and tuneline. To that end, there exist a number of

private, professional corporations tfaat are available to conduct Needs Assessments for large-scale

projects on fhe level of what was contemplated by BCPS. Oue such orgamzadon, Jacobs Project

Management Company, responded to the District's request for bids, and, at the request ofBCPS

officials, included a number of "options" r^ardmg the participation of Jacobs employees in the

Needs Assessment process. Essentially, Jacobs presented the District with three possible "levels"

or "tiers" of involvement:
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1. Jacobs employees would conduct the FCAs, crunch the numbers and author ifae

conq>Iete the Needs Assessment, This was Ae most expensive option at $3^69,783.

2. District enqiloyees would conduct the FCAs with Jacobs employees on site, serving as

team leaders, then Jacobs would cniadi the numbers and au&or the Needs Assessment

At $1,969,783, this was the "middle of the road" m terms of costs.

3. District employees would be solely responsible for the FCAs, utilizing fonas provided

by Jacobs and submit their results to Jacobs employees, who would crunch the numbers

and author the Needs Assessment. This was the cheq)est option at $1^269,783.

In every scenario, Jacobs employees conducted the EAAs. The major difference in the costs of

these three options is attributable to whether Jacobs employees would have to be retained to

physically inspect the facilities and complete the FCAs. Ultmiateiy, in a decision Aat would prove

to be fte very definition of"pKmy wise and pound foolish", the Board chose "Option 3" even

though the District had neither the staff, the equipment, nor the institutional expertise to undertake

this series of inspections.

It should have been no surprise that taking the cheap way out on the Needs Assessment

would cause significant problems later on. At a Board workshop on January 14, 2014, several

Board members mcluding Douna Kom-who herself has substantial coinmercial real estate

experience in the private sector-raised a number of prescient concerns about the availability and

expertise of the BCPS staff who would be conducting these mspections and the issue of whether

deputizing these Disbrict employees to do physical inspections would allow Jacobs to disclaim

liability for auy eirors in the final Needs Assessment. The Board was assured by Distnct leadership

that its staff "ha{d] the actual expertise m order to handle that portion of it.. . " and by District

Chief of Staff Jeff Moquin, who stated:
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when we talk about leveraging in-house resources and their expertise, we're talking
about mechamcal systems, roofing systems. So our staff knows what systems, and
what condidons those systems are in. We're not talking about our in-house staff
prioritizing any of that woric. Jacobs is going to be developing all the assessment
tools, all the templates, all the methodologies for which that building condition
assessment is going to happen. It's just going to be our labor basically boots on the
ground going from school to sdhool to sdhool and saying okay it needs to be x and
it's y, all that informadon is then going to be compiled back into the map system
that Mike spoke of aud it's going to be that process which then prioritizes and
evaluates what direction we're going to go.

In. response to its second concern regarding accountability, the Board was assured by none other

than Superinteiident Robert Runcie that Jacobs would indeed be ''responsible" for faults m the

Needs Assessment

We watched the pertinent portions of the January 14, 2014 Board woricshop with

SuperintCTideat Runcie, who was quick to point out in his testimony that the cheaper opdons were

presented at that meetmg in response to a request from the Board's tequest for less expensive

options at a previous meeting. WhUe Supenntendent Runcie blames the Board-as do we-for

the decision to eschew the use of qualified persoimel from Jacobs in an effort to save money, we

are compelled to pomt out that the $1.2 million option was the District's recommendation as well.

la a presentation apparendy created specifically for this Grand Jury,6 Chief of Staff Moquin

referred to the $1.2 million option as the "Scope as Recommended." Sa retrospect, however,

Superintendent Runcie himself agreed during his testimoDy that the $1.2 million option

recommended by the District and chosen by the Board was not the right choice.

6 Upon receipt of his subpoena to appear before us. Chief of Staff Moquin provided a lengthy Powerpoint presentation
that he personally prq»ared, whfch included a timelnie of the SMART Ptugram and addressed many of the issues
discussed in this Rqrert. The presentation was clearly aimed at disputing negative publicity the SMART Program has
received. In fact, we received testimony that another copy of this presentation exists, one that was not provided to
this Grand Jury, that actually mcludes media covCTage -headlines and tweets- that the District perceived as "negative
coverage" and sought to dispute.
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We also asked Superintendent Runcie about his assertion that Jacobs would be

"responsible" for the Needs Assessment It is clear to us that the question about "responsibility",

which was asked by a Board member in the context of the mixed staffmg recommendation, was

about legal liability. Even though Superintendent Ruucie acknowledged that he understood the

Board member's question to be about "accountabUity", he would not agree that he misstated tfaat

detail to the Board. In fact, whm it became clear a couple of years later Aat there were serious

problems with the Needs Assessment, the Board's other employee. General Counsel Barbara

Myrick, advised the Board that the District's use of its own employees to conduct FCAs effectively

indemnified Jacobs for any discovered faults in the Needs Assessment Superintendent Runcie,

even agreeing that he was aware of Ms. Myrick's legal guidance to the Boaid, even acknowledging

that he understood the question to refer to "accountabUity", refused to concede that telling the

Board that Jacobs would be responsible was a misstatement. We disagree.

In February of 2014, the Needs Assessment project began moving forward and teams of

District eiiyloyees began inspecting its facilities. By July of 2014, tihe entire project had been

completed. Uke the rest of the pre-boad process, the Neais Assessment appears to have been

rushed, a fact that Supennteadent Runcie conceded duriag his testimony. Indeed, multiple

witnesses have testified that certain BCPS officials and Board members were eager to have tfae

SMART Program referendum appear on the ballot in the November, 2014 election cycle, meaning

that any Needs Assessment started in February would only have only a few months to be completed

before (fae all-out campaign for the referendum began. This campaign would include items as

diverse as SMART branding guidelines, SMART palm cards, SMART weekly fact sheets,

SMART customizable templates, SMART video messages, SMART talking points, SMART

FAQs, SMART voice message maps, the SMART website, a SMART community calendar,
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SMART outreach for District employees and a large nunAef of other ephemera and inidatives; aU

part of a concerted, full-blown blanket media approach to convince the community to "buy in" and

become partners in this initiative. According to Superintendent Runcie, missing Ae 2014 election

cycle window would have caused BCPS to either have to pay for a special election in 2015 or wait

untU 2016 for the next election cycle, and muldpie BCPS officials testified that the District simply

couldn't wait any longer, because "our facilities were cnunblmg and we needed to make these

repairs". This is an iromc way to defend the District's rushed Needs Assessment in light of its

subsequent perfoimance executing the SMART Program projects.

The District's rush to complete Ae Needs Assessment-like its decision to use less-

qualified and prcviously-tasked District employees to evaluate its facilities-had a pronounced

negadve impact on the overail Needs Assessment. It would be an understatement to say that things

were missed. For example, BCPS employees who conducted the District's FCAs did not employ

any kind of "destructive testing" on the District's roofs-one of the most important and expensive

items in this series of large, complex renovadon projects. As a result, very litde was known about

the actual coDdition of tfaese roofs beyond how they appeared from the outside. The District-

appomted supervisor of the ad-hoc, three-persoa BCPS roof inspection team for the Needs

Assessment testified that she ha-self jettisoned the comprehensive, multipage evaluation forms

provided by Jacobs in favor of a less inclusive, single-page form of her own making. She went on

to add that the self-authorcd forms were more consisteat with her specific iastmctioiis to perfonn

solely visual inspecdons. She claimed that her team lacked the tedmical ability and capacity to do

any type ofcomprehemive testing anyway. When pressed, she could not remember who asked her

to make those dianges, but we believe she decided to reduce the information collected to a smgle

fonn because completing those comprehensive, multipage Jacobs fonns would have required
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equipment and skills well beyond those of her team. The District never pressed on this issue

because those same forms would have revealed the inadequacy of District staff to perform the

Needs Assessment

As a result, it appears that District employees were discharging their Needs Assessmeat-

related mspectioa duties by merely walking on BCPS roofe and dieddng one of three boxes on

the evaluation fonn labeled "good condition", ''repair" or "re-roof without any regard for wliefher

'trc-roof meant something as simple as merely replacing and resealing the top layer or ripping oflf

all oftfae elements of the roof down to the metal "deck" and building it back up again with new

materials. These two propositions have such vastly differait costs and time constraints that the

language of'rc-roof does not begin to accurately describe what needs be done with them. While

it is clear to us that roofing is likely a dominant driver of increased costs associated with SMART

program constmcdon and renovation projects, it is just one example of how the Board and the

District's choice to rely on their own staff and their willmgoess to allow political considerations

to dictate the bond's timeline resulted in a completely flawed plan that is still causir^ the District

more than its share of heartache over seven years later.

Once the Needs Assessment was completed, the District took the informatioD and

prioritized the needs by ranking prospective renovation projects from highest to lowest priority:

Life Safety Systems, Buildiag Bdvelope. HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, Ihterior Finishes, then Site.

Within those categories, particular types of items were prioritized. For example, in Ijfe Safety

Systems, fue alarms were rated #1, single points ofeutay were rated #2 and intrusion alarms were

rated #3. While this does not appear imreasonable on its face, it is flawed due to its lack of strategic

plaaning. For example, the replacement of rooftop HVAC units, which needs to occur every few

years, does not appear to have been coordinated with roofraiovation and replacement plans. This
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is important because replacement of the HVAC units will almost always require some degree of

intrusion into the upper layers of tfae roof in order to remove old units and install new ones, so it

makes sense to coordinate these items, bdeed, industty professionals regard the timing of these

elements as part of their ordinary and usual coosideratioas in projects of this magnitude. WhUe

roofs were rated #1 in the "Building Envelope" category, HVACs were a completely separate

category of renovation, meanmg the two projects-one which involved installmg a new roof, and

anofhCT which involved intruding on that very same roof to mstall a piece of heavy HVAC

equipment-would not always be coordinated as a matter of course.

The lack of strategic plamung is an oft-identffied and never-solved problem for the District

In 2019, at tfae request of Siq>erintendent Runcie, Ae CouncU of the Great City Schools reviewed

fhe District's PPO Department7 and noted that the District had failed to account for the timmg of

roof and HVAC rq)lacement, a problem which was compounded by later delays in Aese projects

because HVAC units that might have been acceptable rf the projects had been timely completed

were wearing out before projects were even started, creatii^ a whole new set of deficiencies which

should have been accounted for as &e Distdct moved forward with renovations. Even after the

Council of the Great City Schools identified this issue in 2019, it is still a problem today. During

its State of the Bond presentation in December of 2020, incoming PMOR AECOM identified the

lack of coordiaatioa between HVAC work and roofing as an issue, attributing costs in the hundreds

of thoiisands, if not millions, to fix. And what did the Board do when presented with this years-

old problem that had been previously brought to its attention? Nothing.

Flawed as it was, the Needs Assessment did generate a long list of "deficiencies" firom

campuses all over Broward County, which were separated by the Disftrict mto "bond" and "non-

7 PPO, more coinmonly known as "Maintenance", is traditionally part of the District'5 Facilities DepartmenL
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bond" projects. From there, it would then have been incumbent on the District to generate costs

for those projects, add those costs up and come up with an overall "ask" in tenns of the ultimate

size of the bond. On the surface, this is exactly what happened: The District came up with a long

list of projects at each of its campuses and a total price tag of $800 million. But upou closer

examination, fhCTe appear to have been some serious miscalculations-if not outright fraud-in

the numbers the District presaited leading up to the 2014 refCTendum. While some of the cost

projections were fairly acauate, the cost of roof repairs and maintenance on hundreds of school

buildings m the Broward School District were estiinated to be between $6 and $8 per square foot

It is difficult for us to overstate the ridiculousness of this amount LitCTally every single

witness that has testified, fi-om industry professionals to BCPS employees to inaintenance stafifto

genera] contractors to the roofers themselves have aU asserted that this price is absurdly low and

would have been. absurdly low even by 2014 standards. Even the most generous evaluators have

posited tfaat it would have been impossible at that price to do aaythmg beyond Ae most basic roof

repairs. It certainly would not have been possible to do the "re-roofing" contemplated in Ae Needs

Assessment, and at that price point, no reasonable general contractor, architect or eogineer would

have reasonably thought that would be expected. According to officials m the Building

Department, this figure of $6 to $8 per square foot was not even anywhere near the roughly $12

per square foot that BCPS itself paid to renovate its roofs back in 2007.

Incredibly, even after mterviewing all the major players from the District involved ia the

Needs Assessmait- up to and including Superintendent Runcie and every sitting member of the

Board-this Grand Jury has uot found one District employee or Board member that can

definitively answer one simple question: Who came up with this figure? Based on the evidence,

we believe then-Chief Facilities Officer Derek Messier set the pnce of roofug at $6 to $8 per
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square foot in order to reach the target number of $800 million that the District's research reflected

the voters of Broward County would be willing to entertain, and we believe he did this with either

the tacit or active blessing of high-level District ofiScials up to and mcluding Superintendeot

Runcie. Messier, for his part, specifically denied manipulating these roofing costs in a 2021

interview with graad jury investigators, and Superintendent Runcie claimed to be completely

unaware of who set the Needs Assessment roofing price during his own testimony. We do not

beUeve what MessiCT told our invesdgators, aud we do not believe Superintendent Runcie's self-

proclaimed ignorance on this matter.

In addition to mterviewing Derek Messier, our investigators interviewed fonner Jacobs

employees that oversaw (fae Jacobs portion of tfae Needs Assessment, aad obtained e-mail

correspondence between Jacobs employees and the District. Based on these emails, we know that

the District has been aware that the roofing prices were fataUy flawed since 2016, and that the

price per sqiiare foot was set by Derek Messier. What is unclear to us is how Siq)ermtendent Runcie

and the Board can claim they are not aware of this fact in 2021 . These emails included a long-time

Director8 m the District's Facilides Department, who also claimed in sworn testunony before this

Grand Jury to have no idea who set the roofing price. Regardless, the Board has never directed the

Superintendent to get to the bottom of this issue and provide satisfactory answers.

Instead, for years. Superintendent Runcie, District officials and Board members have

claimed tfae reason the roofing price in the Needs Assessment is so much lower than what the

District is actually spending is because the District thought the renovations would entail roof

repairs, not re-reroofing. Superintendent Runcie has represented to us and to the public that these

escalating roofmg costs are just another unavoidable aspect of large construction projects. The

8 Directors run dspartmCTts and report to diiefi, like the chief facilities ofBcer, who make q> tfae SiqierintendeDt's
cabinet and report directty to him.
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problem with his assertion is that a simple review of the District's own FCA documents show that

the District inspection teams identified that re-roofmg would be required at the outset. la fact,

more than 99 pa-cent of the roofs identified for renovation wodc called specifically for "re-

roofing", and less than 1% were identified for '.repairs". 9 This multiplies out to 122,919 square

feet of roof that needed repairs and 18,941,639 square feet of roof that needed to be re-roofed. We

have considered and disinissed the possibility that over six years, deterioration of the 35.05% of

the roofs assessed to be in good condition has contributed to overall cost increase for roofing. We

have reviewed Ac District's February 2020 presentation on roofing, where the District presented

that it had over 17 miUion square feet of roofing work-somehow less than the 18,941,639 square

feet of re-roofmg identified in 2014. No inatter how you slice it, "repairs" were never part of the

equation, aiid this deceitful luisrepresentation is ody made possible by flie Board's failure to hold

Superintendent Ruacie accountable.

In suaunary, after seeing all the evidence and hearing all the testimony from these

witnesses, we believe this is what happened: The District rushed through its Needs Assessment to

get a list of projects it could pitch to voters ahead of the 2014 election cycle. In order to bolster

public support and bring voters to the polls, the District wanted that "scope of work" to include a

high volume of projects from a lot of different schools, so BCPS officials massaged the costs m

the Needs Assessment-specifically the costs associated with roofing-until it could fit tfais large

group of projects into the $800 miMioD figure it had earaiarked for the SMART Program. It is from

this sequence of events that we conclude the "scope of work" the District has promised is not $800

jmillion in projects, and it was never going to be $800 million in projects. It was always going to

9 We were presented testimony that showed that when the Needs Assessment was conducted in 2014 and every roof
ofevay school was visually mspected by District employees, 35. 05% were found to be in good condition, 0.42%
needed repairs, and 64.53% needed to be re-roofed. When the roofs m good condition are removed from the equatron,
99.36% need to be re-roofed and 0.64% need to be repaired.
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cost more than $800 million to get the "scope of work" done. Those promotmg the bond who said

that work could be done for that price were not telling voters the truth. As to what was actually

gomg on in dieir imnds, we can derive only two possibilities:

1. District officials and Board members honesdy cKd not know that it would cost

substantially more than $800 million to do all these projects, despite of all the evidence

at Aeir disposal to the contrary, meaning they WCTC careless and/or incompeteaL

2. District officials and Boari members did know the tme cost of these projects would

be well over $800 million, but they told the public that the Scope of Work would cost

$800 milliou anyway in order to secure their votes, which amounts to fraud.

to all likelihood, there were probably some people involved who fit into the fonner category and

some who fit into tfae latter, but whether our surmise about how the District arrived at these

numbers is conect or not, and no matter how much the people promoting the bond knew in 2014

about the true cost of these projects, the insult is the same: The District has committed itself to a

scope of woA that is far in excess of the funds it has available. When confronted with this

unavoidable reality, District Chief of Staff Jeff Moquin summed the situation up succincdy by

saying u[i]t is what it is."

FAILURE TO LEAD

Although the problems with the original Needs Assessment are an important componaat of

the serious cost and time overruns now facing the District witfa respect to its SMART ft-ogram

projects, these initial hmdrances-which naay have been substantialiy ameliorated with Ae right

diiectiou and guidance-have mstead been exacerbated by a lack of steady and effective leadership

from top-level District officials or the Board.

TheHirm and Retention of a ualified Pro'ect Mana er
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From the outset, it is important to provide at least a snapshot of the hierarchy of the very

top of BCPS. The Supermtendent, as CEO, has a number of cabinet-Ievel positions, and those

positions in turn manage a number of departments, whose heads report to the "chiefs". Sometimes,

Supaiatendent Runcie has a "Chief Facilities OfBcer" (CFO), who leads the Facilities

Department, which oversees construcdoa, mamtenance, physical plant operations aad any number

of other separate departments that together constitute the life cycle of the thousands of buildiags

in the Broward School District from the time they are built until the time they are torn down.

Needless to say, these departments are of critical importance to the construction projects m the

SMART Program, many of which constitute a combination of defenred maintenance and

renovation which will need input and cooperation from the various facilities departments.

In addition, any large bond project of the kind undertaken by the District requires the

participation of an anny of general contractors, who m turn employ an even larger army of

subcontractors. Management of these annies can be done in-hoiise-as it is by the school districts

in Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Counties-or it can be managed by a large private contractor

called a Program Managei/Owner's Representative (PMOR). Unlike the school districts in Miaini-

Dade and Palm Beach Coundes, BCPS had good reasons to bring on an external PMOR as opposed

to going xn-house. First, it had been rougjhly thirty years since tfae District had done a bond

referendum, so it lacked the expertise or personnel in facilides to efficiently manage a project of

this size without outside help. Second, the Final Report of the Nineteenth Statewide Grand Jury

was critical of many of the District's processes related to its facilities, so it is understandable that

the Distdct would want to bring in an outside finn to make sin-e it was managing SMART Program

projects appropriately. Obviously, in a time-sensitive project of this kind, it would behoove the

District to get the PMOR in place as soon as possible. After all, contractors for projects cannot be
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brought in until die PMOR is set in place so it can oversee their progress. Therefore, any delay m

bringing cm a PMOR has a multiplicative effect, delaying everything that comes after.

On a surface level, it does midally appear that the District dmely began searcbiag for a

PMOR. On November 7, 2014, just days after the passage of tfae bond, the District requested bids

from private contractors for the PMOR position. Jacobs-who conducted tfae Needs Assessment

we addressed above-was an early fi-ontnmner, but the entire bid process had to be scrapped after

a senior District employee accused Jacobs of violating the "cone of sUence" required between

government employees and bidders for govemmffllt work by discussing the Jacobs's bid in a phone

call with an official finm the company. The process of securing a PMOR was begun again without

the participation of Jacobs, and this delayed the ultimate hiring of Heery International as PMOR

until August 18, 2015. As we mentioned above, this meant ifaat none of &e other projects were

able to be undertaken by designers and architects undl after Heery was hired, which was almost a

year after voters approved the Bond, and months after the "summer of 2015", when Superintendent

Runde had promised that "actual physical work" on SMART Bond projects would begin.

The District's position is that the "cone of silence" violation was an unforeseeable

complication that could not have been avoided, and that once it became aware of this issue, it took

all the accessary, time-consuming steps to redress it We understand why diat was required, but

what we do not understand is why the District and Board would not open up the bidding process

for a PMOR before the Bond was approved. Both District officials and Board members testified

that it would not have been prudent to secure the participation of a PMOR before the vote was in

on the SMART Program referendum because Aey didn't have the money to actually pay the

PMOR without the bond funds. In fact, not one District official or Board member testified that

they even considered or discussed-let alone woikshopped-the possibility of starting the
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procurement process before the referendum passed. Yet still, they consistendy testified it would

have been a bad idea. Board member Doana Kom testified that it would not have been "a

responsible thing to do, to actually ask other companies to make an investment before it's

son^thing Ifaat we necessarily were going to act oa[, ]" while Board member Patricia Good

cojaceded the District and Board "could have" taken steps to procure a PMOR before the

referendum passed, but that "the optic would have been negative." This Grand Jury, however,

heard testimony Aat it was common iudustry practice for contractors to bid on potential projects

(those simply awaiting some fonn of approval to go forward) knowing that the work in question

is contingent upon third-party approval and receipt of funds. These contractors understand that if

these preconditions somehow do not materialize, the contingent bid would be nugatory. By the

District's own admission, tfae SMART Program was filled with critical, tune-sensitive projects,

many of which would need to be undertaken even if the bond had aot passed. We can see no reason

why the PMOR could not be hired contingent on the outcome of the public vote on the SMART

Program.

This approach certainly would have enabled the District to hit the ground runiung, and even

if a "cone of silence" violation had occurred, it would have reduced its time impact significantly.

Granted, the District's faUure to bring on a PMOR before the bond was passed is certainly not as

egregious as the CTTOTS that we have highlighted both above and below in this section of our Final

RqKnt, but we think it is important to bring it up because it is yet another example of how the

District rushed its process leading up to the bond. Superintendent Runcie very clearly and

specifically promised construction would start m the suinmer of 2015, but when that summer came,

the District did not even have designs ready because it was stuck waiting on the hiring process for

a PMOR. This initial delay led to numerous kaock-on delays as tfae design community was Hooded
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with work once the PMOR finally came on line, and was one of the early reasons that SMART

Program projects began to stray from their mitial timelines. Today, Superintendent Runcie says

that his stirtement that construction would start in the summer of 2015 was "ambitious". This is a

very diaritable way to put it; we can think of some less charitable ways. Setting euphemisms aside,

however, starting construction in fhe summer of 2015 was what the District and Board needed to

accomplish if they were serious about fulfilling tfaeir covenant to Broward County taxpayers to

start all of the SMART Bond projects in five years and complete them all in seven.

It appears to us that all of the District's and Board's efforts went into the "get the vote

done" side and very little attention was paid to the "do the work" side. Remarkably, no one at the

BCSD appears to even actai owledge there was an opportunity to avoid part or all of this delay,

seeing the "cone of silence" violadon as something unavoidable and unforeseen, and maintaining

the District did not have the money to even allow potential PMORs to submit bids before the

SMART Program was passed. We do not find these arguments persuasive, and with hindsight, the

District's failure to take these steps certainly wasted more time and money than any upfroitf

spending on a PMOR would have.

The Chief Facilities 0 cer Position

Another persistent persomid problem for the District has been at the actual Chief Facilities

Officer (CFO) positioD, where the District has for the past seven years seen nothing but ineffectual

leadership and turnover. This position is important because the CFO is in dharge of coordinating

the responses of a large number of sub-departmeats in the larger Facilities Department, all of whom

wUI be important to the success of die overall bond project. The District brought on Derek Messier

in 2014, a few months before the SMART Bond was passed. Messier resigned from BCPS and

returned to his home state of Dlmois in September of 2015. Next up for this position was Leo
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Bobaiiilla, whose application was the result of a xiational search for a new CFO. On paper,

Bobadilla was a qualified candidate who had substantial experience in educational facilities and

was the Chief Operating OfRcer for the Houston Independent School District (HISD) at the time

he appUed to be the Chief FacUities Officer for the District. As Chief Operating Officer for HISD,

Bobadilla was overseeing a large-scale, bond-financed renovation project similar to what BCPS

was trying to do with its SMART Program.

On October 20, 2015, the District brou^it Bobadilla to the Board as its choice for the new

CFO position. At a public meeting. Board Members Robin Barderaan and Nora Rui»rt raised

concerns about local Houston news reports detailing the results of a recent audit ofHISD's bond

program, which had the potential to raise concerns about BobadiUa's perfonnance m that area.

Board members Bartleman and Rupert requested the Board's vote to approve Bobadilla's hire be

pushed back so tfais audit could be invesdgated. Therei^»on came the following exchange:

MR. RUNCTE: Yes, Ms. Bartleman. I've probably done more due diKgence on
this posidon than probably anyone I brought in front of the board.

So, first of all, the fact is there's actuaUy not an audit of the facUities situation in
Houston. HI talk about that m a minute. So Fve had discussions with a board
member who was also the board chair, who had-when the bond was imtiated. Fve
also spoken to another board member. Fve spoken to the superintendeut and,
actually, industry references as well.

So again, I held discussions with Mike Lunsford, a board member, HISD, who's
also board chair when the $1. 8 billion bond was passed, which was actually prior
to Mr. Leo Bobadilla's engagement with the program.

I also discussed this candidate with Superintendent Terry Grier as a reference check
and also discussed the status of their capital program.

Tlie fact of what is going on here is there's been a significant change in &e local
economy of Houston, driven by an unprecedented constmction boom, whidi has
created about a 30 percent price increase in construction costs, as they have
arisen- tfaey have risen from the original estimate of about $160 per square foot
to over $220 per square foot today.
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So construction compauies are making decisions to pursue difEerent project
opportunides other than Houston ladepaident Sdiool District where their profit
margins arc higher, and many contractors are also reaching then; bonding capacity
with the work they're doing with outside-with projects outside of the district
Therefore, they are not seeuig the number of competitive bids that they anticipated,
a.gass. because of the madcet conditioiis.

La fact, the situation m the area has become difficult for many districts. One local
district in &e Houston area, Cypress Faiibanks, has even decided not to move
forward with construcdon projects until market conditions improve.

So, consequently, a debate or a conflict has emerged between an internal auditor,
an individiial, and a conunittee on how to cover the substantial inacease in cost,
ntuch, again, was originally based on a CM@Risk delivery method and how to
deal with that and a reduced vendor pooL There is nofonnal audit rg»ort. A board
member recently suggested hiring a third-party audit firm to resolve that noted
conflict.

Again, you know, we did background checks. We diecked references, spoke to
board members. Every reference we had was glowing. This mdividual interviewed
with a conunittee at tfae district, was the highest-rated candidate, clarified with ati
parties (hat there are no external issues.

This candidate has been recognized in the industry, has won the Distinguished
Service Award from the Council of Great City Schools last year for his role as a
chief facilities and operations officer. He's been part of die team that recently won
tfae Broad Prize for the district. He's also been recognized for leadership awards
from leadership Houston. He's worked in a number of districts, Guilford County
sdiools, where he was a chief operating officer and managed similar
responsibUities, as well as in Orange County, where he was a facilities director
directing major construction of projects under then Superintendent Blacker. Did a
lot of additions, placement, new school construction. Again, no concems there.
All references have checked out well.

So I am extremely highly coafideiit that we are fortunate to be m a position to be
able to bring an individual with these qualification and background to this district
to move our capital program forward.

MS. BARTLEMAN: So the school board member that is hiring the third party to
review the audit, when is that happeamg?

MR. RUNCIE: They're not hiring. They've just made a statement at a board
meeting that was captured by the local media.
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MS. BARTLEMAN: So who conunissioned the audit that was in the media that
was in all the articles in Houston?- Who-who perfonDed that audit?- Because
some-when you read Ac papers-

MR. RUNCDE: So I-

MS. BARTLEMAN: -in Houston, it's-it's different. And I blow that the p^ers
aren't always accurate.

MR. RUNOE: So, again, Fve spoken to the folks in the Houston district, there is
no audit of the facilities.

(Emphasis added). Later in Ae same meeting. Board member Rosalind Osgood stated, "as a Board,

we have a responsibility of holding Mr. Runcie accountable. I don't want to get into dictadng a

person that is hired and if it doesn't work, then, because I dictated it, then I don't have anybody to

hold accountable."

Based on Superintendent Runcie's representations, the rest of the Board ignored Bartleman

and Rupert's concerns and voted to hire Bobadilla on that day. As it turned out, however, die audit

SuperinteDdent Runcie had so specifically and vehemendy claimed did not exist was released the

next day, October 21, 2015, and it did indeed detail a number of problems with the execution of

HISD'S bond program, includmg coucems involvmg ineffective processes for retammg

contractors, cost creep arising firom excessive design woifc, inadequate cost controls and concerns

regarding the effectiveness of bond program momtormg. All of these items certainly would have

been germane to the Board's deliberation over hiring Bobadilla as CFO ofBCPS, and many of

these very same issues would later arise during Bobadilla's administration of the SMART

Program. By the time the audit was released, however, Bobadilla had already been hired.

Superintendent Ruacie, who had so vehemently denied the existence of this audit, never came back

before the board to correct the record on its existence and nobody meutioned it publicly again.
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Bobadilla worked for Ae District as CFO from December of 2015 until the December of

2018. Over this diree-year period, quarterly reports by TaxWatch, an outside nonprofit specifically

hired by BCPS to keep an eye on the status of SMART Program projects, paint an mcreasmgly

alamung picture of gradual failure as many projects became mired in the design process, unable

to even begin constmction for want of acceptable plans. Through this pedod, what the District

really needed firom its CFO was a dynaraic leader who could tunnel deep into the bureaucracy,

identify problenas and get the projects moving forward. What the District got from its CFO was-

not that. By accounts of both Board meinbCTS and other BCPS officials, Bobadilla was a

disconnected leader who was either reluctant or uninterested m asserting himself into the slow

modon trainwreck occurring largely m his own departnaeat. According to witnesses, Bobadilla

rarely spoke up at meetings and was content to let rq>resentatives ftom then-PMOR Heery

International address queries firom an mcreasmgly-alaTDied Bond Oversight Committee as projects

slipped further and further away from any semblance of a timelme.

All of this came to a head in 2017, as the timelines for the first spate of "year one" SMART

Projects began to balloon with many of those projects sdll stuck m the design phase. The District

finally had to admit that its projections were not going to happen. This was the first "stress point"

where the costs of SMART Program projects really began to inflate on paper, with the District

ipforming the Bond Oversight Committee (aud therefore the public) that its initial cost estimates

were being revised up by 25% (just for reference, 25% of $987 million is roughly $247 million).

The District revised its timeline and its costs, but when delays continued to worsw

afterward, Superinteodent Runcie began receiving complaints about BobadUla. Multiple witnesses

testified that they personally complained or expressed concerns about Bobadilla's performance

managing the SMART Program. In an act of actual management, Superinteadeat Ruacie directed
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change at the top of the SMART Program, asserting himself with the PMOR by ordering Heery to

replace its SMART Program leadCTShip. On the District side. Superintendent Runcie elevated one

of his Facilities directors to an executive director position, a position that BobadUla himself had

lobbied the Superintendent to fill. Unfortunately for Bobadilla, Superintendeut Runcie was not

checking off an item on Bobadilla's wish list. Instead, Superintendent Runcie put the executive

director in charge of the SMART Program, leaving Bobadilla to manage only non-bond related

facilities matters. Numerous witnesses, includmg District employees and others, testified fhat the

elevadon of this addidonal employee to executive director was to take leadership of the SMART

Program away from Mr. Bobadilla, not supplement his leadership. Superintendent Runcie went

further in his testimony and told this Grand Jury that he was traositioning Mr. BobadiUa out of the

District, and that he gave Mr. Bobadilla a tuneline to resign from BCPS. 10 The Executive Director

position was filled m September of 2018 aud Bobadilla resigned just a few months later.

Nobody involved in the SMART Program that we examined. Board members included,

believes the Program was successful during Bobadilla's tenure, includmg BobadUla.

Superintendent Runcie testified that he woiild grade Bobadilla's perfonnance as a "B minus, C

plus". Yet, when Miami-Dade College for a recommendation, this is what he told them:1'

Mr. Runcie was highly supportive of Mr. Bobadilla's application to Vice Provost
for Facilities at MDC. He described him as an individual of high integrity. He noted
that Mr. BobadUla is very thoughtful in all his decision-making pocesses, and
describes him as the most "steady" member of his cabinet. He indicated that in his
tenure he has been highly effective in moving forward a major capital improvement
plan in the district, and has launched over 1500 projects, which are now moving
into the coastrucdon phase. He cuneatly oversees over 36M square feet of
facUities, as well as supervismg a number of employees and departments, including
a fire chief. He noted that one of Mr. Bobadilla's early wins was changing the tone
and tenor of the District's relationship with the construction marketplace in the

10  . Bobadilla disputes this assertion, instead testifying tbat he left of his own volition because he felt
undCTapprcciated.
" Runde acknowledged to this Grand Jury that these notes, which reflected a verbal refCTence he provided by phone,
accurately reflect his statements to Miaini-Dade College rcgarding Bobadilla.
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community. He noted that Mr. Bobadilla has a number of additional skills, such as
being a licensed attorney, that have brought iminense benefit to the District.

Regarding recent press regarding an executive director who is being brought in to
lead the bond project, Mr. Runcie noted that while the press seems to imply that
Mr. Bobadilla was not as effective as he should be, the execudve director position
was one that, in fact, was on the books but was ait. Both Mr. Runcie and Bobadilla
had cootmuaUy advocated to have tfaat posidon re-instated, and now that the bond
projects have moved into the construction phase, it was critical to have the
additional oversight He stated that it should in no way be construed as some sort
of lapse on die part of Mr. Bobadilla.

From all of the testimony we have gathered, most if not all of the contents of this reference are at

least misleading if not outri^it false. It is clear to us that Superintendent Runcie was dishonest

with the Board in the hiring of Leo BobadUla, and even though Bobadilla failed to perforaa at

executing the primary task where his expCTience had supposedly set him apart from any other

candidates. Superintendent Runcie misrcpreseuted his job parfbnnance to give him a soft landing

at a nearby educational institution. Superintendent Runcie said that Bobadilla vras "highly

effective" at a position he was ultimately transitioned out oftefore leaving the District; he claimed

that Bobadilla "changed the tone and tenor of the District's relationship with the construction

maricetplace" even though coiistruction professionals stiU complam about significant probleins

with tfae way BCPS retains and pays its contractors in 2021; and he claimed that the new Executive

Director position was to provide "additional" oversight of the SMART Program projects, when m

fact ovcrsigfat of those projects was being completely nioved away from the CFO position. One

could chock this up to mere professional courtesy, but the misrepresentations in this

recommendation go well-beyond providing a soft landmg for Mr. BobadiUa, which Superintendent

Runcie testified was his goal. 12 This recommendation is just another link in what has become a

12 Leo Bobadilla has worked for Miami-Dade College since he left BCPS in 2018 and that institution considers him
to be an effective employee. We do not wish for our discussion ofBobadilla's tenure as CFO of BCPS to have any
bearing on his current enqiloyment at Miami-Dade coUege.
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pattern of troubling public misrepresentations by Superintendeut Runcie involving important

issues. We are also troubled by his use of tfae media as a distraction. It is clear to us that the

District's leadership and certain Board members feel that tfaey are at war with the local media-

particularly the Fort Laudetdale Suu-Sentinel-and will jump on any opportunity to gnunble about

the stories that "cover them negatively. " Based OD Superintendent Rimcie's own testimony,

however, the press reports of a "change in leadership" in Ae SMART Program when the Executive

Director posidon was filled were factually accurate.

As for the CFO positioii, it has been vacant ever since Bobadilla left, and the Facilities

Department itself has been split ̂ )art. Cunrmtly, the Executive Du-ector reniains m diarge of the

SMART Program. He reports directly to the Superintendent and supervises fteconstruction,

Construction and Program Controls. PPO, on the other hand, DOW reports to the Chief Operating

Officer, and the other departments that had been previously supervised by the CFO have been

subsumed into still other departments.

In its 2019 PPO Review, the CouncU of the Great City Schools found that "[t]here did not

appear to be a clear division-wide leadership vision or integrated structure in place to manage

defined responsibilities and accountabilities across major departments in the Facilities Division.

This may be due, in part, to the lack of a pennanent Chief Facilities Ofi&cer". The Council

recommended that the District "Peimanenfly fill the Chief Facilities Officer's position with a

proven facUities executive wfao has compelling credentials and experience in the kl2 enviromneDt."

After making one imsuccessful attCDipt to find a new Chief Facilities Officer,

Superintendent Runcie changed the District's organization chart and removed the position

altogether. Since that time, he has publicly stated that he believed the District needed to get

procedures m place in Faculties before attempting to fill that position again. Superintendent Runcie
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made fliis statement as recently as December of 2020 during the AECOM State of the Bond

preseatadon. As one experienced Facilities manager testified, "they have had an opportumty to get

their policies and processes in place and they haveu't, clearly they need somebody to help them."

SuperinteDdeDt Runcie, however, has very recendy changed his tune on this point, testifying to

this Grand Juiy that he intended to renew his attempts to fill the long-vacant Chief FacUities Officer

position. We shall see. At this point, the position has been vacant for about 2.5 years, longer if you

consider that Mr. Bobadilla was stripped of his authority OVCT the SMART Program several months

before he left the District.

The failures of the District to properly staff and supervise its Facilities Department have

clearly had an intact on its overall SMART Program pM fomaance, but these failures should not

overshadow the significant delays and cost overruns generated firom inside fhe District's Building

Department To clarify this coufusiog nomenclature, the "Facilities" Department is tasked with

overseemg &e life cycle of buildings from design & construction through a lifetime of

maintenance & renovation, while the "Building" Department has Ac comparatively narrow task

of ensuring that tfae designs and methods of construcdon used on those buildings comply with the

applicable standards. Essentially, the Building Department is the Distoict's m-house code

compliance office. Once their designs are completed, architects and engineers submit them to the

Buildmg Department for a "plan review", which involves various specialists inspectmg the design

and detennmmg whethor aspects of it-electrical, fire safety, plumbing, roofing, etc.-will meet

the relevant code requirements. If tfae design meets those requirements, these specialists will all

sign ofifon it, at which point the Chief Building Official issues a "Notice to Proceed" (NTP). Once

contractors have received these NTPs, most types of construction are allowed to commence
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according to the approved plans, but there are some important components of the overall designs

that require additional aK>rovals of plans at the subcontractor level.

One significant area where addidonal approvals are required is in roofing, and it is this

level of the process which requires further examination. On the surface, tfae procedure is

straightforward: Sq»arate and apart from his or her general contractor, every roofing subcontractor

must apply for a Roofing Subpemrit via a "binder", which takes the designs already approved by

the head of the Building Department and adds extra iiiformation on the thickoess and depth of the

various layers of the plamied roofs, the materials the roofer plans to use, specific shop drawings

illustrating the roofer's constmcdon plan and a numba- of other items. The Roofii^ Inspector then

reviews those binders to ensure they arc compliant with the Rorida Bmlding Code (FBC), tfae

more stringent Hi^h Velocity Hurricane Zone (HVHZ) standards that apply to Miami-Dade and

Broward Counties; the State Requirements for Educadonal Facilities (SREF), and the Disti-ict's

own Design and Material Standards. It is at this point that the process is breaking down. Roofing

Binders are being returned for resubmittal-often multiple times-adding millions of dollais in

extra costs and months or even years to project timelines.

According to Bmlding Department officials, the binders are deficient in that the designs

submitted by some of the roofers do uot meet the necessary Florida Building Code, SREF or

Distnct-specific Design and Material Standards; some of the roofers are too inexperienced; and

many roofers have not "done their homework" by actually physically inspecting the roofs for

which then- binders are being submitted. The private sector design and construcdon community,

on the ofhCT hand, places the blame squarely on the shoulders of the Building Department, saying

that the roofing binders do indeed meet the standards set out by the Florida Building Code and

SREF, but tihe Building Department's code mteq?retations are much different than otiier, similar
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districts like Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Counties, and that these interpretations tend to be

applied inconsistently depending on the ideadty of the roofa-. Contactors also compliun that the

District's submission process is arcane, and the District's Design and Material Standards are

unnecessary and do not reflect industrywide practices in the Soirfh Florida market We will address

each of these arguments in turn, but from the outset, we note that regardless of which side is

coirect, it is incumbent on BCPS officials to ensure SMART ftogram projects are completed

reasonably on time and on budget. The buck stops with them. The District has had seven full years

of access to the private and public sector employees propouiuimg these incredible delays and cost

increases. It has the power to ask them any question it wants and require an answer. It has die

powar to hire and fire than or to teraunate ifaeir contracts. Therefore, we must conclude tfaat tfae

District could have solved these problems way before now, and at this point, it is either chcwsing

not to solve them, or it lacks the managemait acumen to do so, or some combinadon of both.

Until his recent retirement, the Chief of the BuUding Department and Chief Bmldiag

Official was Robert Hamberger, who had been employed by the Distdct smce 1994 and held the

position of Chief since 2009. Mr. Hamburger has two assistant chief building officials. The

Assistant Chief Building Official that overseas roofmg, among other things is Ronald Morgan.

Morgan himself used to be the Chief Building Official, but was removed from that position m

2009 after a conviction for being improperly liceDsed to serve in that capacity. Morgan has served

as Assistant Chief Building Official ever since. Under Morgan's direct supervision is the roofing

sub-pemiitting office, which until very recendy employed a single inspector: Maria Louisa (ML)

Rouco. AU of these mdividuals are supervised at the District level by Jefif Moquin and then

Superintendent Runcie, but the Building Department retains a degree of operational independence

because of the nature of its inspection woA.
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After years of complamts from the design & constmction community, the District hired

RSM US ULP13 to conduct a roofing process analysis, focusing on issues in the Building

Department. Accordmg to Superintendent Runcie, RSM's findings were no surprise. Multiple

times during our questions about the RSM Roofing Process Analysis, SupCTintendent Runcie

testified that he was aware of the issues and that these issues were the reason he requested the

analysis m the first place.

The RSM Roofing Process Analysis made nine observadons. For each of those, RSM

provided its analysis and recommeaded solutions to the District prior to finalizing its audit First,

RSM identified issues in the roofing design and plan review. One of RSM's recommendations to

improve the process was for the BuUding Department to meet with designers earlier in the process

and identify changes applicable to roofing. It its response, the Biulding Department disputed the

value of this recommendation and opined that the designers could not provide euough detail at the

stage RSM recommended meetmg.

Second, RSM-echoing some of the observations in the Council of tfae Great City Schools

PPO analysis firomjust one year before-observed that:

there is no strategic roofing plan m place for prioritizing, selecting, or scheduling
roofing projects to develop a long-term plan for each of the 241 school facilities
managed by BCPS. For example, it is possible that a building may receive a roof
replacement with a Ufespan much greater than &e expected useful life of a buildmg,
instead of less-cosdy repairs to extend the existing roofs Ufespan to a timeline
consistent with the reinaining building components. Individuals makiag facility
maintenance decisions regarding elements sudi as roofing should be equipped with
up-to-date mfonnation to enable effective decision-making... Wilfaout proper
traddng of long-term plans related to each building's life cycle, resources may be
utilized inefFectively leading to financial, operational, and reputatioDal damage.

13 RSM is an auditing and considting firm that the District regularly utUizes to conduct audits and analyses of various
BCPS procedures and departmmts.
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After making these observations, RSM recommended "BCPS develop and mamtain a long-range

plan for all facilities managed."

ID its response, the District stated that it was working to procure a company to mairft^m its

roofs. This respoase is notable for two reasons: First, the entirety of the District's response is about

its plans for maintenance. There is no reference to strategic planiung m the District's response. We

believe this is the result of the ongoing vacaacy in the Chief Facilities OfficCT position. TestimoDy

of numerous witnesses have shown that Ae executive director of capital programs is not the pCTSoa

to engage in strategic long-tenn plamiing. Second, the District still does not have a roofing

maintenance plan. Just like the District said in its response to RSM and just like the Distnct told

the Board at a roofing woricshop in February of 2020, Superintendent Runcie told this Grand Jury

the maintenance plan was about to be implemented. We will address how this lade of roofing

maintenaiice affects the SMART Program roofs later. But for now, we are talking prmiarily about

the 35% of the District's roofs were classified as being in "good condition" during the FCAs

conducted in 2014 and are therefore not cuirendy in line to be replaced any time in the near future.

As the District meanders along discussmg the imniineQt roofmg maintenance plan, these roofs are

bemg neglected. This lack of strategic planning, combined with the lack of roofing maintenance

for the existing roofs, speaks volumes when juxtaposed against the District leaders' defenses of

the Building Department

The fourth through seventh observations are all about the roofing sub-pemiittmg process.

RSM's fourth and fifth observations identify inefiSciencies and lack of automation in submission

and review of the roofing sub-pennit binders, while its sixth and seventh observations relate

specifically to the Building Department's roofing inspectors, or lack thereof. To anyone familiar

with the sub-pennit process at BCPS, it is colloquially hiown as the "ML factor."
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Over the greater part of tfae last two years, this Grand Jury has heard testimony from

numerous industry professionals in project management, contractmg and other subspecialties who

reference Ae "ML Factor" as one of the primary challenges of doing work for BCPS. The term

"ML Factor" actually refers to "ML" Rouco, and it is not an exaggeration to say that Rouco's

perfonnance as roofing inspector has single-handedly cost the District and the vendors tens of

naiUions of dollars and has set the timetable back by literal years on numerous SMART projects.

By way of background, Rouco has been with the District for over 21 years, and she led the

roofing team responsible for the flawed FCAs in 2014. Testifying District officials have

characterized her as a "forensic roofing expert", and until very recently, she was the sole inspector

overlooking tfae roofing sub-permittmg process on literally hundreds of bond projects around (he

District. Testifying witoesses from the District and die Board have almost universally praised

Rouco as a tough inspector who goes die extra mile to ensure quality roofs are being put on top of

schools in the District. When they describe disagreements with her, many of them tell eerily similar

anecdotes that end with some version of "but as it turned out, I was wrong and she was right".

htdustry-side professionals, however, tell a very different story, that of an inspector that

has sent back roofing sub-peimit binders with little to no guidance as to why they were disapproved

or has approved a roofing binder she previously rejected after it was sent back with a cover page

from one of her prefared roofers. One roofer gave an example of his roofing binder being rejected

and sent back to him with no guidance fmm Rouco beyond "provide a better detailed section" for

one tab of the binder. Rouco seat the binder back with that response two times, only to provide a

detailed response on the third binder, four months after Ae roofer's initial subimssioa. Project

managers tell stories of how they have tried to accelerate the roofing sub-permitting process by

bringing on experienced industry professionals to assist with roofing inspections, but Rouco-
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empowered by her own supervisors ia the Building Department, and, by extension, the District

and the Board-complained about their work product and qualifications until they withdrew,

leaving her again as the sole inspector.

RSM made similar observations, and ML's supervisors provided similar responses. Most

notably, RSM observed that at the time of the review, "only one (1) individual is responsible for

facilftating the entire roofing sub-peimittmg process." RSM later stated that t<[c]ontinued

utilizadon of a single individual for the roofing sub-pemiitting process, similar to many

construction processes, increases the likelihood of: project delays, process breakdown due to

unexpected absences or position vacancy, conflicts of mterest, bribery, favoritism, ineffective

vendor management, among others." RSM recommended "allocating additional resources to

support the sub-pemutting process" and went on to explain the benefits these addidonal resources

could provide. The District's response was separated into two camps. The official response, from

the Building Department, was that it has tried to add staff and caimot find qualified applicants at

salaries it can afford to pay. Of course, (his excuse faUs flat when it appears in the RSM report,

just as it fell flat when District leaders trotted it out to this Grand Jury. The second response came

directty from ML. Upon reading RSM's observations, quoted above, ML seat a threatemng email

and copied numerous high-level District employees. After ML threatened to sue, a senior District

official contacted RSM. Witnesses from the Distinct and RSM deny that the District ever actually

asked RSM to change the TepoiL But the report was changed. After issuing its Roofmg Process

Analysis on August 4, 2020, RSM re-issued the report on September 8, 2020, having removed the

words "bribery and favoritism" fi^im its observation about utilizing a single individual to

administer the roofing sub-perauttmg process. RSM removed that language, even after finding that

one roofing contractor was responsible for seven of the eight roofing projects that had been
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completed to date, and that "[o]n!y a small group of roofing subcontractors have been able to

consistently obtain a roofing pennit"

Another example ofRouco's imabated hostiUty towards colleagues is an email she sent to

multiple District aud PMOR officials alleging the PMOR and Facilities Department were

mterfedng with the roofing sub-permittmg process:

I want to make you aware of some oftfae ongoing issues being faced in the process
of pecfonxiing my duties. I am bringing it to your attendon, so you may act upon
the iaformadon and guide your staff accordingly, to actively stop and/or not further
encourage, any and ALL actions that attempt to pressure, interfere and at times
undennine, the process of plan review, mspections and penmtting with respect to
roofii^.

I am aware you are fairly new to the district, but I wanted you and your staff, to
avoid previous pitfalls of others project managers and staff, that willingly or
unwillingly were part of a concerted effort to undermine the lawfiri duties of a Code
Official, and in turn for the sake of expediency and self imposed deadlines,
shortdianged Ae construction process.

Although your stafl5ng indudes a multiplicity of titles, know, none of these
individuals are to interfere with the inspection process or the Inspector's calls
on any particular aspect pwtaining to Code Compliance. Their duties are
critically important, as are to represent the Owner in matters that pertain solely to
tiie perfonnance of the coutract and not get involved in the compliance of the work.

This warning about not interfering with a Code Official extents to Consultants
and/or any other individuals that may be brought in to "expedite", "facilitate"
or any other nomenclature gwen as a disguised for "interference". I am and
will rcmam vi^lant with regards to this specific point. Code Connpliance is the
sole entity to inspect, plan review and issue permits in the District This is the
law, as stipulated in the FL. Statute.

I am fully aware of pressing issues for district, especially by the self unposed,
artificial deadline on roofing projects. I have written on numerous occasions as to
the labor force and capacity of the different roofing companies m the region.
Unfortunately, the reality of this fact, has not been accepted. I observe from afar,
the constant hiring, the multi layers of staff, attempts to bring more and more
consultants, and yet, no matter how mudi administrative manpower is thrown at
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the shortage of qualified roofers, the roofers will not multiply, and at best as
previously stated, we will stiU get the same resuUs, +. 20 roofs a year, in a good
year.

For those wandering about the "ML factor", know, Ac difFerence is, Aat
roofing wmlc is being done to Code and Design Material Standards. I am not
shortchanging the district or the taxpayers, as h was done in the past. Code
Compliance has made a concerted effort responding to the outcry of the taxpayers
of Broward County, whose feelings were fully expressed on three previous Grand
Juiy Reports, as the 201 1 report stated, "For at least the last 15 years tfae District
has opCTated a facilities and construction dq»artment with litde rcgaTd for quality,
accountability or fiscal responsibility, yet (fae Board has done nothing to address
Aese issues."

I believe today, that Both the Superintendent and die Board realize, the quality of
the roofs cannot be circumvented due to time constraints and or capacity to perform
the work. ReaBsticaUy, you along with upper management and/or
Administrators, must inform the Board, who in turn, should infonn Broward
County consdtuents, the roofs wUI not be cwnplcted, untffl 2032. That is my best
estimate, if we start working together, and not continue on dififerent pa&s,
otherwise, it will take longer.

There is also a mindset frmm project management, the prdblem of permitting
wffl be solved by "gmng Roofing Contractors the details the district wants".
Needless to say, is not what the "BuUdmg Department wants" or what "ML
wantsw» that would be subjective and in contradiction with the legal
responsibilities <rf our role under license and mandate by DOE and the Board.
The best way to explain it, is gwmg a student the answers to die test, without
gdng through the course or sitting for the exam. It solves nodiing and the
outcome is disastrous for the life of Ae student, in this case, our roofs. Thus, what
I try to do is educate the applicant m the best way possible, although limited, to
uifluaice fhe outcome. I guarantee you, that when you sleep, when you are enjoying
your life, ML.is trying to figure out ways to make an extremely bad system woric
for the occupants and taxpayers. Yes, I don't have much of a life, but know at 64,
it has become my life's mission, to leave behind the best roofing I can for this
District

I have attempted and taken exteiisive amount of time both verbally and in writing,
to forewarn and bring you a message based on radonal aiialysis, mathematics, in
essence, common sense (as my wise ex-husband used to say, the least common of
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the senses), to no avail. I might not be here to see the end results, and some of you,
may feel fhe same; but our collective responsibUity, is to change the outcome ofAe
next Grand Jury Rq>ort. I for one. challenge myself each and everyday, question
my words or actions, attempt to correct the wrong I may have done, amend myself,
to go at it the next day, to help others for the greater good of our District, shouldn't
we ALL be doing that? Remember, to error is human, but to knowingly contmue
on the same pafh, is foolish...

Please know, I will continue to bring up issues of concern to management, with the
sole aim of curtailing waste and mismanagement of the taxpayers money and to
provide quality roofe for this District.

(Emphasis added).

We recognize that the Building Department must retain a certain level of autonomy

regarding inspection and permitting decisions. We further recognize that prior grand juries have

criticized this very Building Departmait for allowing shoddy workmanship to elide its inspecdon

process. However, as our Second Interim Report suggested, a better practice would probably just

be for die District to leave its inspectioiis to external, rather than intanal, authorities. Nevartheless,

the language of this emaa-4ts repeated warnings to the PMOR about the potendal legal

consequences of interfering with code compliance officers, its invocation of prior grand jury

reports to support its propositions, its maligning of the overall roofmg industry m South Florida in

favor of a select few, its prediction that the roofing work will not be finished before 2032, and its

bald assertion tfaat giving prospective roofers actual details about how their binders were deficient

would be like "givmg a student the answers to the test, without going through the course or sitting

for the exam"-is clearly beyond the pale. According to nearly all of the roofers, construction

professionals, project managers and BCPS officials she woriced with, this is the dp of the iceberg

m terms of Rouco's intractability. This Grand Jury asked Rouco' s direct supervisors and numerous

other District officials about the contents of this email and Rouco's overall professionalism, and

we were universally answered with some variation of "Well, that's just how ML is". Not a single
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one of these "leaders" indicated they had even spoken to her, let alone counseled or disciplined

her about the contents of the email or numerous other similar commimications audiored by her,

nor has anyone addressed directly the underlying claiins she made about the roofing sub-pennitting

process or her clearly stated preference for certain subcontractors. No wonder they can't get

anything done. This Grand Jury is composed of people fi-om all walks of life, many of whom work

in the private sector and many of vfbom woric in govemmeDt, and not one of us can fathom a

management enviromneat where a communique such as ttus does not merit outright firing if not,

at the very least, a serioiis counseling session.

To be clear, it is not like die upper echelons of BCPS managers did not know Rouco was

creatiag issues in the Building Departaient When Rouco found out the District hired RSM to audit

the Building Department's roofing process, she inteipreted the pending scrutiny of her fiefdora as

a personal attack and marched directly downtown to complain to Superintendeiit Runcie. He heard

her out, but the audit went forward. Then, when RSM Roofing Process Analysis was issued, Rouco

threatened to sue.

And this is the rub. Rouco is au employee who has created a management problem that no

one at the District appears to be willing toresolve. While she may be a "forensic roofing expert"

with years of experience and she may be a skilled mspector, her skillset is not irreplaceable. There

are people in both Miami-Dade and Pahn Beach counties who do just this kmd of work, under

similar couditions, five days a week, 52 weeks a year. They do not have these kinds of issues

involving multiple rgections, resubmittals and months if not years of delay and additioiial costs

while projects wait for an acceptable roofing binder. What does this kind of a communication from

a BCPS employee-v^hich carbon copies a large portion offhe Distnct's upper management-say

about the District's ability to manage itself? Nothing good.
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ta their testimony to us, senior Building Department officials displayed obvious contempt

for aiany private contractors, defending Rouco with unwavering devotion and opining that it was

the contractors' own faiilt that they could not submit designs that would get approved. Importandy,

however, many of die private contractors stymied here in Broward have successfully completed

roofing projects on sunilar facilities under sunilar constraints in Miami-Dade and Palm Beach

Counties. Were that not the case, we might be inclmed to credit the statements of Building

Department ofiGcials that despite all their clear guidance, the private industry <just can't get it

right. " But m point of fact, that is the case, therefore we do not credit those statements.

RSM also naade observations about the Building Department's interpretation of the Florida

Buildmg Code and the District's Design and Material Standards. We have reviewed the RSM

Audit and takea extensive testimony on the Buildmg Department's inteiprctation of code and

Design Standards. ID addition to the Building Department officials and roofers we have already

noted were witnesses, we have heard from District einployees who are members of the committee

that oversees the Dis&ict's Design Standards, members of the design community that work with

the District, and representatives of the roofing materials industry. We find that the Building

Department's code interpretatioiis are unnecessarily restricdve and lead to an uncojiqietitive

process to obtain roofing materials. As a practical matter, until very recently there was only one

assembly that has been approved in the District's Design & Material Standards.

The primary issues with the Building Department's interpretation of code are its

inteqiretation of "new constmction" as it relates to the slope needed on the roofs, and the wind

rider requremeat in the District's Design Standards. We received testiinony that the Buildmg

Dq)artment is improperly mteipreting what is "new construction" under the Florida Building

Code. The Building Department believes that when the District "re-roofs" an existing building,
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that qualifies as new construction. Based on that interpretation, tfae Building Department requires

a change m the slope of the roof to wie-quarter inch per foot. 14 Based on the age of tfae roofs being

addressed by the District, the existmg slope is almost invariably one-eighfh inch per foot, which

means that the Buildmg Department ahnost always requires the design firms to include an

additional one-eighth mch slope in Aeir roof designs. Tlus change in slope has a rollmg effect, as

die new one-quarter mch slope requires other changes to tfae roof. For example, curbs where the

HVACs sit have to be changed to meet the changing height of the roof created by Ae new slope.

The Buildmg Department has at least been consistent in its interpretation of the Horida Building

Code on this matter. In the FCAs for the 2014 Needs Assessment, the new slope was clearly

identified as a need, marked as "Reroof-NEW DECK REQUIRED-1/4"/FT.M In defense of its

worit, the BuUding Department vociferously blames the design community for submitting

incorrect designs. To be fair, however, the facilities Department did not provide the design

community with these FCAs as part of its scope of work, and we do not believe it is reasonable to

suggest the designers should have kuown the Building Dqpartment was going to implement a

minority, if not completely unique, definidoa of "new coiistrucdoa. " When one coiisiders this lack

of infonnation in context with the District's pricmg of roof work between $6 and $8 per sqiiarc

foot, there is no way the designers could have andcipated they would encoimter fhis slope issue in

advance. While we disagree with the Building Department's definition of "new construction," the

blame for this issue clearly lies witfa District leadership, who have abjectly failed to understaud

aad mediate this issue, ff the District chooses to maintam an in-house BuUdiDg Departmeat to

interpret code, then it is incumbent on the District to ensure that the Facilities Department is aware

I4 The District generally puts "flat" roofs oo school biuldings, as opposed to a pitched roof. A flat roof still has some
degree of angle, called slope, for drainage. The slope is created by the iasulation material, such as lightweight insulated
coBCTete. that is put down prior to the roof cover, a modified bitumen system, that goes on top of the roofing assembly.
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of what the Building Department will require of its designers. There is certainly no excuse for the

District to have underpriced the roofs as it did, but at this point, there is also no excuse for there to

be ongoing "misunderstandings" between the Building and Facilides Dq>artments, which clearly

still exist

While the District's design and material standards ostensibly approve several brands of

modified bitumen roofing and several brands of lightweight msulated concrete, the District's

insistence OD requiring a wind ridCT from any prospertive roofing manufacturer in addition to die

indusb-y-standaid 20-year wananty effectively reduces coaipetition by forcing the roofing

manufacturer to warranty the entire roofing assembly, including other materials, such as

lightweight insulated cona-ete, that tfae manufacturer does not sell itself. Many manufacturers are

understandably hesitant to warrant materials they do not produce. In fact, until recently, 15 only one

manufacturer would sell the District a wind rider with the specifications the District required,

specifically coverage for damage caused by winds up to 180 oules per hour. 16 On the surface, one

would think the District is efficiendy protecting its iavestment by requiring roofing maniifacturers

to offer this extra coverage, and District leaders often point out that these wind riders come at a

minimal cost, usually $1500 per warranty.

Uufortunately for the taxpayers, these wind riders are effectively useless for two primary

reasons. First, the DistritS is required to conduct routine maintenance on the roofs and keep records

of this maintenance for these warranties to be valid. As we detailed above, the District has no

roofing maintenaace program. Of course, the District could fix this issue, and it has claimed it will

do so soon. TTie second and more confounding issue is lurkuig m the fine print of the

15 We teamed Aat a second roofing manufacturer recently agreed to sell the District a sunilar wind rider.
16 We have received testimony that 180 mph actually refers to pressure and the maximum actual wmd speed covered
is 139 miles per hour, vriiich is inelevant given our findings about the wind riders coverage, except to say that it did
eot appear that the Board membCTS do not seem to grasp this concept
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manufacturer's exclusions. ID its Terms, Conditions and Limitations, the manufacturer's warranty

states specifically that it does not cover, "[t]he effects of lightning, fire, flood, acid rain, fhermal

shock, explosion, hail, seismic event, Aumcanc, tornado, or microbwsS." Li his testimony to this

Grand Jury, the maiiufiacturer's representative absolutely did not testify that the wind rider

language would tnunp the language of the exclusion. Based on this, we believe fiie District is

purAasing useless paper and limiting the competitiveness of its procurement in the process.

As stated above. Superintendent Runcie testified that he was already aware of many of

these issues, as was the Board. In February of 2020, as a result of complaints firom the contractors

and Ac community, the Board held a roofing workshop to address the Building Dq>artment and

delays in roofing. Iftfae Board didn't understand the issues at tfaat time, &ey should have when

they were provided the RSM Roofing Analysis m September 2020. Yet still, Ae Board has not

taken any substantive actioii, or directed Superintendent Rimcie to take substantive action to

address the problems in the BuUding Department.

We further reject the contention often put forward by District employees that problems

found by prior grand juries have forced the Building Department to adopt its cimrent dogmatic

approach to roofmg. The citizens of Broward County should not be forced to choose between

shoddy roofs that are not up to code and compliant roofe that take seven years to build for want of

a "chosen" roofer. Somehow, Broward's sister districts in Miami-Dade and Pahn Beach Counties

are doing ttus work without these headaches and delays, undercutting the District's assertion that

it cannot be accomplished.

The result of all of this obstinacy and chaos can be summed up by AECOM's declaration

m its "State of the Bond" presentation in July 2020 that it seeks to return Broward School District
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to its status as a "client of choice" for construction industry professionals, 17 many of whoaa have

concluded over the past few years that working with tfae District is simply not worth it. While the

District's position for years has been that the industry lacked capacity to do tfae amount of work it

was putting to market, this is not fhe case. AECOM's statement recognizes a simple reality, which

can be extrapolated readily to the Building Department's procedures regarding roofing:

Experienced roofers who have been able to timely complete projects in nearby distdcts with

similar rules are getting their binders returned, often multiple times. This is causing months of

delays m redesigns and resubmittals and millions of dollars in waste in taxpayer funds, all while

students continue to be educated m aging and decrepit buildings that taxpayers have already agreed

to provide the money to repair, We received testimony that these practices also have a deleterious

effect on the ability of small, minority- or women-owned businesses (often referred to in District

documents as "SMWBE") to compete in the marketplace. Because these businesses often have a

lower bond capacity Ifaan their largo- competitors. District's foot-dragging causes a

disproportionate amount of available bond capacity for these SMWBEs to be tied up awaiting

District project approval-which prevents these fums from being able to bid on other jobs while

(faeir competition remains able to do so. That said, tfae state of affairs in the Building Department

has not been bad for everyone. In fact, one builder m particular has substantially benefitted from

this broken systena.

Atlas Apex Roofing, LLC is a conq>any founded in 2012 by Henry Gembala, which does

roofing projects primarily in Florida and New Jersey. It offers full-service roofing and fabrication,

including patented roofing systems such as the ARBS blocking system, a system patented by

Henry Genibala, and Concrecel, a lightweight concrete foam developed by another company

17 Runde would have us believe that is a standard contract provision, however we have received testimony from
PMOR representatives staring the opposite.
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founded by Henry Gembala. Both of these products are approved for iise in roofing assemblies in

the District's Design and Material Standards, and botih have been part of the approved assembly

sold by (he roofing manufacturer that has been selling the Distdct its useless wind rider. Atlas

Apex, ia fiict, has a history of installing roofe for the District, and Gembala's own history with the

District goes bade even further to when he was completing Distdct roofing projects for another

coiiq»any, Weiss & Wollrich Contractors. According to Gembala, his long history and experience

with the District enables Atlas Apex to leverage its knowledge of procedures and configure the

size of its available worirforce to meet the District's demand and submit lower bids than its

compedtion. Gembala also testified that he had a longstanding professioaal relationship with

Rouco and Morgan, testifying that he spoke to Rouoo nearly every day.

This relationship between Gembala and the Building Department has paid substandal

dividends for Atlas Apex. As of the writing of this Report, Adas Apex is responsible for a full 43%

of the SMART Program's total roofing projects. Even on non-Atlas projects, Gembala's profit is

baked in, because ARBS and Concrecel-both of which comprise elements of what was, until

recendy, the only approved roofing assembly in fhe Broward School District-are products

belonging to corporations that tie back to Gembala and his business associates. Most importantly,

Atlas Apex roofmg binders are aknost never rejected by the District's BuUding Department.

Gembala claims that this is because after all these years doing work for the District and his

familiarity with the product requirements, he is able to do charge less for the same work than his

competitors. Frankly, this is probably pretty accurate, but we have also heard testimony that ofher

roofers' binders-which were denied multiple times-were approved after merely changing the

cover page on the existing binder to reflect Adas Apex's involvement in the project, resulting in a

quick approval by Rouco.
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From tfae outset, we want to be clear that Aerc is no cuireat, tangible evidence tfie roofc

bemg put on these buildings are of poor quality. This is a different issue than the shoddy

construction practices identified in the Final Report of the NineteCTth Statewide Grand Jury. By

the same token, tfaere is no evidence th^t these roofs arc exceptional eithCT. There is nothing about

an Atlas Apex roof Aat malsBS it any better or more special (hao any roofs going on buUdings

without issue in Broward's nei^iboring districts. We also think it should be clear ftat the Broward

Design Specifications are not going to lead to shoddy construcdon and Roiico's inspection process

is not going to lead to terrible roofe.

Nevertheless, it is hard to escqw the conclusion that Aflas Apex is the primary baieficiary

of this broken process, which appears to be tilted significantly in favor of approving Atlas Apex's

roofing binders without undue delay, all while the District's own Design and Material Standards

force OACT roofers to buy products voided by individuals connected to Adas Apex. Meanwhile,

tfae pattern of rejection and rcsubmittal afifected by Rouco and her supervisors in the BuUding

Department adds years of delay and miUions of dollars m additioDal cost to SMART Program

projects, all of whidi benefits a roofer who certainly does i»ot do bad woric, but also does not do

significandy better work than otfaer roofers around die state.

From all of this, we can draw two conclusioDS about the conduct of Rouco and her

supervisors in the BuUding Departineat: (1) we can conclude, as RSM did in its 2020 analysis that

Rouco's stranglehold on the roofing binder process is the result of "favoritism"; or (2)
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Frarikly, however, the motivations don't really change anything. For the taxpayers, the

result is the same: Ptojects are years behmd schedule; design processes are dramatically more

expensive; all in in die name of securing uaeiiforceable manufactuiCT warraaties on roofs &^-

once built-will likely last longCT than the agmg scfaool buildings they crown. All this happens

while AUas Apex accmes an evN-expandmg percMitage of SMART Program projects firom

ftustrated gaieral contractors aftCT disillusioned roofws leave Aose projects.

On March 5, 2021, while this Grand Jury was exainining a Board membw, the braad-cew

roof on the James S. Rickards Middle School media center collapsed. StudCTts and stafif were

forced to evacuate the building. Falling debris hit evacuees. Others were injured leaving the school.

One group of students and their teadia- were forced to climb over falling deteis and throygb the

ceilmg to escape. It is no exaggeration to say the experience was ftraumadzii^. A second portion

of the roof collapsed the following day. Fiatunately, the District employees and contractors that

were present examming the collapse had already exited the building before this second collapse

occuired, once agdn avoiding saioas injuries. We do not know why the roof collapsed, and as our

tenn ends, we will not be able to see this portion of the invesdgation to its conclusion. But we have

teamed several facts about Rickards that arc important to our findings about Ifae District's overall

roofing plan, or lack thereof.

We know that the FCAs of the Rickards roofs were conducted by the District team in 2014,

and this team found tfiat the main buUdiiig, including the media center, needed to be re-roofed.

We know that the sub-pennits for die roofing were reviewed and approved by Rouco. We know

IB Roirco vehemently denies the existence of an in^n-oprietous relationship with any roofer. She maintains Adas Apex
is just better than the other roofers at prqiaring thrir roofing subpamit paclEages and ultimately doing tfie worlc.
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that the work was inspected by and ̂ proved by Rouco. We know that, for all the different parties

involved in construction. District staff was involved at each and every stage. We know that the

now-collapsed roof was put on by Adas Apex. We know that there are conceroing structural issues

sinular to Rickards in several other Distodct naiddle schools, which were closed by the District after

the roof coUapsed. And we taiow that this shiny, new Adas Apex roof d5u/ not extend Ae life of

the building it covCTed. During his testimony, Distnct official Jeff Moquin opined that the

District's restrictive Design and Material Standards were actually causing better roofs to be

installed, and that these higher quality roofs would extend tihe life of the aging facilities that the

Oisfaict doesn't have Ifae money to replace. When pressed on tlus issue. Superintendent Runcie

disagreed with Mr. Moquin; this Grand Jury disagrees with Mr. Moquin; and peAaps most

importandy, the Rickaids media center disagrees with Mr. Moquin.

Ultimately, no matter how the District and the Board attempt to defend this broken process,

at the end of the day, desperately needed roofs are not getting put on schools, money is being

squandered, a generation of students is being taught in worse conditioiis than they were pronaised,

and the Board is responsible.

F URE TO INFORM

With all of the underlying problems mvolving the SMART Program, one might assume the

last few years have been somewhat of a public relations nightinare for the District While it is true

that the District has had its share of bad press, testimony and evidence has also shown that BCPS

officials have taken a number of steps to actively hinder the dissemination of potentially damaging

information. Some examples of these steps, which can and do range from. the use of confusing and

inisleading jargon up to and outright lying by senior district leadership, are detailed below
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Our first example involves the use of "jargon. " In an efifortto get more complete and timely

status of projects ia their districts, dissatisfied Board members began asking for fhen-PMOR

Heeiy's monthly report originating from an mtemal software program known as "Primavera". This

rofiwarc produced monthly T6 Schedules" to help Heery keep abreast of the p-ogress of its

SMART Program projects. The first time Board Member Nora Rupert asked for tfiese schedules,

she was told they did not exist and that no one knew what she was talking about As it turned out,

the schedules absolutely did exist. Ri^iert had simply failed to use Ihe phrase "Primavera P6

Schedules" in her ask-even though through her use of the term "P6", it was obvious that those

were the docunaents she sought. The District, however, seized on Rupert's failure to use the correct

nomenclature in her request by claiming the scfaedules she had asked for did not exist, only later

admittmg that schediiles of the type she had asked for did indeed exist after she sked for ifaem

using the conect nomenclature.

Zu isolation, one could peAaps accept tfae argument that Heery and District officials just

didn't understand what exactly Rvpert was taUdng about when she asked for the "P6", and they

were somehow unable to connect her request to the monthly internal status rqmrts they had been

using for years to track projects, but in the broader context of how the District handles information

and manages requests for that infonnadon from both the Board and the public, it is clear to iis that

this obtuseness is part of a larger, more deliberate pattern.

For example, this Grand Jury has been repeatedly told by both Disurict officials and Board

members that SMART Program projects are not-in point offact-"overbudget". This is because

according to the Distnct, the word "budget" does not in fact mean the lengthy and specific school-

by-school lists of projects and costs provided to the public when it campaigned for the bond in

2014. According to these witnesses, those long, specific lists were just "cost projections" that could
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not be relied upon, and the "budget" for each individual project does not happen until after the

conttactors submits its bid.

Of course, this overiy-semantic definition of "budget" is just a weasel word-common in

the industry-but clearly employed in this case to paper over the rank inadequacy of inspection

woric done in the initial Needs Assessment. When pressed, many Board members and District

officials did finally concede tihat any Broward voter who saw those lengthy, specific lists of

projects and the costs associated with tfaem back in 2014 would have been perfectly reasonable to

understand Aose as the SMART Bond's "budget", and they further conceded that uot a single

Board member or District employee ever stepped in to clarify that Ae costs on these very-specific

lists were "just projections" and <taot a real biu^et".

The consequences of tfais sophistry are very real. If the District's "cost projection" said a

project could be done for $1 million, tfaen the bid for die project comes in at $2 million, it would

actually be $1 million (or 100%) beyond its initial cost estimate. However, if the contractor is able

to fmally complete said project for $1.9 million, the District can then claim that project came in

"underbudget" and tout a "savings" of $100,000.00. And it appears at least a few Board members

would like the District to do just dial At a recent meeting. Board Member Ann Murray said the

District needed to "turn our language around" and wanted the Disto-ict to look into putting out more

tofomiation about the cost savings of items as they were being "budgeted" for a SMART Bond

that is, altogether, approximately $500 inillion over its "cost projections", or-as any reasonable

person would say-"overbudget". Board member Laurie Ridi-Levinson supported Murray's effort

in her own testimony to this Grand Jury, stating plamly that "[w]e don't want people to think we

are nmning out of money "
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ID point of fact, the District is running out of money. It has had to support the SMART

Program projects by emptying its own capital reserves and by issuing a series of mortgages on its

own real properties known as Certificates of Participation (COPs), which must now be paid back

with interest OVCT the next 14 years. In another example of defmitional acrobadcs. District Chief

Financial Officer Judith Marte told both the Board at a public meeting and this Grand Jury that

there would be "no additional tax burden" as a result of the Distdct in taking out fhose COP leases.

Of course, what Marte means by "no additioaa] tax burden", however, is misleading. She meaiis

that the Board will not have to raise taxes or find extra money some other way in order to pay off

these COP leases. Marte's fonnulation, however, conveniently ignores the fact that the District

must spend money from its Capital Millage-money that could have been used to fund other

maintenance projects-servicing debt on these COP loans for the next 14 years. It was obvious to

us-just as it should be obvious to anyone who has ever had to maaage even a household budget-

that having to pay back these COP loans will have a negative financial uapact on the Disfaict gomg

forward, but here, again, a District eiqployee has found a clever answer that enables her to avoid

having to actually infonn an inquisitive Board member of that fact.

Nevertheless, this was all the rest of the Board apparently needed to hear to unskeptically

vote to use COP leases to pay for existmg SMART Program projects, encumbering the District for

years in the future. Several Board members proudly trotted out Marte's "no financial inipact"

statement to justify their votes m their Graad Jury testimony, and oiily when pressed did some of

them acknowledge-for what appeared to be the first time-that the COP loans would indeed

hamper the District's ability to do additional work with its capital millage going forward. These

Board members clearly did not see through the Disti-ict's ruse, which is altogether unsuiprismg

considering the amount of times they fhemselves avoided having to accept responsibility for their
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own decisions or inacdon by usmg collective terms like, "we", "our", and "us", or jabbering along

vaguely about "chaUenges", "opportunities", "examuung processes" and "synergizing".
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Additionally, the requests and concerns of this subset are treated differendy from other

Board members. Their calls and requests for information get answered; their pet projects-like

culinary labs-get built; and p«diq)s most importantly, their campaigns get funded. In return,

these Board members almost unifoimly support District initiatives on hiring, policy and any

number of other objectives. While any given Board member may get on her soapbox at this

meeting or that meeting about this issue or that issue, as we wUl explore in Ifae next section, not a

one of them has ever voted to use the substantive took of the Board coiporate to hold either of its

two enaploye^ to account for the District's numerous failures. In fact, these members have done

quite the opposite, using their votes to shut down attempts by other Board members to hold the

District to account

For Board members on the outside of this circle, however, life is a little diflferent. Often,

the District will simply not answer their questions at all. Board member Nora Rupert testified that

she has a years-long, ongoing "Neverending Questions Diabase" full of questions she has asked

the District that it simply has not bothered to respond to. Board member Lori AIhadeff testified

that Robert Runcie himself wrote her a letter stating, inter alia, that he found her requests for

informadoa to be "voluminous and repetitive". Other Board members testified that they believed

the District held back a 2019 report from the CouncU of Great City Schools that was aritical of

SMART Program in an effort to ensure that those critical comments would not appear on Runcie's

yearly evaliiations. As we noted above, die District requested an independent third-party analyst

remove language in its report stating that the roofing subcontracting process in the District's

Building Department presented the obvious potential for corruption.

Even this Grand Jury was not immune from the District's mtransigence. We were forced

to bring in Board attorney Barbara Myrick to testify about why the District's responses to this
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Grand Jury's subpoenas WCTC months behind their due dates. Only then did we actually receive a

disorganized bundle of over 897, 000 pages of documents. These documents belatedly arrived in a

haphazard mess that mcluded a number of duplicates so large that a purpose-built computer was

rcqiured to scan all of them and eliminate thousands of copies until there was only a single instance

of each document Frankly, this is the kind of obfuscatory noiisense one expects to see when one

serves a Subpoenas Duces Tecum on a suspected pyramid scheme, not a local school district, but

here we are.

When sophistry, sowing conflict and stonewalling don't work, sometimes Disfa-ict ofiGcials

just lie. Board member testimony has revealed a number ofmisimprcssioDS and misunderstandings

regarding fau-ly basic coacq)ts that can only have stemmed fi'om misiafonnation campaigns by

the District Board member Laurie Rich-Leviiison, for example, testified to us that Broward's

Design Standards are not above and beyond what is required by SREF and the Florida Building

Code (they are) and fhat the staff dedicated to permitting and mspecting in the Roofing Department

is sufficieot (it is not). Rosalind Osgood testified that the issues with roofing occurred because the

Florida Building Code requirements changed (they did not) and that COP leases do not affect the

District's available miUage for capital projects (they do).

Then there are the lies we have seen ourselves. Robert Runcie lied to the Board when he

said Jacobs would be "responsible" for accuracy of the District's Needs Assessment regardless of

whether District einployees conducted FCAs. He lied to the public when he said in a press

conference that the Distnct would begin "actual physical woik" on SMAJRT Ptogram projects in

summer of 2015. He lied again in 2015 when he told Board member Robin Bartleman that "there

is no audit" of the Houston Schools bond program as the Board deliberated on whether to hire Leo

BobadUla. He lied to Miami-Dade College when he told them Leo Bobadilla had been "highly
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effective" as CFO, had "changed the tone and tenor of the District's relationship with the

constmction marketplace" and that the uew Executive Director would be providing "additional

oversight" when in fact BobadiUa was bemg removed from SMART Program oversight entirely.

He lied to Board member Robin Bartleman when he told her m a Board worisshop that he had no

knowledge of SMART project cost overruns despite his being in possession of a specific

memorandum firom Atkins, dated two weeks prior, which referenced $400 naillion in cost ovemms.

Even in matters outside more limited scope fhe SMART Program, Robert Ruacie lied about

important issues. In the wake of the MSD shooting, he lied to the public when he said the MSD

shooter had never been involved with the PROMISE Program. He then lied to a State Senator

when he told her there was a "Code Red" called at MSD at the time of the shooting.

All of these lies call into serious question the assertion of Superintendent Runcie in his

testimony that the District's culture is "safety first, education second". It is obvious to this Grand

Jury that is not the case. Even today, we have heard testimony that people can walk, iinchecked,

right into schools, even schools with completed "Single Point of Entry" projects. Projects

involving fire alarms-the very fire alarms that caused people to evacuate into hana's way on

Febmary 14. 2018-have still not been completed. BCPS should have been a leader on safety

instead of being forced by the state legislature to make accessary changes. The chance to actually

be a leader has been there from as far back as 2013. Instead, tfae District has reacted, minimized,

obfuscated and made less than substantial effort towards real change. In the end, the District will

very likely address dus report the same way it has addressed every other "challenge" it has faced

over the past sevai years: By doing as little as it can to mollify the loudest voice in the room.

FAILURE TO ACCOUNT
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With all of this chicanery, stonewalling, misdirection and outright lying, it would be easy

to conclude that Board members do not have access to accurate infoimation about the District's

perfonnance OD the SMART Program, but that, too, would be incorrect. The fact is that Board

members have had access to numerous pieces of accurate information about the ttue state of affairs

m SMART Program projects. Quarterly Reports put out by third-party watchdog Florida

Taxwatch warned of potential delays and E)istnct efiforts to disguise those delays as early as

February of 2017, when it states m the one-page Executive Sununary that:

Despite rq>eated recommeadadons from Florida TaxWatch, the District fails to
identify those projects likely to be delayed and those projects that are likely to
require additional funding... . The public has every right to hiow which sdiool
projects are delayed and the reasons for the delay, as well as which school projects
arc over-budget The public's right to know is not well-served by these omissions.

Florida TaxWatch's next Quarterly Report-for better or for worse-had some of the answers. In

a two-page Executive Summary published on May 22, 2017, TaxWatoh revealed the District's

admission that "hi^ier rates ofuiflation, higher roofing and mechanicaVelectricaVfire protectioD

costs, and items that were excluded from the original scopes of woik could increase costs by an

average of 25 percentQ" and that [t]he District has also acknowledged the need to push back

construction-related procurement acdvities for projects scheduled for years 1-3 of the SMART

Program by 3-9 months. " From this point onward, the Board was on notice that costs were on their

way up, and the scope of work the District had promised it woiild accomplish for $937 miUion

were now likely going to cost at least $1. 171 billion.

The Distnct's acknowledgment of these overages was based on a 2017 "Risk Assessment"

by Atkins, which constituted the first substantial overhaul of time and cost projections.

Unfortunately, these time and cost projecdons have only been revised northward from that point
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According to the latest estiniate by Atkins, the total SMART Program Projects are now projected

to cost $1.462 billion and ultimately be completed by 2025.

TTiese upward revisions carry their own discrete costs. The District, which "didn't have the

money" to bring on a PMOR before the bond was passed in 2014, must now pay its AECOM an

additional $42 oiillion to manage fhe next four years of the very same SMART Program projects

that WCTC supposed to have been finished in 2021. Delays have caused additional pieces of

equipment like HVAC units to wear out over tune, which m turn requires professionals to redraw

their plans and designs to incoiporate replacements where none would have been required had

these projects been timely completed. And perhaps worst of all, students continue to be educated

m unsafe, aging, decrepit, moldy buildmgs that were supposed to have been renovated years ago.

Assessmaits made in response to faculty complaints regarding indoor air quality at several

schools in the District found significant mold and air quality problems. When FDLE analysts cross-

referenced those schools with SMART Program projects, they found that several of them were

slated for new roofs that had predictably become trapped in die design and subpermitting process.

Once again, Board members were aware of this. Ann Murray, for example, testified that at ApoUo

Middle School, one of the "Critical Priority One" SMART Program projects which now has an

estimated completion date of 2023, "[t]hey've got mold up the gazoo. " Other examples ofBroward

schools that have experienced mold and mildew probleins while waiting for new roofs include

Nova Middle, Quiet Waters Elementary, Sheridan Park Elementary, Pahnview Elementary, North

Fork Elementary, Royal Pahn Elementary, Martin Lurher King Jr. Montessori Academy,

Ramblewood Middle, Stephen Foster Elementary, Pines Middle, Boyd Anderson ffi^i School,

and Wingate Oaks Center.
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The Board has also had access to more granular iafonnation about the causes of these

delays and cost overruns at the District level. The CouncU of Great City Schools PPO Review

found that Broward School District's lack of a deferred maintenance program would reduce the

Ufespan of many of its planned rcaovatioiis and would likely void any warranties the District had

secured that depended on the existence maintenance records to secure the warranty. It also

cridcized the District's choice to leave the Chief Facilities Officer position vacant smce Leo

Bobadilla dqparted in 2018, pointmg out that lacking a chief to coordinate between the different

areas within the Facilides Department ultimately hurt communication between consti'ucdon and

mamtenance. Siq>ermtendent Runcie has only very recently retreated from the posidon that he does

uot sateod to hire another CFO until the District "gets its procedures in place". Of course, it is

obvious to us-and apparaitly now obvious to Superintendent Runcie-that a qualified,

experienced Chief Facilities Officer would be of great assistance in conceiving and drafting those

very same procedures, so we do not see any real reason for the Disti-ict to have delayed for this

long, let alone undergo another delay of uDspecified length while it finalizes whatever procedures

Superintendent Runcie was referring to.

Additionally, an analysis of the District's Building Department roofing inspection

procedures commissioued by the District in 2019 highlighted numerous problems between the

design and roof sub-pennitting process, includiug but not liinited to the limiting of product choice

caused by Broward's Design Standards, and-once again-how the lack of a Districtwide

niaiatenance program was going to void the all-important ISOmph wind riders oa its brand new

roofe. Even though the comments pointing specifically to Rouco's sub-pennittmg process and its

potential for corruption were removed, the assessment itself contained more than enough detail for

the Board to get a good sense of the major issues in the Building Department.
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One would peAaps expect, then, tfaat the Board would use its power to ratify and approve

the District's yearly budget to force a reckoning on the additional time and costs associated with

the SMART Program projects. Alas, that, too, is not the case. Instead, the Board members have

doggedly refused to rcscope any of the planned projects based on their cost ami the money

available in Ae SMART program. The Board corporate has instead accepted the District's

guidance to fuitfaer beggar itself by emptying its reserves and mcurring COP leases Aat will

encumber its Capital MiUage for years to come. Many of Board members expressed to us m Aeir

testimony that they consider tfae scope of work outlined in the 2014 Needs Assessment to be a

covenant between themselves and Ac voters and ifaey are coiiuaitted to seeing those projects

completed, but somdiow these Board members conveniently forget that it was a covenant to

accomplish that scope of woric in a given time and at a given cost Board member Donna Kom,

who has professional experience in commercial real estate projects, testified that in the private

sector she would have rescoped her projects once it became clear that the money was not fhere to

do what had been promised, but somdiow she does uot see her obligation as a public ofBcial in

the same light. We do. The. Board cannot continue to give the District a blank check to

incompetenriy manage these SMART Program projects. It has to end.

With all this iaformadon at its disposal about serious problems with the SMART Prograni

and a District that seems either unable or unwilling to manage those problems, it would presumably

fall to the Board to exercise its own powers to resolve these issues. These powers faU into

essentially three areas: (I) The power to hire, fire, evaluate and contract with its two employees,

Board Attorney Barbara Myrick and Superintendent Robert Runcie; (2) the power to approve and

ratify (he District's yearly budget; and (3) the power to write policy.
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As to this first category, it is abjectly clear to this Grand Jury that Superintendent Runcie

is an insubordinate employee. He is either uuable or unwilling to mediate the many coaflicts that

have arisen in the Broward School District in the course of both the planmng and the execution of

its SMART Program projects. He has not staffed the District properly. He has-both on his own

and through his staff-refused to provide Board members with infoimation they required to

perfonn their own siqwrvisory duties. He has acdvely misled the Board and the public, pitted

Board members against one anotfier, and has even, wbm. necessary, lied to them outn^it

These issues all came to bear when Board member Lori Alhadeff brought her motion to

temiinate Superinteident Runcie for cause on March 5, 2019, allegmg as grounds, inter dlia, that

he failed to properly manage the SMART Program. Even with the experiences of the previous five

years and with all the underlymg facts supporting tfais report at their disposal, the five Ruacie-

fiieudly Board members (along with anofher, siuce-uaseated Board member) still voted "no" as a

bloc, while Alhadeff, Rupert and Bartleman all voted in favor of firing Superintendent Runcie.

Wilfa all of fhis in mind, one would pediaps expect the language used by these Board

members m fheir yearly evaluations of Siyerintendent Runcie to reflect the myriad faults in his

leadership. To be fair, some do. Evaluations by Board members Nora Rupert, Robm Bartleman

and Lori Alhadeff are all highly detailed and often critical of the Superintendent. On the other

hand, evahiations authored by the subset of Runcie-fiieadly Board members-Patricia Good, Ann

Murray, Donna Kom, Rosalmd Osgood and Laurie Rich-Levmson-are almost a ftuahouse mirror

version of the more critical evaluations put forth by their niinority peers. To be clear, the seven-

year period this Grand Jury evaluated covers a time during which the District fell nearly half a

billion dollars and literal years behind its owa SMART Bond projections and saw significant

tumovCT in leadership on those projects; it covers a time during which the Board was presented
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with a number of third-party reports fix»m outside sources detailing the District's failiire to

adequately manage its own staff and its rekitioaships witfa the contractmg ooimnuxut5r, and it covers

a time period which saw one of the worst mass shootiuag incidents at a school in the history of the

United States.

Somehow, tfarough it aU, these five Board Members routinely gave Superintendent Runcie

aggregate scores vibicb rated him as "Highly Efifective" overall. In fact, not one of Aem ever

scored him below "Effective" overall during this time period. Furthennore, many of their

comments do not seem to bear any relationship to what was actually taking place in the time period

for w^ich the comment was made. For example, in her Septeniber of 2016 evaluation, Ann Murray

characterized the SMART Bond Projects as "on target" but groused that "[t]he external

communication on the SMART bond program does not adequately tell fhe story of the progress

that has been made and is being made, m a balanced way." Similarly, Rosalind Osgood wrote that

"[a]Ithough Mr. Runcie and his staff stn^gled in the mitial phases ofimplementmg the SMART

bond project, they are back on track and did not misqipropriate any funds. " In September of 2017,

roughly two months after Florida TaxWatch publicly disclosed that the cost projecdons for

SMART Bond renovation projects had gone "off track" by 25%, Osgood rated the Superintendent

as "Highly Effective in the categories of "Leadership/Management" and "Continuous

Improvement", pointing out that SMART technology projects-a vasdy smaller piece of the

SMART Bond pie-had come in slightly under tiieir cost projections, whUe mentionmg not a word

about the much larger overages looming in fhe projects related to "Safety" and "Renovation". Ann

Murray, Doana Kom and Laurie Rich Levmson gave fhe Superintendent exactly (he same rating

of "Highly Effective" in the categories of "Leadership/Maaagement" and "Contmuous

Improvement" during that same period. Doima Kom commented that "[m]any of tfae issues the
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District faced regarding implementing the bond projects have been addressed and continuous

[progress] is being made to inaprove delivery of the bond promises. " That must not ixave been the

case, because in September of 2020, Kom coinmented that "[l]ong needed changes in SMART

program oversight is in place nAuich will hopefully bring additional positive impacts in tius area."

Even when these five Board Members do write negative comments about the

Superintendent's leadarship in their evaluations, those comments do not seem to factor into their

ratings. For example, in Ann Murray's 2018 evaluation, under "Effective Commumcarion", she

wrote Aat:

Communication taids to be reactive instead ofproacdve. Our communicadon as a
District is inadequate. We had to adjust conamumcadon on many issues that were
stated during (he MSD tragedy because staff did not properly vet tfae information
prior to releasmg it to the public. SMART program information is out of date by
Ae time I receive quarterly updates and patinent information is not provided to me
by you or your staff m a timely iiianna-, spedficaUy SMART monthly and quarta-ly
iaformadoa.

That is the entirety of Murray's comments in that section. Ultimately, however, she rated

Superintendent Runcie as "Effective" in that category. It is difficult for this Grand Jury to square

her rating with those comments. Throughout the seven-year period of evaluations we examined,

a large proportion of these comment sections were simply jargon-Iaden encomia, but some did

contain muctures of praise and criticism. Regardless, it was rare for any wdtten censure by these

five Board members to be accompanied by the lower marics of "Needs Improvement" or

"Inefifective" in the actual evaluation categories. Suffice it to say that it is difficult for this Grand

Jury-knowing what we know about the District's stmggles-to view the yearly evaluations of

these Board Members as actual sober assessments of the Superintendeiit's leadership acumen. Our

distinct impression after reviewing all of these evaluations is that these Board Members are
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reluctant to write anything cdtical at all, and even where they do have critical comments, those

commaits arc rarely accompanied by lower numerical ratings.

And then there is Patricia Good, whose evaluations of Superintendent Runcie never

wavered, year after year, and by "never wavered" we mean that she literally reuses the same

comments over and over. For example. Good's evaluations in 2015, 2016 and 2017 opened with

the exact sanie verbatim comment "I am coiifident the Superintendent will continue to have a

strong leadership role in the aeation of initiatives that will improve student achievement and move

the District forward in a positive manner. " In 2018, Good reformatted slighdy, stating that "I am

confident die Superintendent will continue to work with all stakeholders in the creation of

initiatives/measures that will further unprove student achievement while ensuring the safety and

security of staff." Finally, in 2019, she changed it a little more, stating that "I believe the

Superintendent will continue to diligently work with all stakeholders to ensure positive outcomes

with student achievement wAile advancing safety and security measures throughout our District."

We found a similar pattern in the various subsections of Good's evaluations. For every year

we looked, the "Leadership/Maiiagemenf" subsection of these evaluations included some

linguistic variation of a demand that the Superintendent "hold staff accountable" and "ensiire"

"policies" are "followed throughout the District". In 2017, Good began her "Effective

Commumcation" section with the observation that u[t]he Superuitendent is a constant presence in

the community." Thereafter, the phrase "[tjhe Superintendent continiies to be a coostant presence

in the community." opened this subsection of her evaluations for the next fhree years. Similarly,

the "High Quality Instruction" secdoDS for 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 opened with the

comment tfaat "[t]he Siqwrmtendent has continued to implement a variety of measures to improve

overall student achievemeatQ" and closed with an exhortation to either assist ESE students or
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"promote programs tfaat eacoui^e mutual respect and address social emotional leammg. " While

none of Good's critiques or comments-taken in isolation-are necessarily mismfonned or

misplaced, fhe overall effect or reading the same recycled sentences in tfae same sections year after

year leaves this Grand Jury with the distinct unpression that she does not take these evaluations or

her role in them seriously.

Frankly, we can undwstaiid why these evaluations look the way they do. The Broward

Workshop-a politically active club of business OWUCTS who often donate generously to the

campaigns of local school board candidates-has made it crystal clear fhat one of its "2021 Top

Goals" is to "[s]upport continuity of leadership at Broward County Public Schools[, ]" which it

plans to accompU^i specifically by "engag[mg] with School Board Members" and

"[c]oUaborat[ing] with cominunity partners to enhance the School District's reputation".

According to a slide presentation the Workshop gave to its membership on April 7th, 2021, the

sole measure of the Workshop's success endeavor woidd specifically be whether "Bob Runcie

remains Superintendent".

Superintendent Runcie himself is, in fact, a member of the Broward Workshop, and

testifying witnesses from that organizadon were open about their determination to regulariy meet

with local school board members in order to see that Runcie is retained as Superintendent. These

same witoesses admitted that they engaged in substantial community outreacA in 2019 to drive

individuals and community orgamzatioas to publicly commeDt when the Board met to deliberate

on Lori Alhadefifs motion to tenmnate Sup Tintendent Runcie, and that the Worikshop's Education

committee privately interfaces with local school board members multiple times per year on matters

of mterest to the Workshop. When asked about these private meetings, one testifying Woricshop

member declared that those conversations were "off the record", and had to be reminded of the
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legal obligation created by this (jrand Jiuy's Subpoena Ad Testificanduia before finally disclosing

that Ifae Workshop members did indeed make this Board member aware of the oiganization's

priorities, including Superintendent Runcie's retention.

Section 11.045(lXe), Florida Statates (2020), defines "lobbying" as "influencmg or

attanpting to influaice legisladve acdon or nonaction duough oral or written commuoication or

an attedpt to obtain Ae goodwill of a member or employee of the Legislature. " While no member

of the Broward Woricshop can jfeuriy be called a "lobbyist" because they are not paid outright for

their "outreach" to Board membCTs, it is obvious to this Grand Jury that tihese members are engaged

m an active effort to influence the executive and quasi-legislative functions of the School Board

in any Duanber of areas, including the presa"vatioD of Robert Ruacie as SuperintendenL They are

brazen about supportmg Board memb^s who align their own votes aud statements with Workrfiop

priorities, just as they arc very dear dwut not supporting those who do not Influential Workshop

membas testified that tiiey had finaacially supported Donna Kom, Heather Brinfcworth, Patricia

Good and Rosalmd Osgood, but had not supported Lori Alhadeff, aad would "absolutely not"

siq>port Nora Rupert.
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But it is dirough the leas of this lobbying effort that one caa begin to make sense of the

actions of Board members. Why should Ann Murray waste her own time reading RSM's aiialysis

of the District's roofing subcontracting procedure if&e contents of that report have no chance of

uiflueacing her vote? Why should Patricia Good waste time coming up with original coinments ia

her evaluations &om year to year if she knows that the Workshop's opinion of the Superintendent's

performance, not her comments, arc the metric by whicA Superintendent Runcie will be released

or retained? Why should Donna Kom exerdse her substantial experience ia commeTCiaI real estate

to analyze the District's SMART Bond foibles when that analysis may put her at odds with

mflumtial Workshop membCTs who regularly iatCTface with her and contribute to her campaign?
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We could go on, but suffice it to say that this reladonship seems to be fueling much of the

disagreement and intransigence between the District and the Board. It is clear to this Grand Jury

that Robert Runcie, for whatever reason, has the ear of influential power brokers who are more

(ban happy to exercise Aat power to iaflueace Board members to retain him.

Recommendations

This Grand Jury believes that the problems at BCPS, specifically those wiAin the SMART

Bond Program, arc the responsibility of the School Board of Browaid County. We believe the

Board, through fraud and deceit, has mismanaged the SMART Bond Program, a multi-million-

dollar bond specifically solicited for school safety initiatives, and will continue to mismanage that

program if aodiing changes. We fully understand that the Board is an oversight body, with an

approp-iately limited role in the actual management of the District We also understand that even

though there are nine individuals that make up the Board, the actions and decisions of the Board

are detennined by whatever the majority decides, despite any one member's best intentions. The

Nineteenth Statewide Grand Jury stated in its Final Rqwrt that u[b]ut for the Constitutional

mandate that requires an elected School Board for each District, our first and foremost

recommendation would have been to abolish the Broward County School Board altogethw. " We,

too, seriously considered milking that same recommendatioa based on the ciirrent Board's ongoing

mismanagemeut of the SMART Program. However, we have reviewed Article W, Secdon 7 of

the Florida Constitution, which grants the Governor the authority to suspend a school board

member for "malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty, drunjcenness, incompetence, permanent

inability to perfonn oflBcial duties, or commission of a felony", and we cannot, in good conscience,

recommend suspension of Board members who we do not believe fit these criteria.
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However, we find that Boaid members Patricia Good, Donna Kom, Ann Murray, Rosalind

Osgood and Laurie Rich Levmson have engaged in acts of ucompeteace and neglect of duty. We

recommend that the Govamor remove them from their elected offices as members of the School

Board of Broward County. Nora Rupert and Lori Alhadeff have served on the Board for eleven

and two years, respecdvely. They have participated in the management of the District along with

their colleagues during that rime. But they have not neglected their duties in this fashion. They

have diligently attempted to hold the Supaintendent and the rest of the District accountable. To

any unbiased observer, it should be obvious that their attempts to hold the Superintendent and his

District staff accountable have been routinely and openly thwarted by the majority of the Board-

the very same majority we seek to remove from office. As for Sarah Leonardi and Deborah Htxon,

they were sworn into their seats as Board membere in November of 2020. They have not

participated iu the misdeeds of their peers aad we have no fuurthw comment about them.

Change at the top alone will not cure Broward County Public Schools. Patricia Good,

Donna Kom, Ann Murray, Rosalind Osgood and Laurie Rich Levinson need to go, as do their two

eaq>loyees. Superintendent Robert Runcie and General Counsel Barbara Myrick, both of whom

this Grand Jury has recently indicted for felomes related to their appearances before us. The

a-immal traiisgressions of Robert Runcie and Barbara Myrick are not the fault of the Board.

However, the permissive atmosphere that the Board has created for its two employees, coupled

wiA its unwillingness to hold these employees accountable, have certamly emboldened their

unacceptable behavior. A fish-a$ it is said-rots from the head down.

We believe the impCTious attimde of this collective is aptly encapsulated by the testimony

of Board member Donna Kom who, when questioned regarding accountability, had this to say:
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Q: FHhe phrase you used was that, if individuals in roles of authority are not able

to meet expectations, we should identify what improvements need to be made and

institute inethods to ensure expectations are met

A: Yes.

Q: You were comfortable holding Mr. Runcie to that standard?

A: Yes.

Q: Arc you comfortable if that standard is applied to the school board?

A: I don't believe that that is appropriate.

Au contTaire. It is not only appropriate, but long overdue.

Even with these Board members gone, the District's leadership will sdll be plagued by

individuals who have worked in an atmosphere where the putative leaders view thecaselves as

above all judgmoat, where the word accountability is meaningless, and the only real problem is

"the media. " They do not know how to look internally, jEiad and fix problems. Some of them have

been named in this Report, but others have not. They must also go.

Broward County Public Schools is a sdhool district full ofhardworicmg employees, bright

and engaged teachers, and 260,(K)0 smdents who deserve the best from our community. We owe

it to Ifae teachers and stadents to install leaders that will root out (fae long-time einployees who

have been comipted by the culture of the District No matter who sits on the School Board of

Broward County and no matter who serves at their Supermteadent, those individuals must conduct

a deep and thorough housecleanmg of the District's administration.

WHETHER SCHOOL OFFICIALS VIOLATED-AND CONTINUE TO
VIOLATE-STATE LAW BY SYSTEMICALLY UNDERREPORTWG
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INCmE S OF CRIMINAL ACTHTTy TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION.

In areas throu^iout this State, our children may be attending schools tihat are lying to us

about how safe they are. They are doing so in some cases willfully and inteutionally. We bring

you this warning in hopes that you share our desire to prevent the development of condidons in

which a tragedy such as the MSD shooting could ever happen again. The Supreme Court of the

United States has held that

"The primary duty of school officials and teachers . . . isthe education and trainmg of
young people. A State has a oompeUing interest in assuring that the schools meet this
responsibility. Without first establishing discipline and maintaining order, teachers cannot
begin to educate their students. And apart from education, the schc>ol has the obligation to
protect piq»ils &om mistreatment by ofher childreii, and also to protect teachers themselves
fi-om violence by the few students whose conduct in recent years has prompted national
concern."

New Jerse v. T.L.O. 469 U.S. 325, 350 (1985) (PoweU, J., concuiring).

The nodon that students have a constitutional right to an education unencumbered by

threats to their physical safety was established decades ago. Awaraiess that a small number of

students might coimnit offaises resulting in a severe disruption of the learning enviromnent for

others is hardly a new phenomenon, and there is no evidence, unfortunately, that today's students

have magicaUy become 100 percent better-behaved tfaan those of past generations. Our legislature

has decreed, however

Public school students shaU be in orderly, disciplmed classrooms conducive to leaming
without the distracdon caxised by disobedient, disrespectful, violent, abusive,
uircontrollable, or disruptive students[.]

Section 1002.20, Florida Statutes (2020) (emphasis added), and that

[w]hea knowledgeable of the likely risk of physical violence in the schools, the district
school board shall take reasonable steps to ensure that teachers, other school staff, and
students are not at undue risk of violence or haniL

Section 1003.32(9), Florida Statutes (2020) (emphasis added).
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Our expaiaice has convinced us, as set forth herein, that although most Districts manage

to conq)ly with Ae Consdtudon and statutes, some local school boards have utterly failed to follow

this mandate, and ftu-themiOTe have no mteation of doing so. The price ofdiis abject failure should

be their removal from office.

Dozens of witnesses (expert and oAerwise), terabytes of documents and data, months of

testimony, and mcalculable numbers of questions have occupied our time in the iM'eceding months,

and we believe our conclusions to be both well-founded and rcliably-sourced. Concealing the fact

of the existence of negative and/or crimiiial behavior, whether as an inadvertent consequence of

misguided policies or as a direct result of intentional malfeasance has, luafortunately, become a

disturbii^ pattern in Florida's schools in more recent years. We have referenced this lamentable

fact in prior reports, and make a ftdler explication of it here. We believe this bdiavior to be a

festering blight on our state's schools, and we sincerely hope that the sunlight of public

condemnation will serve as at least a partial dismfectant.

"Truth will ultimately prevail where there is pains taken to bring it to light."

- George Washington.

ta our Second and Third Interim Reports, we documented instances of misbehavior

committed by-according to testimony and data we received-less than 5 percent of fhe

population of a given school system. In many cases, tfae number was actually less than 2 percent.

Yet we have also reviewed policies, "Memoranda of Understanding," and training materials which

seem to suggest tfaat accurately reporting and documenting this behavior is somehow tantamount

to opening a "pipeline to prison. " Alliteration may make a slogan easily repeatable, but good

policy does not come from sloganeering. We prefer to be guided by data and evidence and, uniyte

some Districts (see the discussion regarding Broward County herein), we sought the data before
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arriving at a conclusion, rather than detercauung a position first and then either "locating" or

manufacturing evidence to support it.

Data from the Dq»artment of Education reflect a that there are more Aan 2.7 nullion

students in Horida schools in any given year. The Department's data show a total of 71,246 School

Environment Safety and Incident Reporting (SESBR) incidents of all types reported during the

2017-2018 school year (the data is raiprcsentative of other years we examined, wiA small

variances). Approxunately one-third of those (23,444) were forwarded to law enforcement. Yet

there were only about 7,800 actual school-based arrests-meaning that less than one-fifOi of one

percent of students ware an-ested for all offenses combined. Moreover, these figures show that

even if a student commits a SESDR. offeDse, barely 10 percent of SESIR incidents result in aircst

This data is hardly reflective of a "pipeline. " We therefore find it hard to accept claims of

massive overreaching by law enforcement. We do not dismiss the dangers of improper police

conduct (indeed, this Grand Jury has exposed cruninal conduct by a police chief); but we must

likewise acknowledge that Qust as was tme when the U.S. Supreme Court examined the issue

decades ago), only a very small fiaction of Florida's students are ever actually arrested for anything

school-reJated. Further, examination of Department of Juvenile Justice data shows that many of

the arrests which are made are for violent and/or felony crimes (in FY 2018-2019, for example,

thwe were 1,176 Aggravated AssauIt/Battery arrests, 1,441 for Assault/Battery, 483 for

weapons/firearms, 223 for Burglary, 111 felony sex crimes, and 68 Robberies). Most sizeable

Districts report less than 3 arrests per 1000 stadaits-or a 0.3 percent arrest rate.

We do, however, enthusiastically support legitimate efforts to reduce even that small

aumbCT; Districts which authorize rather than mandate diversion programs in lieu of an-est (civU

citations, specialty courts, etc.) should do so where they can actWtUy be shown to reduce crimaud
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behavior. Yet we have encountered almost sdiizophremc messaging when examining some such

programs; for example, Broward County's "PROMISE" program's trainmg materials state both

that it is a "maDdatory program" and that the program "is not intended to limit the discretion of

law enforcement" Whether it intends to or not, making something "mandatory" necessarily limits

discrctioo-a decidedly m^propriate result To make matters worse, this is often accompanied

by direcdves (explicit or otherwise) to principals and law enforcement officers that if they wish to

remain employed, they will "get those numbers down. " Indeed, in 2016, Department of Juvenile

Justice reported that "[a] quick comparison of Department of Juvenile Justice and FDOE school-

related arrest data shows that many such arrests are not being reported by schools," and the school-

reported data was regularly as Utde as one-fowih of the Department of Juvenile Justice total. Our

experience has been no different. Time and again, we heard about efforts by Districts to minimize

the number of arrests reported despi te the fact that the number of incidents, pardculwly injury-

related incidents, IMS continued to rise.

School Districts, particularly dieir elected Boards, often decry what they see as State

interference with local control. Yet time and again we have seen evidence that School Districts

actually outsource policymaking in tfais area to special-intercst groups, many of whom are based

in other states or Washington, D.C. With all due respect, we do not fiud that the school systems

of places such as Detroit, Chicago, or the nation's capital are models worthy of emulation here in

Florida, nor do we think activist organizational talkmg-points should hold sway over citizen

concerns and the safety of students, teachers, and staff. Where our legislature and governor have

been forced to intervene to correct these errors, including legislation currently pending, we are

glad tfaey have had the courage to do so. We recognize that some currendy pending legislation is
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also an effort to correct some of these ongoing issues, and we express support for efforts such as

current House BiU 7035.

Further, as we have said before, a significant contributmg cause of the problems in this

particular area arise from attempts by board members and adininistrators who have zero education,

training, or practical experience in law enforcement to nonetheless behave as though they are fhe

fountain of all knowledge when it comes to the policy and practice of law enforcement in schools.

As Albert Einstein put it, "the only thing more dangerous than ignorance is arrogance. " We doubt

these self-styled Uluminatf would tolerate a School Resoiirce Officer cddquing a Chemistry

syllabus; yet, the autocratic conceit displayed by these pompous professorials focuses on

subverting the ability of law enforcemeat to accurately assess and respond to student behavior.

This culminates in efforts to mask even benign (albeit unflattering) data-^laciag students at

greater risk. We remind these individuals of Section 1006. 13(2), Rorida Statutes (2020) which, in

its cuireat fonn, states that "[ejach distnct school board shall adopt a policy of 7£xo tolerance that

. . . Mutimi3. es the victimisation of students, staff, or volunteers, including taking all steps

necessary to protect the victim of any vwlent crime from any further victimiwtwn. " (emphasis

added). This statute is clearly not being followed, as is clear 6'om examples such as Broward

County's Behavior Intervention Programs or the activity going on in some Apopka schools (both

discussed herein).

The Florida De artment of Education

We previously described the role of FDOE and its Office of Safe SAools in our Second

and Third Interim Reports. Most recently, we have observed our legislature increase funding as

well as oversight/penalty capability for that agency, and we express our support for that legisladon.

The Department, however, should strongly consider iqxlating one of its admuustrative rules and
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dhanging its process for getting assistance firom other agencies during the rulemaking process. We

refer specifically to Rule 6A-1.0017. The Department did not "ensure that SESIR definitions

mirror Florida's criaamal statutes" as directed by the Governor (though the Departmeat did make

some changes which hew the definitions xnore closely to their Florida statutory counterparts).

Further, the Department, in revising these definitions, did not seek input from ffae Attorney

General, State Attorneys, judges, or any other criminal law pracdtioner. Instead, they obtained a

list of statutes from EDLE and constmrted the definitions themselves.

Also included in the Rule is some troubling phraseology: "In order to detemune whether

an incident must be reported to SESIR ... where the incident was carried out by a student, [the

reporter must consider if] the student had the capacity to understand his or her behavior and the

inappropriateaess of his or her actions."

This language again sets up a situation we have previously criticized: It erroneously

conflates the notioDS of reporting an incident and the disposition or outcome of an incident, and it

requires teachers and adiniaistrators who observe bAavior to essentially act as psychologists or

psychiatrists, and make a detemunatioa of "capacity" which even in Florida's courts almost always

requires the efforts of muldple experts and a judicial hearing. Just as school admimstrators are not

qualified to be, and should not be, determming whether an incident is crmuaal (and thus reportable

to law enforcement), they lack the qualificadons to make what amounts to an on-the-fly

competency detemiiaarioii, and should not be tasked witfa doing so. The outcome or SsposUwn

of an incident may weU be affected by dungs such as disabUity and lack of intent (just as is the

case with crimes committed by unwell persons); however, that does not mean that the incident did

not occur, and if U did occur, that fact should be reported.
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To see the potenrial pitfalls created by such loose language, one need look no fiulher than

the testimoBy we received about a 2021 incident in HiUsborough County. There, a student was

oveAeard saying that it would be "cool" if someone were to emulate a pop song describing a

cmmnal shooting schoolchildren by "rampaging through the school" while playing the song itself

over the school's PA system. The student admitted to school administrators that he vaade the

remark, but these admmistrators decided tfaat the incident would not be rq)0rted either to SESIR

or law enforcement because die student claimed he was joking. FDLE was mformed by another

person, however, and they investigated, learning that the student's father had multiple fireanns

(fortunately, safely locked and stored away in the home) and that the remark had beea made in

front of a number of other students. They also interviewed witnesses, investigated the student's

social media and chedced for criminal, discipline, and mental health history. Ultimately, they

concluded no arrest should be made. But they did so only after mvestigating, which is something

the administrators who chose to conceal the incident did not do, were not trained to do, and could

not have done. We caonot condone outright concealment of activity, such as this.

ID additioii, die FDOE and its Office of Safe Schools should take care to ensure the

guidance they post on their respective websites is current and accurate: we learned that untU very

recently, old (2014) memoranda from the United States Dqiartment of Jusdce, which had been

explicitly revoked by that agency years ago, were stiU being provided as "guidance" to Florida

schools. By and large these are simple and straightforward fixes, and we ask that the Department

of Education make immediate corrections where accessary.

Duval Count

This Grand Jury has catalogued the litany of issues plaguing Duval County in a separate

PresentaeDt as well as our Second and Third Interim Reports. Further, we arc infonned that one
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principal subject of that reporting, the former Chief of Duval County Schools Police, has

essentially beai offered a diversion disposidon in lieu of fonnal prosecution. Since the eod result

(removal ftom office and suireader of law enforcement credaitials) accomplishes the goals we

sought to achieve, we approve of this outcome. We encourage the citizens of Duval County,

however, to review that report and detemune whether, even without additional criminal Aarges,

a more thorough housecleaning might be in order. We certainly believe that to be the case.

Palm Beach oimt

We have discussed the probleinatic approach to the implementation of safety features

exhibited in Palm Beach County, and specifically by tfae Pahn Beach County Sdool District PoUce

Department, elsewhere in this document As with Duval County, we see no need to repeat those

findings here, but invite Pahn Beadi voters to decide for themselves whether they believe the

rcacdon by School District officials to legislation (disfavored by some yet nonetheless codified as

the law of this State), which results in the unnecessaiy expenditure of hundreds of thousands of

taxpayer dollars, should be rewarded with continued einployment.

Oran eCoun

Orange County is one locale where SESIR data (when comparing, for example, inddents

reported to disciplines rqmrted) could be considered suspect. While we have not seen evidence

of widespread, overt fraud involving reporting as we have in other jurisdictions, we have heard

testimony and seen evidence that one area in particular is problematic. The City of Apopka school

system appears to make concerted efforts not only to suppress reporting of serious incidents but

also actively hamper police mvestigatioiis.

We have received evidaice tihat Ac situation got so bad in 2016 that the Apopka Chief of

Police and Gcmeral Counsel wrote a public letter to the Orange County School Board documenting
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multiple incidents of teadhers and administrators that received complaints of sex crimes (one

student-on-student, one teacher-on-14-year-old student), but failed to report the mcidaits to law

enforcement or Ae Department of Children and Families (DCF). Fortunately, police learned of

the incidents through citizen reports, and both perpetrators were arrested.

The situation, unfortunately, did not unprove. In 2019, DCF reported to the Apopka Police

Department Aat an elementary student had taken a disabled female child into a bathroom and

molested her, despite the school being on notice that the perpetrator was not to be left unsupervised

due to prior issues. School administrators, rather than report the matter to police, chose to conduct

their own "investigadon" (contrary to many of the "best practices" for forensic interviews of

juvemle sex crime victims as well as juvenile suspects) and, as a result, compromised the

subsequent police inquiry. More concemingly, the assigned detective indicated that "this was a

perfect example of school staff findmg ways to avoid rqwrting accurately and timely, even

changing their paperwork, to justify not immediately reporting to the SRO." The victim's parents

reported tfaat the school actually kept the victim and perpetrator in the same lunchroom daily, even

afta- police became involved. When officers went to discuss the investigatioD with the principal,

Carol Martin, the principal berated the chief investigating officer for bringing a supervisor to the

meeting, asserted that she believed she was entided to be infonned stoout the details of law

enforcement investigatioDs, and complamed that police did not permit her to be involved in, for

example, next-of-kin death notifications.

We also received evidence tfaat in 2018-19, multiple incidents occurred where students

physically attacked School Resource Officers and engaged in fights with Apopka police officers.

Despite requests from law enforcement to remove these students, they remained in school, and one

of them apparently brought a gun to school. Immediately following dismissal, the student used
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that gun to engage in a shooting with another student in a nei^iborhood adjacent to the school.

Further, in 2019, one student took video of another using the restroom and published the video to

several other studeuts (a felony under Florida law). Once again, admmistratois failed to report die

incidait to law enforcement, conducted their own "interviews," and actuaity instructed the

perpetrator's guardian to destroy the video - negatively impacting any potential criminal case.

They also refased to pemiit the victim to contact the SRO himself to make a complamt Tampering

with evidence is a felony crime in itself, but as yet, the administrators involved have received no

consequences. The breathtaking arrogance and ineptitude exhibited by the school admmistrators

in such cases obviously threatens Ae safety of students and fhe integnty of the judicial process.

We are infonned that this type of iacident is uot uncommon and that police are often

confiroated with recalcitrant or outright hostile Apopka adinimsteators who believe that <lthey know

better. " We contrast this with testimony we received fi-om an Apopka teacher who was literally

moved to tears at the thought of being expected to conduct what could be crimmal investigations

for which she felt neither trained nor competent We also learned that when officers request video

of reported CTimes iacluding fiireanns cases resulting m a sdiool lockdown, they are now told to

request a subpoena for fhe evideace through the Orange County School Board General Counsel's

office-hardly an example of cooperation. We also note that is the same General Counsel's Office

which disclosed documents pCTtainmg to our investigation while it was still pending- police

would be right to be concerned about their investigations being leaked in such a fashion.

Miami-Dade Count

"It is better to offer no excuse than a bad one."

- George Washington
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This certainly describes the situadon in Miami-Dade County, anotfier of those with

problematic SESIR data as elected by FDOE. We further fhink that the "District spokesperson"

who, in response to one of our prior Reports in which we briefly discussed these matters, rqwrtedly

claimed that Ae "District uses the same definitions prescribed by the State,") would do well to

keq» Ae above-cited words of our first President in mind. We heard firom both representatives of

the State (Dq)artment of Education and Office of Safe Schools) and the Superintendent of the

District-and Miacni-Dade was most assuredly not using the same defimtioiis, and not using them

properly m any event We would furtfaer point out that Ae MSDPSC arrived at the same

conclusion.

En particular, Miami-Dade has had incidents wherein schools report hundreds of battery or

fight incidents one year and zero fhe next (note to madame spokesperson; even "correct use of

defiiutions" is so unlikely to generate a result of zero as to approach unpossibility). For 2017-18,

the entire District reported zero physical attacks, though in bracketing years it reported dozens.

Clearly, something is amiss with the veracity of Miami-Dade data. We have not found concrete

evidence of mtendonal fraud committed by specific individuals (as we have elsewhere), but

uiaccurades certainly abound and a sea of red flags continues to wave. We would also point out

that, though tfae District claimed it had simply "oveireported incidents offightmg, " those numbers

have yet to be corrected.

Additional concerns arose when we learned of the District's 2015 proclamation that it

would henceforfh not suspend smdents out-of-sdiool. We were provided with testimony and

evidence that the alternative locations, dubbed by the District as "Success Centers," do in fact

succeed in costing nullions of dollars for security measures and police officers, but to date the

District has provided no documentation of evaluations or data regarding success in iinproving
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either student academic performance or student behavior. More concerning, however, were reports

that more than two thirds of those referred to the centers, if tfaey attend at all, do not show up for

the entire time prescribed-a phenomenon likewise observed by law enforcenaent officials at the

centers. At most, the truants might be marked "absent," which is certainly ironic: raaoved jBrom

school for misbAaving, they misbAave further yet no consequence is for&commg (after all, they

can't be suspended).

Formal suspensions, in fact, decreased (in other words, the District's employees followed

the administration's orders). However, suspension-worthy behavior apparently has not, if SESIR

and Umfonn Crime Reporting data are to be believed. Puriher, while suspeiisions dropped in

number, the amount of "excessive absence" cases rose by a strikingly similar figure. A charitable

iaterprctadon of this rcmadable coiacidence would be (as the same "spokesperson" actually stated

in public), that "principals are doing a better job at codiDg/reportmg. " Apparaitly, the District

woiild have us believe that their principals went from bemg horrible reporters to magfdficent ones

in less than a year at tfae same rime as suspensions dropped dramatically.

We are more inclined to consider it another example of data gamesmanship- especially

since we heard that the adininistration, from the SupermteDdent on down, specifically directed that

the safety/discipline data be "scrubbed" before it was transmitted to the Department of Education.

Laundering data to improve optics is a familiar theme. The inceadves for principals to artificially

reduce documented suspmsions, in light of the District's edict to do so, are obvious.

To make matters worse, we received evidence that letters were sent to at least some parents

informing them that fheu- child would not be permitted to return to school for several days due to

misbehavior including fighting. The word "suspended" was never used; instead, the District

essentially said "you don't have to go home, but you can't stay here."
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TTiese data points all trend in one direction, as both media and conununity organizations

have pointed out: suspensions arc simply being rcbranded as "success center referrals" or simple

insttnictions not to come to school, and thus not reported for SESIR purposes. We heard from

Mianu-Dade Superintendent Alberto Carvalho and his response to the above points was to

acknowledge that the data q>pearcd problematic. He specifically discussed that administrators

required constant training and retraining in SESIR-incideut defnutions which the District has

pursued with help fcom the Department of Education. We are pleased that, unlike soine ofhers, he

did not dismiss the obvious concerns out-of-hand and that, unlike District "spokespersons, " he did

not offer a palpably absurd excuse; however, we further believe that in 2021, after years of data

issues, feeble assurances to "look into the matters" have lost appeal as a satisfactory response.

Broward Coun

"Broward County Schools are safer now them they have ever been."

- Robert Runcie

"You mustn't always believe what I say. Questions tempt one to tell lies,
particularly when there is no answer."

- Pablo Picasso

Broward County has provided a cornucopia of examples of an ahnost fanatical desire to

control data and use it to manipulate public perception, includmg fhat surrounding safety. The

Superintendent (as reflected in his own self-evaluations) and some Board members (in their

evaluations of Runcie) are seeiningly obsessed with the optics of any situatioD and the control of

public impressions of their activities. The District produces tiraining materials on "Building the

Brand" as though the District were all-important while its students were mere commodities, and

instructs employees to always consider how situations might affect the perception of the District

(as opposed to the reality). Board members write fawningly of an increase in Twitter followers
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and gush in starry-eyed detail about various interviews given. Runcie devoted twenty-swen pages

of single-spaced small type in his annual self-evaluations (2015-2020) to cataloging his efforts at

nairative eagineCTmg, m addition to repeatedly listing the number of "mentions" and "likes" as

"strengths. " And yet Boaid members such as Rosalind Osgood stiU write in their evaluations of

Runcie that the Distnct needs to increase the amount of favorable publicity it revives.

Propaganda, however, is not the same as transparency or success. Citations to "leveraging

social media preseuce" do nothing to obscure the fact that our record is cluttered with instances of

school officials either passively (for example, mcluding specifically-subpoenaed information in a

voluminous tranche ofnonresponsive or duplicadve material) or actively suppressing unflattering

inforaaation (Runcie admitted that "some administrators shaved their numbers because they felt it

would weigh negatively on how they are perceived if crime appears too high. "). It is obvious to

us fi'om all this evidence thatRuncie and his Board supporters are more interested in getting people

to view diem favorably than virtually anything else.

The hostility to accurate safety rcportmg can be seen in a variety of circumstances. For

example, Runcie proudly included in one of his annual self-evaluations that he had made "10, 135

court appearaaces" on behalf of students. Under no circumstaDces could this number be accurate;

there simply are not enough court days in the year. Further, the size of that uumber bespeaks a

more pressing question: what, exacdy, were Broward students doing to require 10,000 court

appearances? Broward County has never reported even half that number to law eiiforcement,

according to the District's SESBR data (for vAich Runcie is statutorily responsible), so we are

confironted with two diametrically opposed claims from the same source-in other terms, someone

speaks with a forked tongue. 20

M The District often attempfs sinular semantic games m reporting other statistical "achievements. " For example,
multiple press releases tout fee District's "improved graduation rate to 89%"-a positive development, in a vacuum.
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We received evidence that at a January, 2018 meeting of the I7th Circuit Juvenile Justice

Advisory Board, District administrators advised the Board members that General Couasel Myrick

was training administrators that if police showed up at a school with a warrant for the arrest of a

smdent, they were not goiag to be permitted inside the school and that the student's presence in

the school would not even be verified. 21 The subject came up again at a later meeting and the

minutes of that meeting disclose that "Mr. Watkins responded that ifsomeoue is coming to inquire

about a child for a aon-school related offense that does not pose an immediate Areat to tfae saf^y

of the school, the agency will be redirected to make that request fhrough other dianaels within the

school. " Horrifyingly, tfaat meeting occurred on February 14, 2018, at 3:00 pm. No one should

need reminding that this is the very date of the MSD catastrophe. In other words, within an hour

of children being massacred in school. District officials v/ete celebrating a policy that actively

discoureyed the presence and lawful performance of duty by police officers in Broward schools.

Tliis, of course, is the same David Watkins who summoned Runcie's supporters to the

school board meeting at which his temiinarion was on the agenda. ^ He did so by sending an email

claiming Runcie's opponents used "vile language" not seen "since desegregation orders were

enforced"-an intentionally mflammatory charge for which Acre appears to be zero factual

However, missing froin (he reports is the fact that while Broward's graduation rate has rism, the same has been true
all over the state, and the District actually lags m graduation rate iinprovement when compared with the rest of the
state mcluding other large Districts. Broward's inqirovement from 2015-2020 is actually a percentage point less than

the state meroge for Ifaat time period. The District, however, would prefer to teU only half the story.

ZI Myrick testified that she was referring specifically to an unspecified "Department of Justice" memorandum of some
son from "not Ae priw adnumsttation, but tfae one before, " which discouraged federal immigration authorities from
serving immigration detainers at schools. She also was very clear that she did not feel that school "should be a law
enforcement place."

xt This was not the only instance of District personnel acdag well outside the permissible scope of employment to
enhaare Board suppon for Runcie; we received evidence of another employee who appeared at a fundraiser advertised
for siqiport of Board Member Donna Kara and two candidates opposing Board Members Alhadeff and Rupen (both

Ruccie critics at times). The easployee was soliciting attendees to apply for minority-owned busmess ooDtract work
witfa the District.
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evidence. It is the same David Watkins who administers the "Behavior Intervention Program"

and "Juvenile Justice Educational Transition and Siipport" efforts, aptly characterized as "jail-to-

school" programs which can, or in some instances have, resulted in individuals with pending

felony cases, serious behaviracal records, or even, according to one 2017-18 program handbook,

"students convicted of a. serious crime such as: rape, murder, attempted murder, sexual battery, or

fireaan related" crimes back into the schools, inchuSng mmnstream schools from which their

behavior caused their remove^3 When he appeared before us, Waddns was rcmaricable for one

thing: his utter inability to direcdy amwer the most basic of questions. He dissembled, gave

aonresponsive and obviously-rehearsed answeTS, and demonstrated that if he is representative of

Runcie's top adnuoistrators, the District is in dire straits indeed.

District officials often behave as though (faey have no interest in even knowing the realities

of its schools, reminding us of Dothing so much as the proverbial flock of ostridies burying their

heads to avoid confi'onting reality. We leained that for more than 20 years, Broward County had

been conducting an annual distnct-wide student survey whidi, among other things, questioned

students about their perception of their physical safety in school. The year after the PROMISE

program began, the District stopped publishing the results of that survey; a year later, they stopped

admiiustering it altogether. Superintendent Runcie adinitted that this had been done, but denied

kaowmg why.

In February 2020, when the administration became alarmed at the high number of students

leaving tfae District (taking their revenue with them). District personnel asked 41,000 parents why

they were leaving. More than 40 percent of respondents mdicated that they felt the schools were

" Ruade. for his part, claimed only superficial awareness of flie nature of die former, and zero recogution of anydung
to with the latter, including the dtle; we are not certain whether we are more dismayed if we accept this statement as
true, or if it were exposed as merely another falsdiood; neither would be accq»table.
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unsafe (#2 answer), undisciplined (#4 answer), and Jacking in leadership (#7 answer). When asked

what qualides they were looking for in a new school, over 90 percent responded they desired a

safer environment, and about 80 percent cited "stronger discipline" and "stronger leadership."

Runcie and Board members Good, Kom, Murray, Osgood, and Levinson all remembered the

results being published to the Boani in a PowerPomt presentation, but none recalled any further

action being undertaken with regard to it.

In August, 2019, the Broward Teacher's Union published an anonymous survey of

thousands of its members regarding the climate of the schools, including many questions about

physical safety aud discipline (or lade thereof). To say that the answers contained in that survey

paint a daonmng picture of the District is periiq>s to understate the matter, teacher after teacher

complained of physical attacks by students, outrageous behavior and offenses, weapons, fights,

threats, and repeated frustrations with the lack of any meamngful concern or follow-up by

admmistoitors when the victuas dared to make their concerns known. Sometimes, students who

physically attacked teachers were back m the class fhe next day. Some staff reported fearing

retaliation for providing information which reflected poorly on the District. 24 We have thoroughly

reviewed ihis survey, and we urge our fellow citizeiis to likewise do so; based upon the testimouy

we have received, these concerns are not unique to Broward County.

In response, Ruucie wrote to the president of the imion demanding Aat she provide the

identities of the individuals who had provided fliese nanatives (a demand rightly ignored) and

swearing that he would convene a special committee to investigate and respond to the issues, which

24 This concera was not unfounded; wbsn two local rq»iters deigned to publish mformatioH about the MSD shooter
which the District had inq>tly perantted to be released despite a court having ruled the infonnation could be redacted,
the Distdct responded by filing a Motion (unsuccessfully) to have the reporters held m contempt of court (and thus
subject to jaU tenns and fines). Ratfaer than own its mistaken release of embairassing uribrmation regaidine how the
District had treated (more accurately, did mtf treat) the shooter, die District (in the person of General Counsel Myrick)
opted to attanpt to bully those who exposed it- a recinimg theme of wishing to control optics rather than accept
unflattering facts.
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would have a very specific and short mandate and would provide resolution and proposals within

120 days of its investigation. That was August of 2019. The Conunittee was not even convened

until December of 2019 (strangely, after tills grand jury began inquiring about it) and met once m

DecanbCT 2019, once in February 2020, and possibly brieQy in March, 2020. It never produced

reports, and according to Supa-intendent Runcie, its members now work on COVID-19 related

matters. Bluntly put, the lip service paid by Runcie and the Board to "safety concerns" appears,

as Shakespeare noted in Macbeth, to be "full of sound and fiuy, signifying nothing."

No discussiou offhe Broward admuustration's collective attitude toward school safety and

relentless efforts to control data and optics would be complete without at least some mention of its

PROMISE program. PROMISE is an aaonym, the first two letters supposedly standing for

"Prcveatmg Recidivism. " However, we received evidence that, when imtially enacted, the

program pennitted an individual to commit four violadons per year (possibly more dqrending on

principal discretion), and this "clock" was reset every school year. Pennitting individuals more

than a dozen "second chances" does not strike us as doing anything to "Prevent Recidivism."

Further, Superintendent Runcie himself testified that unless an individual committed the exact

same in&actioa m that same year, he was not considered to be a reoffender-a definition of

"recidivism" heretofore unknown in the crinunal justice field. Fortunately, over the years, the

legislature has intervened, changing Florida's statutes to restrict the types ofofifenses eligible for

such programs. PROMISE has been changed, albeit clearly begrudgingly, to comply with Florida

law. We reiterate here our support for the idea of diversion programs-and also our condemnatiou

of decisions to include offenses or create loopholes which unnecessarily and inappropriately distort

these programs, rendering them bloated, counteq»roductive. and useless as a form of behavior

coirecdon or safety enhancement.
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When it com.es to tfae results of the District's policies, we find that once again the data

belies Ae District's narrative. SESIR and UCR data show that, even though student enrollment

has steadily declined, incidents have gone up (usually by more than 20 perceDt per year), mcluding

incidents requiring law eDforcemMt involvement and those resulting in injury. They have risen

every yew sxnce 2915 (we did not examme data prior to that). Runde attempted to suggest in his

testimony that this was a positive thii%, in that it might reflect accurate self-reporting; we reject

this spin and point out that the data are unifonnly trending in the wrong direction in spite of and

perhaps because of attempts to divert inddents from accurate reporting-a lack of real

consequaices surely emboldens other would-be wrongdoers, as numerous witnesses have

explained to us.

Further, Supemrtendent Runcie hiaaself has been less Aan candid about the PROMISE

program and its applicabUity to perhaps its most notorious referral, the MSD shooter. On multiple

occasions, in widespread public appearances and commentary, Runcie loxidly, repeatedly,

sincerely, and angrily assured everyone that the shooter "was never a participant in the PROMISE

program. There's no connection between [the shooter] and the district's PROMISE program."

This was not accurate. While the shooter had perhaps not been referred while in school at MSD,

he had been referred before-and had failed to attend, for which there is no documentation that he

received any consequeaces. This is not to say that the program had any direct relationship with

the massacre; rather, the reflexive defensiveness exemplifies a larger and more disturbing trend:

when Superintendent Runcie's policies are questioned, his response is to say whatever he believes

will end the questioning, whether or not it is true. 25

" Runrie often touts what he claims are positive academic results, and did so before us as well. If accurate, advances
in academic achievement are an unqualified good. And yet, as Eiastem remaiked, "whoever is careless with tfae teTith

in small matters cannot be trusted in important affairs." fa our examination of Board proceedings, workshops, and
evaluations, we have yet to see Good, Osgood, Kora, Murray, or Levuson even ask for explanation, let alone
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We also feel compelled to expose the ridiculous canard advanced by the District (m a public

inemorandum fi?om General Coimsel Myrick) that PROMISE was not a diversion program, despite

the fact that the District had proudly been calling it that since at least 2013. In 2019, the legislature

modified section 1006. 13 regaidmg the sorts of offenses which required reportii^; the Broward

administration did not like tfais change.26 to her memo, Myrick described statutes touchmg on

diversioD programs. Specifically, she wrote tihat "Section 985. 12: this statute describes the civU

citation program." That statute, however, specifically covered "CivU citation or simUarprearrest

diversion programs. " The legislative bills regarding this statute were well in progress vAen

Myrick wrote her memo in March 2019. The statute becanie effective m June of 2019. However,

even the old version specifically referenced "or other similar diversion programs" and both

versions discuss misdemeanors bemg reported to the Department of Juvenile Jusdce even if

diverted. Accordingly, the reference in Myrick's memo to this statute intentioiially omits a

significant portion of it, whidi materially affects the meaning ascribed to it by Myrick. We would

note, also, that to date there has been no change m the District's asserted position.

"Ilie matter caused real-life consequents because Broward County began lumping both

crimmal and non-criminal episodes mto the PROMISE program. Because of this, Broward

County, for a period of somewhere between four and six months in 2019, ceased reporting

altogeffter any data to the Department ofjuveiule Justice for those students who were referred

to PROMISE for a crime. This contravenes state law. Broward County clauned that because

PROMISE also contained data for noacriminal infi-actioiis, it was "oven-eporting" to the

challenge, Ae data put forth by Runcie's adnunistradon. Given the litany of falsehoods in other contexts, the obvious
probteins with SESIR data, and the obsessive focus on propaganda, we do not blithely accept any of Ruacie's
representations as accurate beyond question.

M Indeed, rather than accept the change, for the 2019-2020 sdool year the Admuustration was stUl providing training
materials and powerpoiats citing the oM version of the statute. These trainmgs were done for all schools, by Nordia
Sappleton, anoAer ofRimcie's top administrators.
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Department of Juvenile Justice and decided to "correct" this by reporting nothing at all. The

Distdct, of course, had created this situation itself by expanding the PROMISE program to

encompass both types of infractions in response to the diange in the statute. We are told that the

District now transmits the data, but that it has not ever gone back to correct the months-long gap

m reporting.

For his part, when confronted about this matter, Siqwrintendent Runcie literally rolled his

eyes and remarked "oh, yeah, everythmg^s a crime. " He appeared not to have understood the

difference between diversion for non-criminal incidents (smoking, dismpting class, etc. ) and those

which were in fact criminal (theft, vandalism), and that Section 985. 12, Flodda Statutes (2020)

would clearly make any altemadve sanction for actual crimes a "diversion program". If he indeed

was surprised, we were not.

We feel this conclusion is bolstered by the fact that this matter had been explained to other

administradon officials by the MSDPSC chair more than a year ago m a public hearing:

"I think what's getting lost here is tfae bifurcation between student misconduct for
behavior and alternatives to suspeiision. .. versus alternatives for crimes.... if they
are getting something other than arrest for committing a crixninal act, it's a
diversion. You can call it whatever, you can put any label you want on it, you can
caU it by any name, you can spin around nine times, you can pretend its not, but it's
a diversion, period, end of story."

Another MSDPSC member put it more bluntly:

"If your lawyers are still sticking with the supposition that the PROMISE program
is not a diversion program, and at the same time, you're diverting crimmal conduct
through the PROMISE program, go back and tell them to figure out their opinion
correctly because it's not ethical and its not accurate... fhat flies in the face of all
common sense. So he4> us help whoever is making that decision at Broward
County. You help us. Have the superintendent help us to stop them from
embarrassing themselves."

(Emphasis added). That meeting was oa June 4, 2019. Superintendent Runcie appeared before us

in March of 2021, and still tried to put the same spin on the matter here. Gweral Counsel Myrick
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appeared in April of 202127, and did the same. They and the District were wrong then, are wrong

now, and apparently remain content to continue "embarrassing themselves."

This appears to be a recurring theme with Myrick. She has-by her own admission-110

law enforcement or cruninal law experieuce. She routinely conducts-by her own-"research"

on issues of sigiuficant import for safety matters, and issues what amounts to binding legal

direcdves to administrators. Yet, time and again, her advice creates problems rather Ihan solving

them. For exan^le:

. She issued her "PROMISE memo" and appears to have intentionally omitted vast sections

of Secdon 985. 12, wdiich even unlearned eyes can see explicitly refer to "any similar"

I»ogram which "diverts" misdemeanor (criininal) bAavior fcom arrest to some altemarive

sancdon-leading to (well-deserved) public ridicule of District of&cials

. She knew full well that the District, based upon her opiaion, was failing its statutory duty

to report to the Department of Juvenile Justice (mdeed, when asked, she did not know if

the reporting had resumed or not) and has failed as of yet to conrect her memo;

. She issued a similar (but unwritten) list of "reservations" regarding the City of Coconut

Creek's request to use a passive-alert canine (handled by the same officer who personally

q>pidiended Ae MSD shooter) to sit at a school and sniff the air to possibly detect firearms.

She asserted this dog was Ac "first of its kind" at a public workshop, and conceded to us

Aat she was unaware that canines of this nature have been so employed for decades; she

further admitted under questioning that her research was done on "drug dogs" searching

specific individuals or lockers ra±CT than passive-alert situations. Further, she claimed at

a workshop on the matter that there was "no need" for the canine due to very few fireanns

" Myrick had appeared before us on a pdor occasion, at which we were forced to chastise her regarding her office's
dilatory fulfillment of records requests and failure to timely comply with subpoenas.
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mcideats m the schools, yet admitted here that she is aware Broward Schools have multiple

firearms incidents oo an annual basis.28

Myrick's naemory appeared conveniently opaque when it came to answering questions about her

conversations with other witnesses we heard firom, and she appeared quite "forgetful" about

meetings and phone calls she has had as recendy as two weeks ago. Her legal analyses appear to

suffer fi-om the same infiiraities as her recall.

In yet ano&er of Myrick's misadventures, she exemplified Ae District's penchant for

targeting ttiose who would dare hold it to account In 2018, the District commissioned a fum

(CEN) to create a report (for $60, 000. 00) on the MSD shooting (and to "assist the district in

UdgatioiL"). The District elected to publish fhat report, with secdons redacted at the order of a

Circuit Judge. However, Ifae District did such a poor job redacting the document that the redacted

materials were readily viewable-and several members of the public tipped off some news

reporters to that fact The reporters published the material, which included jwdings Oust the

District not ontyfaUed to adequately counsel the shooter about his options for special education

but did not honor his subsequent request for assignment to a special needs school. These facts

and others likely consdtuted a violation ofFBRPA, a federal statute with which the District should

be intimately familiar, as they routinely invoke it in the name of smdent privacy to avoid releasing

data and other information to law enforcement. Rather than simply admit her ofiGce's error,

Mynck filed a morion to have the reporters held m contempt (which could have resulted in fines,

jail time, or both) simply because they lawfully published the mfomiation the District had so

ineptly penaitted to be avaUable-<ui</ testified that she did so in her client's name without their

knowledge orpermisswn.

28 We received testimony that there have been dozens of such incidents as reflected m the SESIR, UCR, and DJJ data;
we also learned that even some ofNorida's theme parks employ fh-eann-alerting canmes.
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The Motion was, of course, denied-but this is one more example of the lengths to which

Runcie, Myrick, and ofhar District officials will go to (<bum the witches" who might dare expose

them.29

Finally, we mxist discuss how the District's approaches to dealing with law enforcement,

administering its construction projects, and attempting to mampulate public percq)tfon can be

8 Myrick arimiitfxl doing essentially the saine thing recendy wfaeu members of die BTU resisted the District's decision
to force them to returo to work in peison. Myrick collected photos, stories, and other material fi-om tte social nsdia
pages of Ae teachers (.accwdwg to BTU. non-public pages) and forwarded Aem to the District's private law fuin to
use to embarrass the teachers in the arbitration hearing.
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viewed in the context of tragedy. We begin with Runcie, in 2013, leading the opposition to state

legislation that would have created a special taxmg district to provide funds to enhance safety and

security m Broward schools. Runcie wrote to then-State Senator Sobel (sponsor of the bUl):

The School Board has:

. Requested our municipal and county law enforcement to increase then-presence
at our schools....

. Initiated a survey of each school site to detenxiine the needs and costs to provide
further hardening (e.g., reteofitting windows, doors, installing different locks).. .

. Assigned our limited corps of School District Police Officers to maintain an
increased presence at schools that do not have full-time, dedicated School
Resource OfBcers (SRO's. )....

Instituted additional tiaming for our School Security Specialists and Campus
Security Monitors. The School Board intends to expand its SRO Program to
provide an SRO at each schooL We are currently exploring options for how this
can be accomplished in the immediate fiiture.

(Emphasis added). Also accordii^ to Runcie's letter, "A special taxing district, if approved by the

voters would not generate revenue until 2015. Although more funding is always welcome the

School Board cannot wait, and is not waiting, that long to address its safety concerns."

(Eiaphasis added).

Indeed, if this Board ever had any actual safety concerns, they waited^ir longer than 2015

to address them. Eight years later, as we have described above, it is evident that the Disbdct, led

by Runcie himsetf, did everything possible not to fulfill the comimtments claimed m this letter

and that only legislation compelled them to do what little they did manage.

The real reason Runcie aud his cohorts opposed the legislation appears later in his letter,

when he explains that "tfae legislation, called the 'School Safety Act of Broward County, 1 woidd

require establishment of a governing body separate fi-om the School Board and would be charged

with overseeing (he SRO Program."
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Obviously, external oversight and outside control are things this District has bitterly fought

at every possible turn and in every conceivable context, whether it be submission to the Broward

County laspector Goieral or the rccommendadon of the three prior Grand Juries that have been

empaneled to investigate it. H<^rfully OUT reports have given the public an inkling as to why.

Next, we recite here some of the findings of the MSDPSC as expressed in their initfal

Report (pages 47-52):

4. The fire alarm activated because a beam of light was dismpted by the muzzle
flash, smoke ficom the gun and/or dust created by the ceiliag tiles moving from the
percussion of the gunshots. No pull stadom were triggered or pulled anywhere on
campus.

5. The fue alami in Biuldiog 12 triggered the alarm throughout caaipus. The fire
alarm system at MSDHS was immediately acdvated with no delay, which is not a
prefenred practice.

7. The school district does not allow law enforcement live, real-dme remote or
independent access to school campus video systems. Law enforcements' inability
to independently live view the cameras hindered the law enforcement response and
caused safety issues because they were unable to detemiine if [the shooter] was still
in the building. This delay also hindered victim rescue and medical response.

8. AU teachers m Building 12 who evacuated their classrooms did so because the
first ttiing they heard was the fire alarm and had not beai notified of a Code Red
CHie Code Red announcement over the PA was not made until [the shooter] had
finished shooting all his victims and was entering the riurd-floor teacher's lounge,
which was too late to meanmgfully notify anyone.).

9. The fire alarm caused confusion among students and staff in Building 12. Some
treated the event as a fire alaraa (evacuation) and some treated it as an active shooter
situation (hiding m place). As set forth in section 3.2, the lack of a called Code Red
contributed to students and staff not treating this inddent as an acdve shooter event
and that put students and staff at risk because they used evacuation protocols, not
acdve assailant response protocols.

As we noted above, Ruacie and his staff (as demonstrated at tfae Circuit Advisory Board

meetings) were not supportive of law enforcement presence on school campuses (Myrick in
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particular expressed hostility to the very notion); they waited until the last possible moment to

comply with the Safe Schools Act regarding oa-campus guardians (incumng substantial additional

cost) and it was more than a year after the Commission's report before the District began allowing

some (but still not all) law enforcement agencies to have real-time access to security camera

footage. Further, when asked direcfly by a state Senator whether a "Code Red" had been called,

Runcie responded in the simple affirmative. Obviously, fhe Commission found that was not the

case (at least not untU it was far too late) and this appears to be yet another example of Runcie

giving a convaiient, iiamediate answer regardless of its veracity.

Most strilung, however, is this: The fire alarm at Marjory Stoaeman Douglas High Sdool

had been recogmzed as m need of upgrading when the District first solicited its $800 million

SMART bond project in 2014. Fonner Broward Director of School Safety Jerry Graziose claimed

to have recommended upgrades to the fire alarms prior to his 2015 retirement. SpeciJBcaUy, fire

alarms could be mstalled with a 40-second dekiy so Aat persoDS m the office could ascertain

whether the alarm was genuiae, Ae result of a student prank, or caused by some other event. On

Febmary 14, 2018, Ae absence of this feature led to students evacuatu^ into the shooter's path.

The alarm was not a top-priority item accordmg to the District, however, and was not set for

funding and installatiou until 2019. In fact, it was and is such a low priority that it remams

unmstalled at multiple schools according to Runcie's own testimony. It is distincdy possible that

lives could have been saved-yet they were lost, and it appears even that fact spurs little to no

sense of urgency on bdialf of Runcie and his administration.

WhUe we do not have evidence to outright declare that the combination of inaccurate data

reporting, antipathy toward law enforcement, facile falsehoods by administration officials or Ae

astonishmg raismaiiagement of SMART safety projects led directly to the MSD tragedy, neither
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can we say they played no role in creating the daibaess m which diis malignancy grew. It is readily

apparent that the toxic combination of these factors has, and continues to, put Broward County

students at risk. Despite what we have documeuted here and elsewhere, members of the Board

not only chose to retain Runde, but to give him a 30% raise (to over $350,000.00 annually) and

substantially enhance his benefits package-in a deal negotiated by Myrick.

CONCLUSION

We expect this Final Report to generate some hostility, but we are confident that the facts

and issues we addressed here are accurate. Before the wheels of the marketing madiine begin to

turn in an atten^pt to counter our findings, know this: Our mvestigadon was tfiorough, and we gave

tfae entities and mdividuals we examined here every opportunity to explain themselves. We are

confident in our findings as to who was credible and who was not There will be some who fear

our message, but keep in mind as you consider whateva- criticisms are ultimately levied that we

are 18 people who received a summons, showed up, and proudly served. We came from aU walks

of life; we came without bias; and we woAed tirelessly for the past 22 months-through a once-

a-century pandemic-to serve the people of the State of Florida.

As the Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury's tenn expires, know that our only goal is to make

sure the people got the infonnation they needed. It is now up to the Governor, the legislators and

the citizens of the State of Rorida, aimed with the knowledge we have provided, to see that tfae

issues we have identified are resolved and do not recur in the future.
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Respectfully aubmittcd to the Hanorablc Jcck Tutcr. Presiding JudBC of the Twcnliclh
Staicwidc Gnod Jury. Ais 16th day of April. 2021

.pcreon. Juror # ,
Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury of Florida.

THE FOREGOING Final RepoH of the Twentieth S
me in open court ihia this l6lh day of April, 202 I.

Grand Jury was to

HON. JACK R, Prcaidi Judge
Twentieth ide Grand J iy of Florida.
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1, Nicholas B. Cox, Statewide Prosecutor ajnd Legal Advisor, Twentietft Statewide Grand
Jury of Ftorida, haeby cesofy that I, as authorized and ' edby law, have advised the Grand
Jury which refuna6d this Repeat dn dus lethday ofAp '. 2 1.
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/NIC LAS B. COX
S kte^asecutOT

T entie& Statewide Grrnd Jury of Florida

I, Julie Cbaitdn Hogm, D^uiy Statewide Ptosecutor and As^stant Legal Advisor, Twentieth
Statewide Graod Juiy of Ff<»ida, iwseby certi t t, as aattoi feed and recpjured by taw, have

advised the Grand JmywNefarcteHedtfBS tfus )6diday<rf'^»Ea, 202I.

CHAIKINHOGAN
uty Sfatewicte Prosecutor

wendeth Statewide; GfaBd.Juiry of Florida

I, JosqA Spaterij^ Ctuef Assistant Statewide Prosecutor ' taut Legal Advisor,
Twentieth Statewide OiEan^JuBy of Flprida, hereby c&tify tfial I, as author artd required by
law, have advised tbeC&mid Jury whidi returned thisR o is ISth of "i, 2021.
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Statewide G
UtOf

Jury of da

I, Jereoty B. Scott, Chief Assistant Statewide Prosecuter aad Assistant Legal Advisor,
Twottttcth Statewide GraQd Jury ofFIorifia, hCTeby certify that t, as auithoirfzed and required by
law, hiave advise the Grand Jury wtuch retaraed this Report on ' 16th day of April, 2021.
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JEREMY SCOTT
Chief Assistant Statewide Prosecutor
Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury ofRorida
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I, David Gillespie, Assistant Statewide Prosecuitor and Assistant Legal Advisor, Twendeth
Statewide Grand Jury of Florida, hereby certify fhat I, as authorized and required by law, have
advised the Grand Jury wAich returned this Report on this l6fh day of April, 2021.

DAVTOGILLESPIE
Assistant Statewide Prosecutor
Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury of Florida

I, Richard Mantei, Assistant Statewide Prosecutor and Assistant Legal Advisor, Twentieth
Statewide Grand Jury of Florida, hereby certify that I, as authorized and required by law, have
advised the Grand Juiy which returned this Report on this 16th day of April, 2021.

RICHARD I
Assistant Statewide Prosecutor
Twentieth Statewide Grand Jury of Florida
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